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THE HOME THEATER MUST BE KLIPSCH,

Nlanufacturer's Suggested Retail Price.

Enjoy the most exciting home theater experience
imaginable - no matter what your space or budget!

A favorite of audio enthusiasts for more than 50 years, Klipsch speakers are uniquely
designed to deliver the essential elements of true home theater sound. High efficiency,
broad dynamics with low distortion, controlled directivity and flat frequency
response come together for accurate and powerful music and movie soundtrack
reproduction. Each system is endowed with specific performance attributes, like the
award winning Klipsch THX® System or the epic series featuring a D'Appolito dri-
ver configuration and world famous Klipsch horn technology.

If you want audio and home theater sound that's so real you can feel it, visit your local
authorized Klipsch dealer for a demonstration. Or call our toll free number for the
name of the dealer nearest you.

1-800-KLIPSCH
The Legend Continues...
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Made in America sioce 1945
1995 Klipsch Inc.

Manufacturers of Klipsch Audio Entertainment, Home Theater and Distributed Sound Systems
0 Lucafilm THX 1, a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
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OMNIMOUNT®
raises home theater sound

to new heights
Introducing

THE UNIVERSAL MOUNTING KIT'
Mount your speakers and
maximize your home theater
experience! For the highest
sound quality, speakers must be
mounted above obstacles and
acoustically focused within their
environment. For this reason,
cinema sound designers
everywhere use the industry
standard, OmniMount® Systems.

Engineered with carbon steel,
aircraft aluminum and ultra -
strength polymers, OmniMount
Systems offer the most versatile,
attractive and easy -to -use
mounting hardware for speakers
of all sizes.

OmniMount's Universal
Mounting Kit comes in a variety
of configurations to fit your exact
needs. It also comes complete
with everything you need to
install speakers to just about any
surface - including drywall,
wood and brick.

Available at retailers that sell
home theater products, The
Universal Mounting Kit will raise
your home theater investment to
its highest level.
If you can't find the Universal
Mounting Kit, call us at
(602) 829-8000 or fax us at
(602) 756-9000.

OmniMounr Systems
are Ideally Suited for
Mounting Home THX'

Loudspeakers
THX0 is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm, Ltd

RWX-From wall to
bottom

RWX-From side wall to
bottom

RWX-From ceiling
to back

RWX-From wall to toi

RWX-From side wall

RWX-From cabinet
top to back

NI models available In
basic black and Navajo white.
25 RST & 25 RVVX support up to 8 Lbs.
53 RST & 53 RVVX support up to 15 Lbs.

If you need to mount even larger speakers - Ow:Mount
manufactures a wide range of models in different sizes and
configurations to support from ounces to hundreds of pounds.

01994 OrnnoMount Systems, Inc. NI rights reserved. "OrnniMount- is a registered trademark of OmniMount Systems. Inc. OmniMount products are covered by patent rghts issued and/or pending

RST-From wall to back

IF
RST-From ceiling to top

RST-From cabinet top
to bottom

Maximize sound
coverage and
quality in your
listening area.

Create more usable
living space.

The Universal
Mounting Kit lets
you mount any
speaker just about
anywhere - walls,
ceilings, decks,
cabinet tops, and
other surfaces.

you
need to install
speakers is
included.

silt liffiffinftSAL roararnms NOT

OMMMOUNP
SYSTEMS

1501 West 17th Street
Tempe, Arizona 85281

(602) 829-8000
fax: (602) 756-9000
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Cover: NHT's VT -1C center -channel
speaker, VT -IA towers. HDP-1

surrounds, and SW2p subwoofer with

the Magnavox FP4760C 47 -inch TV
(image of Arnold Schwarzenegger from
Total Recall, courtesy Carolco Home

Video). For more home theater options
see "Surround Speakers." page 46, and

"Big Screen Bonanza," page 53.

Photograph by Roberto Brosan
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Not just big, but full, rich, and lifelike. Introducing the Bose' Wave'
radio. Small enough to fit almost anywhere, yet its patented acoustic
waveguide speaker technology helps it fill the room with big stereo
sound. You literally have to hear it to believe it. Available directly
from Bose, the Wave® radio even has a remote control. Call toll free
or write for our free information kit. And
find out how big a radio can sound. Better sound through research

MRJMRSJMS.
NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

_k7417ALL'

DAYTIME TELEPHONE EVENING TELEPHONE.

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. R226
Or mad to: Rose Corporation, Dept. CDD-R221.

The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-916K

"Ingenious and In -Expensive"

HTS 1 FIVE CHANNEL HOME THEATER DECODER

RLC-1 Review
Julian Hirsch
Stereo Review, Jan '95

Ammoign.

RLC-1 REMOTE LINE CONTROLLER

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM
TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL
HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD
WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES

If you own an older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want
the convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only
product on the market today that will allow you to upgrade, rather than replace
your current system. Next, add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically
acclaimed HTS-1 Passive Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give
you all the performance of a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or
distortion.

Both are available at better audio stores,
the best catalogs, and at selected
locations of...

-C 1 11,1C 31 C3C111

m, titp intemobonol varly

111 Second Ave N.E., Suite 700A. St. Petersburg FL 33701
800 531-0631  FAX 813 896-7899
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No matter what you spent on your

home entertainment system, you

could get more out of it with

DIRECTV.' Because DIRECTV

gives you more entertainment to choose

from than ever before, with digital quality

picture and CD sound.  You get

tons of hit movies to choose from,

before they're on the premium

cable movie channels. It's like a video store

in your living room that never runs out of

stock. For just $2.99 each, you get the

Hollywood hits you want, starting as often

as every 30 minutes. You also get classics,

independent films and more.  You can

DOESN'T YOUR GREAT HOME ENTIRTAIIRENT SYSTEM

CURVE GREAT ENTERTAINMENT !

choose from hundreds of pro and college

sports events, and the newest and most

popular cable networks. CNN, ESPN,

USA, Sci-Fi Channel, The Disney Channel,

Court TV and a lot more. Probably for less

than you pay now.  See the tiry 18 -inch

RCA -brand DSS" dish and DIRECTV at

your Consumer Electronics or Satellite TV

dealer. Get the entertainment your

system deserves. Call 1-800-573-4388

for the authorized DIRECTV dealer nearest

you.  DIRECTV. It's Personalized TV'

DIRECTV.
IT'S PERSONALIZED TV

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ERIN
GETTING SATISFACTION
The Verity Group, a market -
research firm serving the
consumer electronics
industry, has announced the
winners of its fourth annual
Verity Customer Satisfaction
Index (VSCI) Awards. The
winners are chosen on the
basis of more than 51,000
interviews with a sampling
of consumers who represent
the population as a whole,
and in general the results
show that customer satisfac-
tion with consumer electronic
products is very high. Among
the winners in various cate-
gories are Alpine (car stereo),
Kenwood (home CD player),
Mitsubishi (VCR and TV
larger than 30 inches),
Pioneer (home stereo receiver
and one -brand stereo
system), and Sony (home tape
deck).

FACTS & FIGURES
A survey by the Consumer
Electronics Group (CEG) of
the Electronic Industries
Association shows that for
the majority of high -income
buyers of audio equipment,
quality is more important
than price. (High income is
defined as $35,000 for singles,
$45,000 for married couples.)
In deciding on purchases, 68
percent reported that sound
quality was the most impor-
tant factor, followed by price
and brand recognition. When
asked the reason for buying
new stereo components, 63
percent said it was to
improve sound quality, and
62 percent said it was to take
advantage of new technolo-
gies.... According to another
CEG survey, more than 70
percent of U.S. households
own at least one piece of car
stereo equipment that did not
come with a new car. Nearly
70 percent of households with
incomes of $40,000 or more
own at least one car cassette
head unit.... A report from
InfoTech, an international
multimedia market -research
firm, shows that the number
of installed CD-ROM units
grew to 26.9 million world -

BY WILLIAM LIVINGSTONE
AND BOB ANKOSKO

VIDEODISCS GET SMALL

In almost back-to-back announcements, rival coali-
tions heralded what promises to be a new era in
home video, based on advanced, high -density
CD -size digital videodiscs (DVD's). Sony
and Philips kicked off in early January
at the Winter Consumer Electronics
Show, but Toshiba and Time Warner
one -upped them just a few weeks
later with details of their own
system and backing from much of
the rest of the audio and entertain-
ment industries, including
Matsushita (Panasonic, Technics,
Quasar), Thomson (RCA, GE, ProScan),
Pioneer, Hitachi, JVC, Denon. MCA
(Universal), MGM/UA, and Turner Home Enter-
tainment. Fortunately, the systems are more similar than
different in their essentials, and talks aimed at unifying the
formats in time for the projected 1996 launch are under
way. Both systems pack 135 minutes of high -quality digital
video onto a single side, and picture quality, in the
limited demonstrations so far, appears to surpass not merely
that of Video CD but also that of laserdisc.

wide in 1994, up 137 percent
from the preceding year. The
U.S. accounted for the largest
increase, followed by the
U.K., Germany, and Japan.

ENDURING FAME
The National Academy of
Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARAS) has granted life-
time -achievement awards to
the singers Patsy Cline,
Peggy Lee, and Barbra
Streisand, to the Chicago
soul pioneer Curtis Mayfield,
and to the composer/arranger
Henry Mancini.

Recordings admitted into
the NARAS Hall of Fame this
year are the Beatles' "Abbey
Road," "Jazz at Massey Hall"
(with Charlie Parker, Dizzy
Gillespie, Bud Powell, Max
Roach, and Charles Mingus),
Hoagy Carmichael's Star
Dust, Spike Jones's Cocktails
for Two, and Sophie Tucker's
Some of These Days

The following artists have
been chosen as this year's
inductees into the Rock 'n'

Roll Hall of Fame: the Allman
Brothers Band, Al Green,
Janis Joplin, Led Zeppelin,
Martha and the Vandellas,
Neil Young, and Frank Zappa.
The R&B band the Orioles
was included among early
influences on rock.

The Recording Industry Asso-
ciation of America has
announced that Fleetwod
Mac's album "Rumours,"
released in 1977, has sold 17
million copies in the United
States, making it the second-
best -selling album in history,
after Michael Jackson's
"Thriller" with sales of 24
million.... The newest
release by the childen's
recording artist Joe Scruggs,
"Ants" (Shadow Play),
received the 1994 National
Parenting Publications
Honors Award.... According
to the music industry maga-
zine Pollstar, the Rolling
Stones' "Voodoo Lounge" tour
took in more than $121

million, making
the band the
greatest money-
makers in
concert history.

MUSIC NOTES
Graphix Zone and

Columbia Records
have released "Bob

Dylan: Highway 61 Inter-
active," an exploration on
CD-ROM of Dylan's world
from the 1960's into the 1990's,
with 10 full-length songs,
samples of 42 others, and an
interactive time line of signif-
icant events in Dylan's life.
Price: $59.95.... The Leonard
Bernstein Jerusalem Interna-
tional Music Competitions
begin this year with a contest
for conductors open to quali-
fied applicants of ages 24 to
37. The deadline for applica-
tion is April 15. For more
information contact the
Amberson Group, 25 Central
Park West, New York, NY
10023; phone, (212) 315-0640.

BOOKS
McFarland and Company, of
Jefferson, NC, has published
Howard Ferstler's High Defin-
ition Compact Disc Record-
ings ($29.95), evaluations of
more than 1,400 technically
excellent CD's.... Harper -
Collins has brought out
Mozart, A Life ($35), an ambi-
tious biography by the distin-
guished music historian
Maynard Solomon.... Miller
Freeman Books has issued a
new version of the All Music
Guide ($24.95), which in 1,400 g,

pages describes and reviews
more than 23,000 CD's, LP's,
and tapes in twenty-two cate-
gories ranging from blues,
children's, and rock to world ;`

beat and zydeco.
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Was $1250
per pair at

audio salons.

Now $899
Factory -Direct.

Selected by Mereo

Review as a

CES Show

Stopper, two

years running.

The DIGITAL PHASE AP -1 with

patented Acousta-Reed-

technology for unequaled

bass depth and definition,

$899/pair. Other systems from

!;449/p iir. factory -direct.

1-800-554-7325

Digital Phase'
ACOUSTA REED TECHNOLOGY

LETTERS

Record of the Year Awards
One might expect that STEREO REVIEW'S
Record of the Year Awards in February
would be drawn largely from albums re-
viewed in "Best Recordings of the Month"
during the previous twelve months. Surpris-
ingly, that was hardly the case for 1994.

Among the popular selections, two of the
six winners and eleven of the thirteen hon-
orable mentions had not warranted a "Best
of the Month" review. Among classical se-
lections, three of the six winners and six of
the eleven honorable mentions had not
made it to "Best of the Month" ranking. That
is a marked level of inconsistency between
monthly and annual recognition. Were there
too many cooks in the kitchen?

WILLIAM F. PANK
Rowayton, CT

"Best of the Month" albums are nominated
by the individual critics who write the re-
views. Record of the Year Awards are open
to nominations from all of our critics and
editors, a diverse group with diverse opin-
ions; one person's imperishable master-
piece can he another's unlistenable noise.

Disgracoland
Parke Puterbaugh should find another line
of work. His choice of Pink Floyd's "The
Division Bell" as one of the ten worst pop
albums of the year (February) shows a lack
of understanding of music as an expression
of the human spirit. REMY L. GAPP

Rochester, NH

Obviously Mr. Puterbaugh is out of touch
with what the record -buying public regards
as good music. SAM SCAMARDO

Bryan, TX

DSS Pros and Cons
I recently purchased the RCA Digital Satel-
lite System (reviewed by Rich Warren in
January), and I've found that the video is
only slightly better than what I am getting
on cable, and the audio is no better. The on-
ly exception is pay -per -view movies, which
have laserdisc picture quality and near -CD
sound. Yes, DSS is relatively inexpensive.
and it works rather well. But I guess I ex-
pected some sort of miracle.

Also, there have been several rainstorms
locally since I installed my system, and I
have lost the signal completely for several
minutes at a time. Has RCA switched to the
MPEG-2 standard yet? If so, is that sup-
posed to correct the problems during rain-
storms? WILLIAM HINSON

Jacksonville, FL

In "DSS at Home" (January), Rich Warren
states that his C -band system scans some
twenty-seven satellites. What seven satel-
lites am I, Orbit magazine, and every other
satellite publication missing?

My C -band equipment can scan the en-
tire spectrum of satellites from east to west
(or vice versa) in just under 11h minutes,
which includes reaching for my UHF re-
mote control. Is Mr. Warren using a hand
crank? DANIEL K. NICHOLSON

Ossian, IN

I bought my satellite dish almost ten years
ago. To compare DSS with a good C- or
Ku -band system is unfair to DSS. Anyone
who thinks MPEG-1 video is even close is
blind; our local dealers never recommend
using a VCR with the system. I know DSS
is new technology, and there are lots of
warm feelings about anything digital, but
let's stick to reality. Where's the data?

If Rich Warren's Toshiba TRX-2220 C -
band receiver has sparklies and takes 5
minutes to acquire a signal, he is not getting
"excellent reception." LAWRENCE WITT

Brookings, OR

Rich Warren replies: I cannot comment on
Mr. Hinson's observations about DSS pic-
ture and sound quality, since I have no idea
how his equipment is connected. As for rain
fade, I have watched the system through
three major storms in my area. In only one,
with 45 -mph winds driving rain into the
dish, did I experience any signal interrup-
tion, and then only briefly. The transition to
MPEG-2 is supposed to he complete by the
end of March. Its main effect should be to
improve picture quality and increase chan-
nel capacity, however.

Satellite TV Week lists twenty-two C -
hand and five Ku -band satellites, although
one of them, Telstar 402R, is currently inac-
tive. My 8 -foot dish takes almost 5 minutes
to scan from the easternmost to the western-
most satellite. System scan speeds vary de-
pending on ambient temperature, dish size,
actuator, and receiver.

My ophthalmologist says my eyes are in
perfect condition. I've been watching C -
hand for seven years and have used both
the top -of -the -line GI 2750R receiver and
the Toshiba. Reception is usually excellent,
although area satellite installers tell me
that sparklies are not unusual on a few
transponders from this location. The best
MPEG-I video can surpass most analog
video.

I Editor's notes: We have received very
few complaints of rain fade. Based on that
and information from the DSS consortium.
we suspect that most people who do experi-

Chattanooga, TN 37422
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Even Orson Welles
s mid this real.

 -

\
A new reason to be afraid of the dafk.
Crunching footsteps behind you. Laser beams shooting

over your head. Just a typical night at home with Adcom's
home theater GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier. At Adcom's
level of critically acclaimed performance it doesn't just
produce surround
sound. It creates effects
that are out of this
world.

The award -winning
GTP-600 and an Adcom
power amplifier give
you the control to create a sonic experience that surpasses
anything you've ever heard in a movie theater.

Award -winning technology takes
you to the outer limits.

Providing switching for up to four video sources
I 1 I and four audio sources, the GTP-600 gives you

the flexibility to customize your audio/video
/ system for years to come. Composite or

S -video connections provide a high definition
signal path for maximum video quality. And with

features like Adcom's exclusive Cinema Surround
circuitry and Dolby Pro Logic® decoding, the GTP-600

brings the drama of hCime theater to your fingertips.
Preprogrammed DSP(Digi:al Signal Processing) modes
such as Concert Hall, Nightclub, Stadium and Five -
Channel Stereo surround, let you create a variety of cus-
tom-tailored, psychoacoustically correct listening environ-

ments.

BEST

These features cou-
ple ideally with the
GTP-600's advanced,
programmable remote
which lets you com-
mand up to eight addi-

tional system components for complete home theater
control.

Surround yourself now at your Adcom dealer.
Preview the new GTP-600 tuner/preamplifier at your

authorized Adcom dealer today. But be careful, you might
want to leave the lights on.
"Dolby- and "Pm Logic" are registered trade marks of Do/br Labonumies licensing Corporation

details you can hear
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11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130. Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal. Quebec 15141344-1226
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IT'S EXACTLY THE

QUALITY OF SOUND

YOU'D EXPECT FROM A

HIGH -END CD PLAYER.

That is,
A CD PLAYER COSTING

TWICE ITS PRICE.

The new Rotel
RCD970BX is a

premium quality CD
player that delivers per-

formance and technology
normally found only on far

more exotic and expensive designs.
A new 18 -bit ladder -type D/A con-

verter with continuous calibration
results in nearly 20 -bit resolution. A

toroidal transformer and superb quality filter
capacitors contribute smooth, uninterrupted

power. A CDM9 swing arm ensures instant access,
precise tracking and gentle handling of your most

cherished recordings. And a new PC board, close tolerance
components, and gold-plated, RCA -type coaxial digital

output all add to this remarkable music machine's stunning
performance. You get all of this and more in an attractive, low -

profile, high performance CD player with scan, random, 20 -track
programming, repeat and time information, plus an infrared remote.
We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer
and audition the RCD970BX. If you're
impressed with the sound, wait until you
hear the price.

ROTEL OF AMERICA

12,00 t 00-0.06 0 ILI

fiEll

PERFORMANCE BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.

ence persistent problems with rain fade may
be suffering from installation errors. Under
ideal conditions, it is possible to get a good
picture with the dish slightly misaimed or
with minor obstruction between dish and
satellite, but the system's ability to maintain
reception in had weather will be degraded.
For optimum performance under such cir-
cumstances, it is important that the dish be
aimed spot-on at the satellites and have a
clear line of sight.

[There was no data in the review because
we have no way to inject appropriate test
signals into the receiver. If your local deal-
ers are getting consistently bad video from
DSS they might do well to check their in-
stallations. We have gone from a store in
which the picture looked quite bad to a de-
mo in which it was stunning, a few miles
and a day apart.]

The Sound of "Robocop"
In "The Sound of Movies" in January, au-
thor Karl Straley discusses films transferred
using optical soundtracks and mentions, as
an example of what can be missing, ". . .

those deliciously thunderous footsteps of
ED -209 in Robocop? Can't even hear 'em!"
As the audio engineer who actually did the
transfer of Robocop for home video, I can
assure Mr. Straley that I did not use an opti-
cal soundtrack! In fact, this was one of the
first films released in the extremely wide -
dynamic -range Dolby SR audio format, and
for the transfer to videotape I used a 35mm,
Dolby SR -encoded, Dolby Stereo LT/RT
(surround -encoded) theatrical -mix magnetic
soundtrack. It was transferred, synchronized
with the video, to a digital audio tape, and
the "thunderous" footsteps of ED -209, and
everything else in that soundtrack, were
there on the DAT!

I cannot, of course, be responsible for
what happens after the original transfer. On
occasion a duplicator may "screw it up,"
but this is happening less and less as time
goes on. The VHS Hi-Fi format does not
have the same dynamic range or headroom
as DAT, and sometimes wonderful theatri-
cal mixes must be processed (usually com-
pressed) to "make it" safely, without distor-
tion, to the analog world. If this processing
is not done carefully enough, the results can
be less than perfect. GENE HOBSON

Chief Audio Engineer, All -Post, Inc.
Burbank, CA

Correction
The March test report on the Polk Audio
RM7000 speaker system incorrectly states
that the PSW100 subwoofer included in the
system is magnetically shielded, which it is
not. Also, the RM2000II satellites are 43/8
inches wide rather than 33/8 inches.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Rotel of Arterict 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 Tel 1-800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109
CIRCLE NO. 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD



TO BUILD THE WORLD'S
BEST SUBWOOFERS, WE

WENT BIPOLAR. AGAIN.
At Mirage, we've proven the
sonic superiority of Bipolar
loudspeaker design. Now
we're proving it on:e again
with our powerfu new line
of Bipolar subwoofers.

From the compact 100 -watt
BPS -100 to the flagship
1SO-watt BPSS-210, all four
feature dual bass drivers in a
unique Bipolar configuration.
This eliminates transfer of low
frequency energy to the floor,
a major source of coloration in
single driver subwoofers.

iAkibitt, 14

All feature our new "Auto -On"
circuitry. And, for the ultimate
in outboard control convenience,
combine any of them with one
of our LFX-Series of external
crossovers.

From the original Bipolar
explorers comes the world's
first complete line of Bipolar
subwoofers, the ideal means of
adding dramatic new depth to
both audio and home theater
systems. Track one down and
explore the possibilities
yourself.

THE ORIGINAL BIPOLAR LOUDSPEAKER"' 3641 McNicoll Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIX 1G5 (416)321-1800 Fax (416)321-1500
CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Here's a switch - speakers that change with you.
In the past, you bought a specific speaker to do a

specific job. When your needs changed, typically so did

your speaker. NHT introduces the future: The VT -1A. A rev-

olutionary new speaker that goes from optimum surround

sound to tight, focused audio at the flip of a switch.

Move from center aisle at the cinema, to third seat
flute section, as fast as you can turn your wrist. Because

we've taken home theater to a new level. Where the
choice is no longer between movies and music, it's
between NHT and everybody else.

USE VW MU
Now Hear This. Inc.. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia. CA 94510

For the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993. (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448

CIRCLE NO. 42 ON READER SERVICE CARD



NEW PR
AIWA 
Aiwa's DX-C100M 100 -disc CD

changer lets users create and

store in memory a playlist of up to

99 selections from any of the discs

loaded in the unit. Other features

include a 1 -bit digital -to -analog

converter, an optical digital

output. random play, four repeat

modes, direct selection of discs

and tracks via ten numeric

buttons, and a binder to hold CD

liner notes. Dimensions are 83'8 x

1314 x 141 s inches. Price: $650.

Aiwa, Dept. SR. 800 Corporate

Dr., Mahwah, NJ 07430.

Circle 120 on reader service card

OHM ACOUSTICS 
Ohm's Walsh home theater

system is designed to reproduce

music and movie soundtracks

without a center speaker or

(except in very large rooms) a

separate subwoofer. The 43 -inch -

tall Walsh 200 front speaker uses

a 10 -inch inverted -cone driver and

a supertweeter. while the 361/2 -

inch -tall SCT-Omni surround

speaker uses an 8 -inch inverted -

cone driver and three tweeters.

The patented, top -mount inverted -

cone design is said to produce

three-dimensional imaging.

Respective low -frequency limits

are given as 32 and 40 Hz.

Standard finishes are walnut, oak.

black. and white (wood veneer on

the iValsh 200. vinyl on the SCT-

Omni). Price: $2.545. Ohm

Acoustics. Dept. SR. 241 Taaffe

Place. Brooklyn, NY 11205-4383.

Cud?. 123 on reader service card

FIRSTAUDIO 
FirstAudio's 44 -inch -tall M500

speaker combines two 61z -inch

woofers and a 1 -inch cloth -dome

tweeter in a 44 -inch -tall cabinet

finished in mahogany Formica.

Placing the tweeter between the

vertically aligned woofers is said

to stabilize imaging for off -axis

listeners. Bandwidth is given as

37 Hz to 20 kHz and recommended

power as 25 to 150 watts. Price:

$1,499 a pair. FirstAudio,

distributed by Nova USA. Dept.

SR. 700 University Dr. E.. Suite

106. College Station, TX 77840.

Circle 121 on reader service card

CERWIN-VEGA
Part of Cerwin-Vega.s Stealth

Series. the SS 5.2 (shown. $210)

and SS 6.2 ($230) car speaker

systems are designed for use with

a subwoofer. Each package

includes pairs of 51 4 -inch (SS

5.2) or 617-nch (SS 6.2) woofers

with removable grilles. 1/4 -inch

polycarbonzte tweeters. and 12 -

dB -per -octave crossovers (not

shown). The woofers are rated

down to 78 and 60 Hz,

respectively, and are 21/4 and 21's

inches deep. A surface/ flush

tweeter -mounting kit is included.

Cerwin-Vega, Dept. SR, 555 East

Easy St., Simi Valley, CA 93065.

Circle 122 on reader service card
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PRODUCTS

 PROTON
The 35 -inch NT -3740. Proton's

largest TV set to date. uses a flat

high -contrast picture tube that's

said to deliver 600 lines of

horizontal resolution. It features

dual -tuner picture -in -picture.

which allows two TV programs to

be displayed on the screen at

once. decoders for closed

captioning and stereo sound. a

remote control. on -screen

programming cues. and six

speakers. There are three rear -

panel AN inputs. an AN output,

a variable -level audio output, an

S -video input/output. and a front -

panel AN input. The set is 373 8

inches wide and 245o inches

deep. Price: S3.000. Proton.

Dept. SR. 13855 Struikman Rd..

Cerritos. CA 90703.

Circle 124 on reader service card

1 MB QUART
The 33 -inch -tall Quart Two XL

speaker from MB Quart teams a

61 2 -inch woofer, 1 -inch titanium -

dome tweeter. and a seven -

element crossover in a bass -

reflex cabinet made of 34 -inch

high -density particleboard with a

black ash finish. Bandwidth is

given as 42 Hz to 32 kHz,

sensitivity as 88 dB, power -

handling capability as 80 watts

continuous. and nominal

impedance as 4 ohms. Includes

removable isolation spikes.

Price: $549 a pair. MB Quart.

Dept. SR. 25 Walpole Park So..

Walpole. MA 02081-2532.

Circle 127 on reader service card

NEWFORM
The 81/2 x 31/4 -inch "wide

dispersion" ribbon element used

in Newform Research's R5-2

speaker handles frequencies

above 1.2 kHz. Its slender

enclosure is attached to a black

oak -grain cabinet containing two

5 -inch woofers. The 23 -inch -tall

system is rated down to 60 Hz.

Available factory-cirect for $587 a

pair (including shi]ping) from

Newform Researcl- . Dept. SR.

P.O. Box 475. Midland. Ontario

L4R 4L3: phone. 705-835-9000.

Circle 125 on reader service card

A ANGSTROM
Angstrom.s Model 200 Home

Entertainment Director combines

an AN preamp with switching for

six AN sources and a digital

Dolby Pro Logic surround decoder

that uses proprietary algorithms

and FIR (finite impulse response)

digital filters. It features three

digital inputs and a remote

control. Price: $2.995. Angstrom,

Div. of MML. Dept. SR. 5273

Commerce Ave.. Unit 1.

Moorpark. CA 93021.

Circle 126 on reader service card

BIC AMERICA
BIC America's C-10 PWR powered

subwoofer packs a 10 -inch driver.

a 100 -watt amp. and an

adjustable (50 to 200 Hz)

crossover in a 17 x 13 x 16 -inch

vented cabinet finished in black

woodgrain vinyl. Rated down to

32 Hz. it accepts speaker- or line -

level inputs. Price: S449. BIC

America. Dept. SR. 883-E

Hampshire Rd.. Stow. OH 44224.

Circle 128 on reader service card
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9 CDs for the price

wifk btofki%15 oiore but'', ever!
Green Day: Dookie
(Reprise: 02753 *
The Lion King Sdtrk
(Disney) 03533
GOrecki, Symphony No. 3
(Nonesuch) 00110

Toni Braxton (LaFace) 00420

The Bonnie Raiff Collection
(Warner Bros 00569

R.E.M.: Eponymous
(I R S MCA 00701

Best Of Dire Straits.

Money For Nothing
(1.6(ar",- E. 00713

Fleetwood Mac. Greatest
Hits (Warner Bros 00796

The Essential
Charlie Parker
(yer., 00902

Vivaldi Greatest Hits
(RCA) 00956

Stone Temple Pilots Core
(Allantrci 00981

Tina Turner- Simply The
Best (Cap( 01195

Tom Petry Wild'

James Brown.
20 All -Time Greatest Hits
(Polydor) 01342

Pavarotti And Friencs
(London) 01451

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
,Far 01520

Jimi Hendrix: The Utimate
Experience hit. A C1527

Salt -N -Peps: Very
Necessary 01595

Gershwin Plays Gershwin
The Piano Rolls

N r- 01675

Snoop Doggy Dogg.
Doggystyle
dnterscopes 01692

Mazzy Star:
So Tonight That I M ght See
!Capitol: 01735

Black Sabbath: Master Of
Reality (Warier Bros 01863

Tom Petty 8 The
Heartbreakers. Greatest
Hits 4 02390

John Michael Montgomery'
Kickin' It Up
(Atlantic Nashville) 02402

Heavy D. 8 The Boyz:
Muffin' But Love
(MCA. 02525

Sarah McLachlan:
Fumbling Towards Ecstasy
(Arista: 02536
Reality Bites Sdtrk.
;RCA( 02555

Opera's Greatest Moments
RCA %Actor Red Seal 02581

Crash Test Dummies.
God Shuffled His Feet
(Aosta 02593

Nine Inch Nails:
The Downward Spiral
ihters)ho.)( 02767 .

Pavarotti: My Heart s
Delight ) 02953

Chant: The Benedictine
Monks of Santo Domingo
de Silos A. 02957

Kiri Sings Porter
02958

Frank Sinatra Duets
Cap 'r ,1 03039

The Neville Brothers:
Live On Planet Earth
(ABM: 03065
Elton John: Greatest Hits
(Polydor( 03077
Live: Throwing Copper
(Radioactive. MCA 03085
Beethoven, Symphonies
Nos. 5 6 6 "Pastorale" (DG
4D -Karalan Gold-) 03127
Above The Rim Sdtrk
(Inteis ipic 03156

The Crow(ScHrk
(Atlantic) 03173
ThiaJoy Of Bernstein
(DG) 03212
Reba McEntire. Read My
Mind (MCA( 03243
411 -4 -One (Atlantic) 03267

Norman BrOwOt After The
Storm (1,1 .1,1::` 03282

Collective Soul. Hints.
Allegations 8 Things Leff
Unsaid A'., . 03309

Jon Secede: Heart. Soul 8
A Voice ,SBh 03323

Jimmy Buffett, Fruitcakes
INCA1 03336
Vince Gill, When Love
Finds You MCA 03350
Louis Armstrong. All Time
Greatest Hits 1.1.'4 03399

Carpenters. The Singles
1969-1973 04393

John Mellencamp Dance
Naked law 04906

The Best Of Woodstock
A'hahf.' 04908

Thug Life. Volume 1a A 04920

BLACKstreet
04922

%1c'

pN
10

in
2

Ace Of Base, The Sign
(Arista 02354

Counting Crows August
And Everything After
:((lit. 02409

Cecilia Bartoli: Mozart
Portraits Landen 04923

Boney James: Backbone
iWarner Bros r 04935

Dazed And Confused Sdtrk.
rGrantWarner Bros 04944

Ella Fitzgerald:
The Best 01 The
Songbooks: The Ballads
Nerve; 05713
Najee: Share My World
:EMI; 06141

Ray Charles, The Best
Of The Atlantic Years
Rhino: 05755

Everette Harp, Common
Ground E Nair 05768

David Ball:
Thinkin Problem
War-er Bras 05791

Joshua Redman:
Mood Swing
(Warner Bros 05845

Prince: Come
(Warner Bros 05879 a

Neil Young & Crazy Horse:
Sleeps With Angels
(Reprisf) 05880

Brooks 8 Dunn.
Wallin On Sundown
(Arista, 05888

George Howard.
A Home Far Away
(GRP 05891
Changing Faces
(Atlantic 05892

Amy Grant House Of Love
)ABM, 05902

r

Soundcarden.
Superulknown
ANL, 32515

Sheryl Crow.
Tuesday Night Music Club
IA&M) 03061

Seal (1994)
(Warne: Bros. Sire) 05907

Weezer (DGC) 05943

Narci Griffith: Flyer

Joe Sample And The Soul
Comm ttee Did You Feel
That, Br» 05984

Gerald Levert, Groove On
ter 05986

Barry Manilow,
Sirloin With The Big Bands

05989

Warren Hill- Truth
05992

Natural Born Killers Sdtrk
1,1!orsc ;Del 05994

1 he Tra:(tors (Arista) 05721
Warren G:
Regulats...G Funk Era
(Violator Rush) 05796 *
Alabama: Greatest Hits,
Vol. III (RCA, 05996

The Rippingtons, Sahara
(GRP) 06008
Roberta Flack, Roberta
(Atlantic) 06015

Tracy Lawrence: I See It
Now (Alanbc) 06017

Aaron -ippin: Lookin Back
At Myself (RCA( 06020

Hiroshima: L.A.
B---- -e Guest 06024

Kronos Quartet. Night
Prayers Y h-.... 06084

The Juids: The Essential
Collect on Of Number One
Hits a_)z)( 06137

Phil Perry. Pure Pleasure
MCA CiRP 06152

R.E.M.: Lonster
(Warner I ros . 06164

James Cailway: Wind Of
Change RCA 05960
Craig MECk: Project:
Funk Da World
,Bad Boy Arista' 06156

Pete Rock and C.L.
Smooth, The Main
Ingredient (Elektra) 06157

The Note rious B.I.G.:
Ready T. Die
Bi: f3 , AriStar 06160

Jade: Mild, Body & Song
.C(a, 06162

Little Texas: Kick A Little
rV,rarner 3ros 06163

Beverly sills. 90210 -The
College /ears TV Sdtrk.

66168

Jeff Fox-vorthy
You Illoat Be A Redneck ff...
(WartleT 3r0s.) 06173

The Lead
And To Swing It
(Int 106178

Pavarotti:
Ths Eary Years, Vol. I
(RCA Valor Gold Seal, 06200

Melrose Place -The Music
(Giant) 16261

Brandy Atlantic, 06266

Black Sheep: Non Fiction
IMercurkl 06273
Red Hai Chill Peppers. Out
In LA. EMI( 06276

7,:,7172:;97"
Barbra Streisand, In Hello
Dolly 0, 06314

Billy Ray Cyrus.
Storm in the Heartland

- - 06328

Jeff LoiterLorber West Side
Stories rrir-r,e 06330

Vanessa Williams.
The Sweetest Days
Memara 06335

TLC. C.azySexyCool
LaFace Arista 06352

Chante Moore. A Love
Supreme 06360

72 Top. One Fool in the
Blues '4,t- h B'x 06401

NES .2%0M. G..
AA NM& N4/2

%I 4011111,
SERVICE=

Anita Baker, Rhythm Of
Love (El, 05980

Bon Jovi, Cross Road
Mesth, 06183

The Chieftains.
The Long Bloc', Veil
A . 06408

Boyz II Men.
Cooleyhighharrnony

The Best 01 Miles Davis.
The Capitol Blue Note
Years a. N. (s) 11000

Peter Gabriel' Shaking The
Tree -16 Golden Greats
'Genets 11089

Aaliyah. Age Ain't Nothing
But A Number (Jive) 14701

Nirvana: Nevermind
lGeflen( 15600

The Best Of Aretha Franklin
iAtlantici 20078

Paul Simon, Negotiations
And Love Songs 1971)86
(Warner Bros 20461

The Very Best of Yes
(Atlantic) 20671

Aerosmith: Get A Grip
(Geffen) 20614

CLASSIC ROCK ESSENTIALS

The Doors. L.A Woman
(Ekalitt 00215

Steely Jan. Ala
if" A 30409

Jethro Tull,
Thick L s A Brick
(Chrys,Misi 01023

Elton John. Goodbye
Yellow Brick Road
(FoB 03076

The Wee, Tommy
NC 03223

Cream Disraeli Gears
(Polycicr) 04898

David Bowie: Ziggy
Stardust (Rykodisc) 10803

Emerson. Lake & Palmer
Brain salad Surgery

' 05676

Jacks. n Browne:
Runny .g On Empty

-, i 11056

Jimi Indrix Experience.
Are Vat Experienced,
M, A 25457

Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
- 24025

Traffic The Low Spark
Of High Heeled Boys

25169

The Eagles. Hotel
California A . 30030

Grateful Dead
American Be iuty

)). 34539

Van Mornsor Moondance

Allman Brothers Band
The Fillmore Concerts

(,, ) 01159

The Band The Last Waltz

Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs 8
Englishmen IA&M. 35176

MS1X1..1Ge.

MUSIC
SERVICEM

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 5071 INDIANAPOLIS IN

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

BMG MUSIC SERVICE
P.O. Box 91300
INDIANAPOLIS IN 46209-9254

NO POSTAGE
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9 CDs for the price

wifk xofkix5 more fo bthy, ever!
 ,e the ILO:: IS

Loa 06185
Eric Caplon. From The
Cradle Reprise 06025

Eric Clapton:
Timepieces -Greatest Hits
IF: . 23385

The Eagles: Greatest Hits
1971.1975 iAbylic 23481

Eric Clapton: Unplugged
(Warner Bros 23690

The Best Of The Bear)
Boys (Canon' 23946

Beastle Boys.
Ill Communication
(Capitol) 24717

Gin Blossoms:
New Miserable Experience
(AM.'. 24884

The Steve Miller Band:
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
ICapftoll 33199

Moody Blues.
Greatest Hits

34284

John Coltrane' Giant Steps
Atla,,t- 34589

B.B King Blues Summit
fM_4 34700

Jason S Lyric Sdtrk

Arthur Fiedler and the
Boston Pops Orchestra
Salute to Disney 06329

Bryan Adams: So Far So
Good AsM 34771

Alan Jackson: Who I Am
Arsta, 34793

Allman Brothers Band A
Decade Of Hits 1969-1979
P,,00, 35031

10.000 Maniacs: MN
Unplugged Ei-!'r 35061
C . Domingo
Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors In
Concert r 35078

Lionel Pichie Back To
Front '.' ' 352,0

Motley Crue Decade Of
Decadence E,.- 40298

MUSIC FOR A NEW AGE

Tangerine Dream The
Private Music Of
Tangerine Dream

The Sounds of Nature
Sampler "1:- 'A,ree 0t237

Andreas Vollenweider:
Eolian Minstrel iobn 01651

Oystein Sevag. Link

Shadowfax A Windham Hill
Retrospective

ri 02629

Ray Lynch Deep Breakfast
(Windham 02634

Randy Roos Liquid Smoke
INaradal 06228

David Lanz.
Cristofori s Dream
(Nara:' 06232

Paul Winter: Wolf Eyes -
A Retrospective
(Living 20401

Vangsals: Chariots Of Fire
(Polydor) 24869

Enya: Shepherd Moons
Repose' 53190
Venni' In My Time

.,0, 63900

Clannad. Banba
4' 83647

Windham Hill:
The First Ten Years
.4.0anarn Hill) 021128

'Otero: Ten Years
(Geffen) 00643

Mary .., dirge My Lite
, 06362

Pulp Fiction Sdtrk
06396 I

The Rodgers &
Hammerstein Collection

0 40015

Diane Schuur 8 B.B. King:
Heart To Heart
..air 43234

The Best Of
The Doobie Brothers

U2: The Joshua Tree
53501

Bob Marley- Legend
. 53521

Marvin Gaye 15 Greatest
Hits '. 53534

The Cars: Greatest Hits' 53702

Patsy Cline 12 Greatest
Hits '. 0 53849

II s Nov or Never -
The Tr bute to Elvis
(Mercu y Nes-. 06498

George Strait: Lead On
(MCA Nashville) 15841

Andrei Lloyd Webber -
The Premiere Collection

0 53868

R Keny 12 -Play 83815

Start with 5 FREE CDs now

at the regular :lob priceBuy only 1 within a year

Then get 3 more CDs of your
choice, FREE

Enjoy 9 CDs for the pr ce of 1

Nothing more to biy, ever!
shipping and handling charge is added to each selection.

-411111111110004011011111.Nomil.

MS ~S. G.
AB IL! Milla

lig

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY!

N -r

50% -OFF
VS

THE BMG MUSIC.
SERVICE

DIFFERENCE

From day one,
every time you buy
a CD at the regular
Club price, you're

entitled to buy
another of equal

or lesser value at half
price. With other

clubs, usually you
must buy

6 or more at full
price to qualify for

bonus savings.

Please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send my 5 FREE CDs as indicat-
ed. Under the terms of this offer, I agree to b y lust 1 CD at the regular Club price ($14.98 to
$15.98) within a year. I will then receive 3 more choices FREE! That's 9 for the price of 1,

with nothing more to buy. ever, I understand that a shipping and handling charge will be billed
for each selection.

e RUSH ME THESE 5 COs NOW (indicate by number)

A 2 -CD set I counts as 2 selections

I am always tree to choose from any category, but I am most interested in the music category
checked here (check one only)
I LIGHT SOUNDS 2 COUNTRY 3 HARD ROCK 4 SOFT ROCK 8 POP

Barry Manilow Alan Jackson Aerosmith Sheryl Crow
Frank Sinatra Reba McEntire Van Halen Sting

6 JAll 7 METAL 8 RIR/DANCE 9 ALTERNATIVE
Pat Metheny Megadeth Boyz II Men The Cranberries
Joshua Redman Testament Mary J Blige Green Day

Mr.

0 Mrs

Ms.
(PLEASE PRINT) First Name Initial Last Name

5 CLASSICAL'',
Luciano PavaroM
James Galway

Address Apt

City State Zip

Phone Area Code

Signature

.1:Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest wp be serviced by the BUG Classical Music Se! oct We reserve the right to request
additional information reject any application or cancel any membership Limeed to new members Local tares if any win be added Oner available ,r1
continents'. USA and ander special arrangement n Alaska and Hawaii Otter not available a Puerto Rico. APO or CPO Otter may vary in Canals

Canadian residents mail reply to: BMG Music Service/Box 7010/Mississauga ON L5A 4J3 EDDFG

Stone Temple Pilots:
Purple .4, 24738

Melissa Etheridge: Yes I Am
Ilsla 35501

Whitney Houston.
The Bodyguard Sdtrk
(Arista 54213

Kenny G: Breathless
(Arista) 54317

Harry Belafonte All -Time
Greatest Hits 0 54508
En Vogue: Funky Divas
(East West) 61717

Megadeth: Countdown To
Extinction (7.): 63340

Dave Koz: Lucky Man
iCa0i..1. 64060

Bette Midler Experience
The Divine-Greatest Hits

'4;) 64291

O'n'SsHP4.871F7ATh7e2N190umber

Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation 1814 ',Si 72386

The John Lennon
Collection -Ca:: 73627

The Police: Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
IA&MI 73924

Steely Dan: 9Gold

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good
Years 01,- 80304

Meat Loaf Bat Out Of Hell 0
Back Into Hell 'IC 4 83394

II Top. Greatest Hits
83411

Best Of The Grateful Dead:
Skeletons From The Closet

c Ei 83892

Neil Diamond 12 Greatest
Hits T' 64050

Nirvana- In Uteri)
:Gs.", 90124

Garth Brooks: In Pieces
'Liberty: 93710
The Manhattan Transfer:
Anthology. Down In
Birdland u-t 00146

The Who- Who s Better.
Who s Best l.1CA 00790

David Bowie:
The Singles 1969-1993
(Rykoo s.:101659

Kenny G: Miracles -
The Holiday Album
4,-.).1 35544

Woodstock '94
Skt.' 06315'

Rod Stewart.
The Mercury Anthology' 01161

Judy Garland -
Judy At Carnegie Hall

01782

The George Benson
Collection

Puccini. La Boheme
05615

The Best Of The Doors
Eiectral 70407

Rush: Chronicles
(Mercury: 24059

Saturday Night Fever Sdtrk
Poly 34687

Madonna The Immaculate
Collection 54164

Aerosmith Big Ones

The Buddy Holly Collection
MCA) 84047

Prince: The Hits i
1W13/Parsley Park) 02228 T

The King And LlSdtrk
(Broadway Angel) 00892

Madonna: Like A Prayer
S:'.' 01029

Sting: Ten Summoners
Tales Apr.' 01334

Judy Collins' Judy Sings
Dylan Just Like A Woman
(Gene- 01569

The Andrews Sisters.
Fiftieth Anniversary. Vol. 1
(MCA 01770

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS:
Start with our 5-1.3 Formula to introduce you to the
Club.,.and to your savings!
CHOOSE THE MUSIC YOU LOVE.

 Pick 5 FREE CDs right now from the many great choices
in this ad.

 Buy just 1 CD at the regular Club price (currently $14.98
to $15.98) within a year.

 Then choose 3 more FREE CDs. That's 9 for the price of
1 (plus shipping and handling for each selection) with
nothing more to buy. ever!

LISTEN WITH NO RISK. You may take 10 days to listen to
your introductory selections and look over the accompany-
ing terms of Club membership.
 If you're not completely satisfied, simply return your

selections at our expense-with no further obligation.

SHOP FROM THE COMFORT OF HOME Discover how con-
venient it is to shop with BMG Music Service.
 You'll get our exclusive Club Catalog about every three

weeks (19 shopping opportunities a year), filled with hun-
dreds of choices in a variety of music categories, plus
music news, artist interviews and recommendations from
our experts.

 So easy! Every issue offers a Featured Selection in your
preferred music category. If you want the Featured
Selection, don't do a thing-youll receive it automatically

 Your choice! If you want other hits from the Catalog-or
none at all-lust return the Notification Card provided by
the specified date. You'll have at least 10 days to decide

 No pressure! If you should have fewer than 10 days to reply
and receive an unwanted Featured Selection, simply
return it at our expense.

SAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN. From day one, for every selection
you buy at the regular Club pnce, you may choose another of
equal or lesser value at 50,0 off. But that's not all.

 The longer you remain a BMG Music Service member, the
more you save-up to 50%. 60%. even 70%-with our
special sales and discounts.

We're sure you'll enjoy your exclusive Club benefits. But if
you ever want to cancel, lust write and tell us It's your
choice anytime-atter you buy your one regular -Club -price
selection. Why wait? Join BMG Music Service now and
start saving.

If the reply card is missing. please write to:
BMG Music Service, P0. Box 91001
Indianapolis. IN 46291-0002

$ Parental Advisory-Contains explicit lyrics and/or artwork.
2 -CD set (counts as 2 selections).

Dog and horn are trademarks of General Electric Company.
USA The BIM logo is a trademark of BMG Music
Other trademarks used in the advertisement are
the property of various trademark owners
BMG Music Service, 6550 E. 301h St
Indianapolis IN 46219-1194
©1995 BMG Direct



NEW PRODUCTS

ESOTERIC SOUND
Esoteric Sound's Aten belt -drive

turntable plays 33-, 45-. and 78 -

rpm records as well as 16 -inch

broadcast transcriptions. It

features manual operation, a ±8 -

percent pitch control. and 71-.

76-, and 80 -rpm fixed speeds for

playing discs recorded at those

FINE LINE AUDIO
Fine Line Audio's patented Phase

Around surround -sound decoder is

a passive device that connects to

a stereo receiver via a tape -

monitor loop. It can be configured

for three- or five -channel

operation and is said to "properly

decode" Dolby Surround movie

speeds. A Sanyo magnetic

cartridge with LP and 78 -rpm

diamond styli is included. Wow

and flutter is given as 0.025

percent. Price: $530. Esoteric

Sound. Dept. SR. 4813 Wallhank

Ave.. Downers Grove. IL 60515.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

and music recordings. Available

by mail-order for $129 (plus $7

shipping and handling) with a

thirty -day money -back guarantee.

Fine Line Audio. Dept. SR. P.O.

Box 123. Elmira, NY 14902-0123:

phone, 1-800-828-7200.

 Circle 132 on reader service card

PhaseAround-
Horne Theater Control Center

Stereo TV Video

Fine Line Audio

4 KOSS
The SW/1 powered subwoofer

from Koss is designed to hoost

the bass output of computer

speaker systems. The 12 x 5 x 10 -

inch module, which carries a

lifetime warranty, uses two 4 -inch

drivers and a 20 -watt amp to

bolster output in the 40- to 120 -Hz

range. An AC,'DC adaptor is

supplied. Price: $130. Koss. Dept.

SR, 4129 N. Port Washington

Ave., Milwaukee. WI 53212.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

HUBBELL 
Hubbell's Sonare satellite

speaker ($1,399 a pair. shown on

Sanus RF24 stands) teams a 51'4 -

inch woofer and aluminum -dome

tweeter in a 121/2 -inch -tall oak -

veneer cabinet: rated response is

53 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB. The 18 -

inch -square HS12DVC subw)ofer

($549). also in oak veneer. has a

12 -inch driver and a bandwidth of

32 to 70 Hz. Hubbell Sound

Systems. Dept. SR. P.O. Box

30136, Des Moines. IA 50310.

 Circle 131 on reader service card

4 REEL -TALK
Reel -Talk's Radio Talk Show

Timer -Recorder is an AM/FM

radio with a built-in cassette

recorder and a VCR -like timer that

can be set to record favorite

programs for playback at a later

time. Up to 4 hours of continuous

recording is possible on one side

of a C-120 tape. Available by

mail-order for $99.99 (plus $15

shipping and handling) with a

two-week money -hack guarantee.

Reel -Talk. Dept. SR. 4790 Irvine

Blvd.. Suite 105-406, Irvine, CA

92720: phone. 1-800-766-8255.

 Circle 133 on reader service card
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BP 1 0 - $530 ea. BP20 - $799 ea. BP8 - 8399 ea.

The breathtaking performance of Definitive's award -win -ling bipolar speakers makes yoJr music and movies come alive!



Definitive's
BP 10 &BP20

Win AudioVideo
GrandPrix Award!

- Audio Video International

Experience the miracle of bipolar technology
when you hear the absolute sonic superiority
of Definitive's revolutionary BP8, 10 & 20

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Our double Speaker -of -the -Year
triumph is absolutely unprecedent-
ed. But of course, Definitive is the
leader in high -end loudspeakers
and our BP8, BP10 and BP20 are
sonically superior to any conven-
tional speaker, regardless of cost.

These American -made, advanced
technology bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems combine lush
spacious soundstaging, lifelike
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolu-
tion and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-like bass (to
below 20 Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to -position
convenience. The dramatic result is
superb music and movie reproduc-
tion so real that it has been called,
"an incredible sonic miracle!"

Experts agree that Definitive's complete bipolar home the-
ater systems, built around our bipolar towers, are "brilliant...
astounding... clearly the best sounding systems available."

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Ultimate Home Theater
Combine the BP8s, lOs or 20s with

our C/L/R 1000, Cl or Cl jr. center
channel, BP1 or BP2 bipolar surround
speakers and optional PowerField
subwoofer for the ultimate in sound
for music and home theater.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 .Stereo Review "Showstoppers" and

"Expert Dream System"
 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitive Technolo
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore. MD 21117
See our dealer list on page 20 (410) 363-7148



Garbled Channel
°My receiver is eight years old, and lately

when I play CD's the left channel inter-
mittently becomes garbled and distorted,

and the left output meter drops in level.
When I switch to the tuner, everything's fine.
Can you tell me what's happening and
what's the cure? WILLIAM J. DORR

Stony Point, NY

AYou can probably find out by a process
of elimination. Since everything's okay
when you switch to the tuner, that rules

out most of the receiver itself. It could be a
problem with the CD player, the connection
between it and the receiver, or the input se-
lector itself. Try feeding the CD player tem-
porarily to another high-level input - auxil-
iary, say, or tape. If everything is fine,
you've eliminated the CD player as the
source of the problem. If not, try replacing
the patch cables between the player and the
receiver; if that clears things up, ditch the
old cables.

If these tests show that the problem is
with the receiver's input jacks or selector,
the cure may just be a thorough cleaning. If
that doesn't work, a trip to the shop is prob-
ably necessary, but I doubt that the repair
would be very expensive.

Lew -Bass Punch

0

I am mostly happy with my new stereo
system, but it doesn't have as much low -
bass punch as I would like, even though

my speakers have a sensitivity of 100 dB
SPL. My receiver puts out 50 watts a chan-
nel; should I invest in a new one? An equal-
izer? Something else? CALEB WYLIE

Columbus, OH

ASpeaker sensitivity has nothing to do
with low -bass output; it's simply an indi-
cator of how much output (in decibels) a

speaker puts out when it's fed a given input
(usually I watt). Speaker designers over the
years have often sacrificed output in the
power-hungry lowest octaves in order to in-
crease overall sensitivity, which might be
the case with your speakers. You can try
boosting the bass with a graphic equalizer,
but I doubt that that will satisfy your craving
for low bass. In fact, pushing an EQ's bass
bands much beyond a nudge or two might
produce distortion since your system's pow-
er output is relatively low.

It sounds like a subwoofer is in order. But
finding a passive model that matches the
high sensitivity of your main speakers will
be difficult at best, so look into a powered
subwoofer - that is, one that has its own
built-in amplifier and crossover. You'll be

AUDIO El A
BY IAN G. MASTERS

able to balance the subwoofer's output with
that of your main speakers by adjusting its
crossover and level control - without plac-
ing an additional burden on your existing
amplifier.

Replacing an Amplifier

0

I own a 250 -watt power amplifier that
dates back to the early 1970's, and I'm
wondering whether I should invest in a

new one or stick with what I've got. Do
newer amplifiers offer significant advan-
tages over what I have now?

PETER THOMPSON
Muskegon, MI

AAt the lower end of the price scale, you
probably do get more bang for your buck
today. But that's largely a matter of mon-

ey; in absolute terms, top -line power ampli-
fiers back then were very good. So unless
your old amp is missing something you
need - meters, say, or higher current capa-
bility - there's no real point in replacing it.

Secondhand Speakers

0

I recently bought a pair of used speak-
ers, which the previous owner had at-
tached to the ceiling with large screws.

I'm not sure if the holes pass all the way
through the cabinet, but if they do, what ef-
fect will they have on the sound? Also, I'm
not sure of the function of the equalizer box
that came with the speakers; would a differ-
ent graphic or parametric model give the
same result? DAEN C. HENDRICKSON

Apache Junction, AZ

AThe holes might have no audible effect
or a fairly severe one; the only way to
know for sure is to plug them and see

what happens. If you can't tell whether they
go all the way through the enclosure, you
might be able to hear by putting your ear
to the opening while music is playing. The
other thing you can do is hold a candle or
match close to the hole while some fairly
loud music with lots of bass is playing;
watch to see if the rush of air disturbs the
flame. If it does, you'll have to plug the
opening; the easiest way is simply to insert
the sort of screw that made the hole in the
first place.

As for the equalizer, some manufacturers
supply these with their speakers to help
smooth out response irregularities. You
could do the same with a conventional
equalizer if you knew exactly what correc-
tion the dedicated equalizer provided. Or
you could adjust it by trial and error until
things sounded right, but why go to that

Definitive Technology®
Authorized Dealers

Ali- Alaska Audio Juneau. Hoitt's Fairbanks. Pyramid An
chorage
AL- Cohen's Electronics. Montgomery. Kinkaid's TV
Tuscalooaa Likis Audio Birmingham

- Custom AN:Little Rock
- Jerry's Audio Video. Phoenix, Tucson

Access to Music: Larkspur. Accurate AN: South Lake
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Definitive's
PowerField 1500

Wins the
Subwoofer of

the Year Award
Our extraordinary new PowerField 1500 features
a 250 -watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic

crossover and massive 15 -inch driver for only $995
"Showstoppers" - Stereo Review

Definitive's PowerField 1500 has
triumphed, winning Subwoofer of
the Year in the Audio Video Grand
Prix. We set out to build the world's
finest sounding subwoofers, and we
have done it. Experts agree that we
have achieved the perfect synergy
of powerful, earth -shaking bass for
home theater and a refined and
expressive musicality.

All three Definitive powered sub -
woofers feature our PowerField
Technology, monocoque cabinets,
high -power high -current amplifiers,
fully adjustable electronic cross-
overs and massive 15" or 18" drivers.
The result is the absolute ultimate in
subwoofer performance, awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Our Audio Video Grand Prix and CES Design & Engineering
Award winners deliver ultimate bass performance to you.

Perfect Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance

in your home, the PowerFields have
high and low level inputs and outputs,
adjustable high pass, low pass and
volume controls (plus phase controls
for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee
perfect blending with any system and
superior bass response in any room.
Super Subwoofers from $699

Three extraordinary Definitive
powered subwoofers are now avail-
able: the PowerField 15 (185 -watts
RMS, 15 -inch at $699), PowerField
1500 (250 -watts RMS, 15 -inch at $995)
and PowerField 1800 (500 -watts RMS,
18 -inch at $1599). Hear them today!

Definitive Technology®
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on facing page (410) 363-7148

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD



trouble when the manufacturer has done all
the work for you?

Motorized Noise
0My receiver has a motorized volume -

control knob, and when I activate it from
the remote control, I hear audible static

through the speakers that seems to coincide
with the blinking of the red LED on the
knob. The noise doesn't occur when I adjust
volume by hand. I have had the unit ser-
viced twice and replaced all the cables, but

there is still no change. Any idea what's go-
ing on? KEVIN HARBART

Sacramento, CA

A. would normally suspect dirt in the con-
trol itself - usually correctable by a
shot of contact cleaner - but that's ob-

viously not the problem here or it would be
audible when you made manual adjustments
as well. Since it corresponds to the blinking
indicator LED, I suspect some sort of elec-
trical interference, perhaps (though probably
not) with another component. Does it hap -

Discover Boxless Theater!

QST

"Superior on on both

film and music,

VANDERSTEEN's

full -range speakers

dispel the myth that
video requires
unique main
speakers."

Model 3
High resolution, phase correct loudspeaker

For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

has built affordable loudspeakers true to both

science and music. If you are looking for

speakers that accurately reproduce the

entire frequency range and dimensions

of the original sound, we can direct

you to your nearest carefully selected

VANDERSTEEN dealer.

Please write or call for a brochure

and name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO -
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324

In its pursuit of perfection,

high -end audio has established

lofty standards that only the best

speakers can reach. Now your

family entertainment system

can meet these same standards.

Experience open natural voices,

astonishing definition, powerful

legendary VANDERSTEEN

boxless speakers.

"Ultimate

realism!" Ur

VCC- I
Phase correct center speaker

"Amazing
definition,
rocks the
foundation!"

2W
Three driver.driver. 300 watt amplified
subwooter

Models available from $495.

pen with all inputs or just with, say, your
CD player? If the latter, simply rearranging
the components may do the trick.

If the interference is inside the receiver it-
self, there's not much you can do other than
take it in for service once again. But before
you do that, it might be worthwhile to bor-
row another, identical receiver and see if the
same thing happens. If not, a qualified tech-
nician should be able to repair your receiv-
er; otherwise, it may be a design fault.

Converting Power

11

I would like to buy an amplifier, but I'm
stationed in Europe and the power stan-
dard here is 220 volts. If I buy equipment

to use here, will it he difficult and expensive
to have it converted when I return home?

MICHAEL SANCHEZ
Schweinfurt, Germany

hIt will either be a breeze or virtually im-
possible, depending on the specific mod-
el you buy. Not only is the voltage dif-

ferent, but the standard line frequency as
well: Europe and some other parts of the
world use 50 Hz rather than our 60 Hz. With
some equipment, even if you do manage to
find a way to adapt the voltage - no big
deal - the various circuits designed to filter
out AC hum might not work properly. On
the other hand, lots of components are de-
signed to work in a variety of markets, and
those can usually accommodate the various
line frequencies. In Japan, both 50 and 60

made equipment can handle both. If, as is
often the case, the component has a multi -
position voltage switch on the back panel,
you can safely buy that model and use it
when you get home.

Vanishing Models
['Several times I have bought audio equip-
ment of a particular brand, intending to
add matching models later when my bud-

get permitted, only to find that the line had
been discontinued. In one case, the manufac-
turer dropped the models I was interested in,
in another the company had gone out of bus-
iness. Is there anywhere I can go to find spe-
cific unsold or "factory extras" of the equip-
ment I want? BRUCE AUGUSTINE

Hollis, NH

AWhile you may be able to find specific
models in audio stores if you hunt hard
enough, I'm not aware of anyone who

specializes in cataloging such products. Your
best bet is probably the secondhand market.
Audio Classics of Walton, New York (607-
865-7200), publishes a catalog of new and
used stereo equipment that may list some of
the components you seek. Also check the
newspaper want ads.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to O&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

' ON READER SERVICE CARD



EXPERIENCE VIVID 3D SOUND f REE!*

AMAZING NEW 3D SURROUND SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

NuReality is proud to introduce a

revolutionary development in audio

technology-the Vivid 3DTM series

of sound

enhancement

products.

Thanks to

patented SRS CIO ® technology,
Vivid 3D systems retrieve ambient

information lost by traditional stereo

processing to create 3D surround

sound from only 2 speakers.

EASY TO INSTALL.

Vivid 3D products are easy to install

with your existing audio system. You

can use Vivid

3D products

to enhance virtually

any audio configu-

ration-from a

portable CD player with only 2 speak-

ers to a full 5 speaker surround sound

system. In addition, Vivid 3D products

are fully compatible with surround

sound technologies, such as

Dolby Pro

Logic

I

all 1 can do is enjoy it and stop
wondering how it was done?

-Leonard Feldman,
Audio Magaiith 

The award -winning

Vivid 3D Plus adds a new

level of audio excitement to
port -able and component
Stereo systems.

SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE.

NuReality otters a complete family of

Vivid 3D products with prices starting

under $100. To order your free demo

CD or for more information, call

NuReality at 1-800-501-8086.

NuReality, 2907 Daimler St., Santa

Ana, CA 92705-5810. Telephone:

714-442-1080, Fax: 714-852-1059.

NUREALITY'
CIRCLE NO. 36 ON READER SERVICE CARD

DISCOVER A NEW

DIMENSION Of SOUND.

With a backlit LED indica-

tor, the 3D Space display

shows you the current level

of SRS processing.

The SRS On/Off
control turns SRS
processing on and off.

Center brings up the
information in the center
of a recording, such as a
lead soloist or vocalist.

You can use the Vivid

3D Studio's built-in
amplifier, or bypass the
internal amplifier to use

your existing amplifier
system.

RETAILV44IP ISION'
1990 Winner
Beg Prealucl

ftiLIREALITY

VOLUME

VIVID 3D Studio

The Input Source control

lets you select Mono when

using mono audio source

material, and Stereo for

stereo source material. In

Mono mode, the Vivid 3D
Sudio synthesizes a stereo

signal from a mono source,

and then adds SRS 3D
sound processing. In

Stereo mode, the Vivid 3D

Studio creates SRS 3D

sound from a stereo
source.

Space adjusts the width of
a sound image.

Vivid 3D products employ
award -winning SRS tech-

nology licensed from SRS

Labs. This leading -edge

sound technology has
earned the following

patents:
U.S. Patent No. 4,748,669
U.S. Patent No. 4,841,572

SRS (0).

*This specially recorded CD recreates the experience of 3D sound from any CD player. The demo CD is available
for a 55.95 shipping and handling charge which can be fully credited toward the purchase of a Vivid 3D system.
This offer applies only to Vivid 3D products purchased directly from NuReality. International orders do not
include freight charges, duty or VAT.

' Quote excerpted from a review of the SRS (0) technology from the April 1992 issue of Audio Magazine. The Vivid 3D sound enhancement system won the Retail Vision "Best Product" award in May 1994, and
the Innovations award from the International Consumer Electronics Show in June 1994. Cl 1994 NuReality. All rights reserved. SRS is a registered trademark of SRS Labs. All product names arc trademarks or registered

trademarks of their respective holders. SR2



The Battle of the

Balcony
Most of us have all but forgotten
that long before color television
there was something called
black -and -white TV. When the
tiny, grainy screen was intro-
duced it had a dramatic impact

on the way people spent their free time.
Feeling threatened, the mighty movie in-
dustry responded with wider -screen, more
colorful movies. Then along came color
television. Even though programs like
Bonanzafeatured panoramic shots of a
Hollywood set, people were fascinated
with the changeover from black -and -
white to color images. The NBC peacock
became a national icon, and TV almost
immediately gave birth to a strange new
life form - the couch potato.

Now, thanks to television's total con-
quest of our society, we have become a
sedentary bunch - eyes glued to the
screen, one hand in the bag of Fritos, the
other on the remote. Television screens
have gotten much, much larger, and many
are now hooked up to audio systems, a
growing number of which are designed to
deliver enveloping, theater -like sound.

Meanwhile, many movie theaters are
now called cineplexes, which means that
the theaters are about the size of your liv-
ing room and have screens that aren't
much bigger than a king-size projection
TV. Keenly sensing that movie theaters
may be facing obsolescence, the movie
studios have determined that digital audio
is really more than a fad and, in fact,
should be incorporated into their films.

Clearly, any new motion -picture audio
system must be multichannel, with at
least left, right, and center channels, two
surround channels for ambience, and a
subwoofer channel. To reduce the large
amount of data necessary to convey all of
that information, a digital cinema system
must employ some sort of compression
scheme. Optical soundtracks have to be
robust, able to withstand hundreds or
thousands of passes through the projector,
so reliable error correction is mandated.
In addition, the system must support
high-speed copying for mass replication
of films. In other words, it ain't easy.

Perhaps the most challenging aspect of

SIGNALS
BY KEN C. POHLMANN

putting digital soundtracks on film is find-
ing somewhere to put the audio data. Mo-
tion pictures normally have an optical an-
alog soundtrack, called the stereo variable
area (SVA), printed along the frame's
edge. Several digital formats have been
developed that preserve this conventional
optical track while adding multichannel
digital audio data, optically encoded on
the film itself. In other systems, external
audio playback devices are synchronized
to the picture using a time -code stripe
added to conventional motion -picture
film. Both kinds of systems provide com-
patibility with existing motion -picture
projection systems, and in the event of
catastrophic damage to the digital sound-
track, they automatically and momentari-
ly switch to the optical analog tracks.
Many companies have tried to capture the
theater sound market, and failed, but now
three systems have emerged as true con-
tenders. Their technologies are all, to one

Dolby Laboratories, a company with
tremendous experience in both home and
theater sound, hit the screens with Bat-
man Returns. It retains analog optical
tracks for compatibility and adds an opti-
cal data track between the film's sprocket
holes, on the same side as the analog
tracks. The digital tracks consist of six
audio channels sampled at 48 kHz, quan-
tized with 18 bits, and encoded using
Dolby's AC -3 data -compression algo-
rithm -a technology that is also moving
swiftly into the home via laserdisc and
(eventually) HDTV. While the film is
rolling, a scanner reads the optical digital
information, which is then demultiplexed,
decompressed, and fed to the theater's
sound system.

The Sony Dynamic Digital Sound
(SDDS) system debuted inauspiciously
with The Last Action Hero, one of
Amold's lesser efforts. In SDDS, as many
as eight audio channels are encoded using

Movie studios have determined that digital

audio is really more than a fad and, in fact, should

be incorporated into their films.

degree or another, works in progress, but
their goals are as visible as the big screen
itself.

If you are still having nightmares about
Jurassic Park, it might be because many
theaters showed the film with DTS sound,
a brainchild of Digital Theater Systems.
DTS is a double -medium system that
stores the digital audio data external to
the movie film, in this case on CD-
ROM's. A time -code track placed be-
tween the picture and the standard analog
optical track is used to synchronize the
film with the external CD-ROM drives.
DTS discs contain six data -compressed
audio channels, which are delivered to
external compression decoders that plug
into movie -house sound systems. One of
the biggest problems in any double sys-
tem is the potential for physically losing
the audio tracks. DTS addresses this issue
by placing the CD-ROM's in shipping
containers that fit inside the standard cas-
es used to ship 2,000 -foot projection reels
to theaters.

The Dolby Stereo Digital system from

the ATRAC data -reduction algorithm,
originally devised for MiniDisc, and
placed in two data tracks running outside
the perforation holes, one thin stripe on
each side of the film. The analog optical
tracks are retained. A full -bore system has
five playback loudspeakers placed behind
the screen, a subwoofer, and two arrays of
surround speakers, but theaters have the
option of using a scaled -down version
with just three front speakers.

Given these three more or less incom-
patible systems (the Sony and Dolby
soundtracks and the DTS time -code can
actually all fit on the same film, and there
have been a number of dual -format re-
leases), it is hard to predict which might
win the struggle. Mainly that's a question
of cost to studios and theaters - and
Hollywood muscle. But the real question
is whether even souped -up movie theaters
can compete with home theaters. That
battle for the hearts, minds, and conces-
sion -stand dollars of Americans will de-
termine whether we'll go to the movies,
or the movies will come to us.
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Throw away any
preconceptions you may

have about small speakers.
We already did.

-
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Preconception #1:
Small speakers have small,
anemic tweeters. Not so. The
technologically advanced
25mm Kortec- tweeter in our
CR8 and CR9 is remarkably
smooth, incredibly detailed,
and mounted flush to the bass
units for audiophile 'point -
source' imaging.

!ie

Preconception #2:
A speaker must be large to deliver real bass.
Our CRS monitors will astound you with their ample
bass, thanks to computer-cptimized DCD bass units
(advanced technology borrowed from our acclaimed
Lynnfield VR Series).

Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellite and big theatre
sound.

Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THV
Dubbing studio quality sound.

Preconception #3:
A cabinet is just a box.
Not Compact Reference
cabinets. We use non -
resonant ABS baffles and
internal U -bracing that
quell unwanted cabinet
resonance. Pick one up,
and you'll be impressed
by how solid they feel.

Preconception #4:
Small speakers belong only on
shelves. CRS speakers can also be
placed next to your TV (they're
video -shielded), on your walls (the
CR6 and CR7 have built-in keyholes
and optional swivel -mount brackets),
or on stands for true audiophile
enjoyment.

We hope you're sitting down. Your view of small speakers is about to be inexorably altered.

Introducing Compact Reference Series-a new line of four video -shielded compact monitors

and a sleek center channel speaker. And starting at $200/pair, they completely redefine the

performance standards of small speakers. See your Boston dealer or call us at 617-592-9000

for details. We now return you to your regular world-view. BostonAcoustics
Get a free copy of Number 02, the Boston Acoustics music and product magazine. Call 617-592-9000.



PERIPHERALS

PRODUCTS AND TRENDS

THAT GO BEYOND

MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

Video -Game Soundtracks Get Real
Ihe stark scene opens on a frail -
looking, bearded old codger
cranking away on a gramophone
playing a simple, tinny -sounding
melody. A contemporary beat
fades up. Suddenly, a boombox

and a hooting gorilla come crashing
down, accompanied by new -age music
and a colorful jungle landscape. The
robust sound and vivid graphics knock
the old fellow and his music out of the
scene.

The opening of Nintendo's latest
blockbuster video game, Donkey Kong
Country, could serve as a metaphor
for the transformation that has oc-
curred in video -game soundtracks
since the days of early titles like Pong.
Gone are the plinkity-plink melodies
and mind -numbing blips and bleeps.
As you maneuver your way through
Donkey Kong Country's dozens of lev-
els (or at least try to), the action is pro-
pelled by driving music and realistic
sound effects.

In making the move from simple
toys -for -boys to a more sophisticated
form of entertainment, video -game
companies are responding to the pub-
lic's growing appetite for more realis-
tic action with enhanced graphics and
sound quality. And with competition
intense in the $6 billion video -game
industry, it seems that each week
brings a new game or system that
promises to raise the level of audio
quality.

In the early days of video games,
sound was "almost an afterthought,"
recalls Michael Kelbaugh, product
testing supervisor for Nintendo. "[The
soundtrack] would not be developed
until the last minute. But as an indus-
try we are now giving audio a lot more
emphasis. It's as important as anything
else in the game. Blips and bleeps have
been replaced by more dynamics."

While the fiercely competitive Sega
of America (based in Redwood City,
California) and Nintendo of America

BY MARJORIE COSTELLO

Spencer Nilsen (front) shows off Sego's state-of-the-art audio production facility.

(Redmond, Washington) seldom agree
on anything, they both equate scoring
video games to creating movie sound-
tracks. "We're trying to blow the peo-
ple away when they put the game au-
dio up on their speakers," says Spen-
cer Nilsen, director of the San Francis-
co -based Sega Music Group, a state-
of-the-art audio composition, mixing,
and post -production facilitity. "We use
the movies as the model [so we can
give game players] a very personal, sur-
round -sound experience."

The video -game industry's major
break with its past step -child treatment
of audio occurred when Sega and
Nintendo introduced 16 -bit cartridge -
based systems as replacements for the
crude 8 -bit machines that dominated
the games scene in the Eighties. The
increased memory and processing
speed of Sega Genesis, introduced in
1989, and the Super Nintendo Enter-
tainment System, or SNES (1991),
paved the way for game designers to
pack not only more color and action
into their games but to feature better -
sounding and more elaborate audio
tracks as well.

Video -game quality is directly relat-
ed to the amount of memory designers
dedicate to the audio and video por-
tions, as well as to how much com-
pression they use to squeeze in as
much data as possible. It's also a func-
tion of the system's processing power,
the storage capacity of game media,
and the ingenuity of programmers and
designers. Of course, budget and pric-
ing considerations play a role in deter-
mining which features the game com-
panies can put into their hardware and
software and still remain competitive.
But, as independent video -game com-
poser Mitchell Stein points out, "Game
companies now realize that better au-
dio doesn't cost that much more."

The Sega Genesis system ($100)
uses a Yamaha chip to synthesize FM
tones and generate audio on the fly
during game play. In 1993, Sega upped
the audio ante with its Sega CD mod-
ule ($229), a CD-ROM drive that con-
nects to the Genesis console. Thanks
to CD-ROM's immense storage capa-
city, Sega CD's incorporate generous
sequences of full -bandwidth CD -qual-
ity audio. Sega also offers the Genesis
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Carver separates. The essence of total control.

Enficed by the sweetness of separates for your
home theater system?

But a nightmare image of a bazillion boxes and
unruly wires has given you the heebie jeebies?

Rol -a -x.
Now you can obtain a powerful home theater

command center, combining the musical bril-
liance of separates with the ease of a receiver, all
in one versatile package: Carver's CT -27v Dolby
Pro LogicTM' A/V Preamplifier/Tuner.

The CT -27v pairs flawless sound with excep
tional Dolby processing, including a generous
selection of DSP effects (wait 111 you experience
an old movie like Casablanca on our "Matrix"

mode), yet without the extraneous gimmicks
that undermine aural integrity.

When matched with a Carver amplifier
(models from basic stereo to multi -channel),
the CT -27v lets you direct power to any array of
speaker combinations -a task for which a mere
receiver is woefully undermanned. So you'll
achieve wider frequency response and have the
dynamic headroom necessary for those explo-
sive moments in great movie soundtracks.

In sum: the CT -27v is the heart (and soul) of
the most uncompromising home theater system.
For more of the story, contact Carver today for a
feature length brochure.

CARVER
Powerful  Musical  Accurate

CARVER CORPORATION, P(). BO\ 12.? It 'ol,/). !hap,  r2rn,; 77.5-1;:02
©19V4 Carver Corporation

Pistributed in Canada by Evolution Audio. Oakville. Ontario (416) 347.8888
Dolby Pro Logic"' is a registered trademark of Dolby Labs Licensing Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 44 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell
them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-
factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why
Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

SSoundWorks amplified
subwoofer satellite
speakers,

$199
lilts is the best $199

you can spend
on yourself and
your computer."

Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

311 Needham Street. Suite 102 AFR. Newton MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada.. 617-332-5936
01995 Cambridge Sound Works.

CDX ($399), a portable system that
plays Genesis cartridges, Sega CD's,
and regular music CD's (JVC's X'Eye
and Pioneer's LaserActive entertain-
ment systems also play Sega Genesis
cartridges and Sega CD's).

Nintendo's SNES ($100) retrieves
and plays sound samples from a Sony -
made eight -channel digital sampling
card that produces effects like reverb
and delay.

./. he 3D0 Multiplayer, currently
available for $399 from Panason-
ic and Goldstar, is a more power-
ful 32 -bit CD -based system that
reached stores in late 1993. (The
system was developed by the

3D0 Company and is made and sold
by third -party licensees.) It incorpo-
rates a custom digital signal processor
that "can create interesting effects
such as reverb and feedback loops" as
well as digitized speech, explains R. J.
Mical, co -developer of the 3D0 sys-
tem. It also uses proprietary algo-
rithms to produce a 3-D surround -
sound effect. Like the Sega CD mod-
ule, the 3D0 system plays standard
CD's - it even has a Color Echo
mode that creates kaleidoscopic im-
ages in sync with the music.

Pushing the Sound Envelope
The introduction of Sega CD and

the company's subsequent licensing of
the image -enhancing QSound system
pushed the Genesis system's audio
performance to the next level. Sega
CD's featuring QSound - such as
Jurassic Park, Ecco the Dolphin, and
Ecco: The Tides of Time - offer 3-D
audio and other effects. At the end of
last year, Sega also rolled out its Gen-
esis 32X module (under $160), which
upgrades the 16 -bit Genesis and Sega
CD systems to 32 -bit gaming power.
Sega is promising that 32X software
will deliver the first "full implementa-
tion" of QSound in video -game play.

To further enhance game sound-
tracks, some Nintendo and 3D0 titles
are encoded in Dolby Surround for
playback through a Dolby Pro Logic -
equipped audio rig. For the Nintendo
system, the Dolby Surround lineup in-
cludes King Arthur's World (Jaleco)
and such more recent titles as Jurassic
Park (Ocean), Vortex (Electro Brain),
and Lost Vikings (Interplay).

3DO's Dolby Surround list includes
Shock Wave, Jump Gate, and Road
Rash (all from Electronic Arts). The
capabilities of the 3D0 player, cou-
pled with Dolby Surround playback,

make these games among the most
spectacular in terms of sound quality.

Video -game companies are also ex-
ploring new and expanded sources of
content for music. The 3D0 title Road
Rash, for example, features fourteen
rock songs from six A&M recording
artists, including Soundgarden. Anoth-
er 3D0 title, with a classical bent, is
the cleverly named C.P.U. Bach (Mi-
croProse), which taps artificial intelli-
gence to "write" music inspired by the
works of Johann Sebastian.

Apart from the game companies'
sound -enhancing efforts, NuReality of
Santa Ana, California is marketing the
Vivid 3D system, an $80 add-on de-
vice incorporating the Hughes -devel-
oped SRS (Sound Retrieval System),
which is designed to provide a three-
dimensional effect with only two
speakers. The device requires no spe-
cial coding, so it can be used with any
game system.

The bar will again be raised in audio
performance as a host of new, more
powerful game systems reach store
shelves this year. Among them are
Sega's Saturn, Nintendo's Ultra 64,
and 3DO's M2 Accelerator. Even con-
sumer -electronics giant Sony is plan-
ning to jump on the video -game band-
wagon with its PlayStation system. All
of the new game systems will be CD -
based (except for Nintendo's Ultra 64)
and cost more than current systems
(prices are expected to range from

"Game companies
now realize that better
audio doesn't cost that
much more."

- Mitchell Stein
video -game composer

$200 to more than $400). These next -
generation game systems will also
look more like traditional A/V compo-
nents, which manufacturers hope will
inspire more people to add gaming ca-
pability to their home theater systems.
And you thought video games were
just kid stuff?

Marjorie Costello, based in New York
City, is a writerlconsultant specializing in
consumer electronics and high technology.
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How Do You Improve On". The
Best Value InIne World"?

Cambridge SoundWorks
Introduces

New Ensemble,
New Ensemble II -
and a new member

of the family,
Ensemble III.

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble®
speaker system may be "the best value in the world."
Since then, numerous critics have applauded our
Ensemble and Ensemble 11 systems. Designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH and Advent),
they became best sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -range
music reproduction -at factory -
direct prices.

We're pleased to introduce new
versions of our Ensemble and
Ensemble 11 systems, as well as our
new, ultra -compact Ensemble III.

The New Ensemble
New Ensemble is an improved

version of our original dual-
subwoofer/satellite speaker system.
New Ensemble maintains the dual
subwoofer design, which allows for
maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers in
a room (and how those speakers interact with the
room) has more influence on the sound quality of a
music system than just about anything. New
Ensemble's ultra -slim (4 1/2") subwoofers give you
more placement flexibility than any system we
know of.

So What's New?
New Ensemble maintains the tonal balance,

frequency range and quality of construction of the
original. There are two basic differences.

1. New Ensemble uses a new 8" woofer with a
very long "throw" for linear cone excursion and
more accurate bass. An integral heat sink provides
improved power handling.

2. New Ensemble's satellite
speakers use the same
speaker drivers and
crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high
frequency balance controls.

The midrange control lets you
choose the same output in the key 800-
1600 Hz octave as in the original, or you
can emphasize that octave by 2 dB. Ensemble
satellites have relatively less output in this range to
avoid the "boxy" sound typical of many speakers.
This results in an "open" sound on large-scale
symphonic works. For small -scaled music, the
higher output position proves a "warmer" sound.

A high frequency control has three positions:
A) The same balance as original Ensemble.
B) A 2 dB high frequency increase. C) A 2 dB high
frequency decrease. The switch can subtly increase
the system's "airiness" (Increase) or it can reduce

any tendency towards

"edginess" (Decrease).
In terms of "real tire"

performance, we believe
our New Ensemble
system competes head-on

with speakers selling
for hundreds
more. Available
with black -
laminate
subwoofers for
$629, or with
vinyklad
subwoofers for
$549.

The New Ensemble H
New Ensemble II is an improved version of our

best-selling speaker system. It's more affordable
than New Ensemble because it uses one cabinet
to house both subwoofer speakers. New
Ensemble ff maintains the tonal balance,
frequency range, power handling and construc-
tion quality of the original Ensemble 11. But its
satellite speakers use the same tonal balance
controls as New Ensemble's.

New Ensemble II also uses a new flared
subwoofer port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses
two 6 1/2" long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project into a
second chamber fitted with the flared port, which
provides smoother air flow, eliminating extraneous
noise on strong bass notes.

Stereo Review said the original Ensemble ff
"performs so far beyond its pnce and size it can be
compared only with much larger speakers at
substantially higher prices." New Ensemble 11
carries on this tradition, outperforming other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. Factory -direct
price, $439.

The Ensemble III
Now you can bring the clear, balanced wide -

range sound of Ensemble speakers to a small,
crowded room. Our new Ensemble Ill's satellite

speakers are only 41/2" x 61/2" x 3"
and its subwoofer is 8" x 8" x 15".

Compared to New Ensemble II,
Ensemblelllgives up a little in

power handling, low bass range, and
efficiency. Unlike the "cube" satellite

speakers you'll find in most similarly priced
systens, Ensemble N's satellites are two-way

speakers. Ensemble Iff's 61/2" woofer uses two
voice coils in a
cabinet with a
flared port for
smooth air flow.

With
g
most

recordin
Ensemble ID will
sound virtually
identical to New
Ensemble I.. It
simply won't
play as loud.
Its construc-
tion quality is
normally
found only in
much more
expensive speakers.
Factory -direct price, including connecting wire,
cutter/stripper and Hook -Up Guide, is only $329.

30 Day Home Audition.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are backed

by a 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee. So you
can audition your speaker the right way -in your
home, with no salesman hovering nearby. If within
30 days you're not happy, return your system for a
full refund.

hue acoustic
suspension,

../sealed

cavity acts
as acoustic
band-passfilter

For A Free Catalog, Call

Flared port.

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street, Suite102 AIR ,Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

1999 Cambridge SoundWorks. 6 Ensemble is a reipstered trademark of
Cambridge Sound Works. Inc KLH is a trademark of KLI-1. Inc. AR and

Advent are trademarks of International Jensen Inc Cambridge SoundWorks
is not affiliated with KLH. Advent or AR.
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Audio's Ongoing

Evolution
As regular readers of STEREO RE-
VIEW appreciate, the hi-fi world
has undergone some major changes
in recent years. That has been dra-
matically evident in the focus of
recent trade shows, such as the

Consumer Electronics Show (CES) held
in Las Vegas last January.

From its inception, "high-fidelity" au-
dio was just that -a means of enjoying
high -quality sound (usually in the form of
music) in the home. In the early years,
from the end of World War II to the
1950's, the improvement of component
hi-fi over the console radio/phonograph
that preceded it was largely achieved by
putting the speaker (only one, in those
pre -stereo days) in an enclosure separate
from the main cabinet, sometimes adding
a tweeter to improve the high -frequency
response.

The roughly contemporaneous growth
of FM broadcasting and the LP record
made a pronounced improvement in
sound quality. Many people, finding a
large console cabinet to be unnecessary as
well as inconvenient for a system formed
of several discrete components, preferred
to use a separate tuner and amplifier (with
or without a record player) instead of a
one-piece receiver. Those amplifiers were
often derivatives of low -powered public-
address (PA) models, with power ratings
typically less than 25 watts.

The development of stereo FM and
phonograph systems in the late 1950's
and early 1960's spurred the design of
two -channel amplifiers (initially, some
people chose to add a separate amplifier
for the second channel, and several com-
panies produced stereo adapters that
staved off system obsolescence by pro-
viding the necessary balance and gain ad-
justments for two amplifiers). Early in the
transition to stereo FM, as in the case of
stereo phonograph discs, there were sev-
eral mutually incompatible encoding/de-
coding systems vying for acceptance, and
some tuner manufacturers left space on
their monophonic products for future add-
on decoders that would presumably fore-
stall incompatibility regardless of the final
choice. I never heard of any of these add -

TECHNICAL
BY JULIAN HIRSCH

on decoders actually being produced,
however.

By the early 1960's, a typical home ste-
reo system was essentially similar to to-
day's, and some of them are still, I imag-
ine, doing a fine job. A feature of the
1970's was quadraphonics, a precursor of
today's much more successful Dolby Sur-
round system, which suffered from sever-
al fatal illnesses. None of the developers
of the several mutually incompatible sys-
tems (SQ, QS, CD -4) agreed on exactly
what they were trying to achieve, other
than putting the listener in the midst of
four vaguely different and uncertainly lo-
cated sound sources.

There was also an early attempt to en-
hance the spatial character of the sound
by driving rear or side speakers with a de-
layed version of the main signal. That
could produce some interesting effects,
but the delay units were too expensive to

hibits were devoted entirely or in part to
home theater, ranging from numerous dis-
plays of whole new families of loud-
speakers specifically designed for that
purpose to arrays of the most elaborate
and expensive audio/video electronic com-
ponents, video projectors, and the like.

The demonstrations of some of these
audio/video systems reminded me of the
early days of stereo, when recordings of
locomotives, over -flying airplanes, and
thunderstorms were often used to drive
home in a not -too -subtle manner the dif-
ference between this new sound and the
old-fashioned variety. This year I found
that after a while the ear-splitting selec-
tions from Jurassic Park and other highly
dynamic material, impressive as they
were, got to be a bit wearying.

In fairness, a number of manufacturers
displayed product lines in all price ranges
that were still recognizable for their audio

The A/V demonstrations reminded me of the early

days of stereo, when recordings of locomotives and

thunderstorms were used to drive home the difference

between the new sound and the old-fashioned.

gain a significant share of the market.
Barring these efforts and the hugely suc-
cessful introduction of the cassette tape
recorder by Philips and its licensees, there
was little fundamental change in the
makeup of home audio systems until the
early 1980's, when the introduction of the
CD kicked off the digital revolution.

We all know what the compact disc did
to the phonograph in less than a decade.
Beyond that, it heralded a seemingly end-
less series of previously unimaginable
electronic wonders based on digital tech-
nology. That can be a very healthy trend,
and I am all for it. The only caution that
comes to mind is the thought that merely
because something can now be done for
the first time, through digital means, does
not necessarily make it a useful or desir-
able achievement.

Coming to today's audio scene, we find
ourselves in the midst of the home theater
boom. At the recent Consumer Electron-
ics Show, a large number of the audio ex -

functions, and there were others whose
video -oriented components were both af-
fordable and practical for a large segment
of the buying public.

Anyway, it is certain that home theater
will be with us for some time to come. It
would be easy to assume, from some of
the show demonstrations and the elegant
A/V installations appearing in the press,
that home theater is the province solely of
the very wealthy or those whose idea of
entertainment consists of violence and de-
struction at high sound levels, ad infini-
tum. Fortunately, it is not limited to either
group, and the explosive growth of audio/
video entertainment means that it will be-
come an increasingly attractive option for
the public at large.

And, in case you are worried about ste-
reo music reproduction sans video disap-
pearing from the market, be of good
cheer. There is a lot of life left in hi-fi as
we know it. Actually, the best is yet to
come.
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In The Mid 70s We Created
Home Theater. Now We've Created

A New Way To Buy It.
The people who work at Cambridge

SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent)
- have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced the
first home theater
audio/video
systems -
complete with big -
screen TVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced
thefirst consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen, you can save
hundreds of dollars. We believe the
products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
"may have the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures

three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable two-

way speaker. $80.
Center Channel is
identical to a

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic shield-
ing). $149. Center Channel Plus uses an ultra -
low, ultra -wide design that is ideal for placement
above (or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $219.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole

radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby La-
boratories recommends dipole radiator speakers

for use as surround speakers.
The Surround has a
very high power
handling capacity
and is often selected
for "high end"
surround sound
systems. Audio,
describing a
system that
included The

Surround said, "In many ways the surround
sensation was every bit as good as far more
expensive installations." $399 pr. The
smaller The Surround II is arguably the
country's best value in a dipole radiator
speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by

Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a iieavy-

duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspen-
sion cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a
built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass

output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... they open the

way to having a 'killer'
system for an affordable
price." $699. Our Slave
Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with

the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new
Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399.

Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can be used
with either of our powered subwoofer systems,

or with powered
subwoofers made by
other companies. Its
high pass filters keep
strong, low bass signals out
of the main stereo speakers, and directs them to
the powered subwoofer. $299.

Home Theater
Speaker Systems

We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of center

channel,
surround and
main stereo
speakers. The

combination we show here is our best seller. It
includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble
subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual

subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and
a pair of our best surround speakers, The
Surround. You could spend
hundreds more than
its $1,167 price C AKBR cit
without improving . ..NDsSov9..
performance.

For information on
other home theater
speaker systems - or
on any of the products
we make and sell - call
1-800-FOR-1-11FI for
your free color catalog.

Thanks.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 Callomia Street, Suite102 APR Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4934 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

1994 Cambndge Sound Works. REnsemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoundWorks. Inc KLH is a trademark of KLH. Inc. AR and Advent

are trademarks of International lensen Inc Cambridge Sound Works is not
affiliated with KLH. Advent or AR.
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TEST NEPONiS

Harman Kardon A111115 A/II Receiver
DAVID RANADA TECHNICAL EDITOR

Holding the second slot among
Harman Kardon's A/V receivers,
the new AVR25 is rated at 75
watts per channel in stereo mode,
65 watts for each of the three
front speakers and 25 watts for

the surrounds in surround mode. In
addition to standard Dolby Pro Logic
decoding, it offers two surround modes,
Theater and Stadium, both designed
for ambience enhancement of conven-
tional two -channel music recordings.

The receiver provides two sets of
A/V connections for VCR's (one play -
only), one A/V input for a laserdisc
player, two sets of connections for au-
dio tape decks (both record/play), and
one input each for a CD player, a pho-
nograph cartridge, and another line -
level auxiliary audio source. The rear -
panel VCR2 play -only AN connec-
tions have front -panel duplicates that
can be selected by a front -panel push-
button, effectively giving the receiver
yet another A/V input, though one that

cannot be switched from the remote
control.

All the video connections are phono
jacks for standard composite video, as
are the two rear -panel video -monitor
outputs. All the back -panel input jacks
are arrayed horizontally, easing "blind"
hookup by feel from in front of the re-
ceiver, and the various video connec-
tors are directly above their corre-

DIMENSIONS
173/8 INCHES WIDE. 61/2 INCHES HIGH,

161/2 INCHES DEEP

WRIGHT
27 POUNDS

PRICE

MANUFACTURER
HARMAN KARDON, DEPT. SR, 240 CROSSWAYS

PARK WEST, WOODBURY, NY 11797

sponding audio jacks. In that respect,
as in ease of use generally, the AVR25
represents an improvement over the
top -of -the -line AVR30, which we re-
viewed in the April 1993 issue. The
AVR25 also boasts about 1 dB more
power in each channel. The AVR30 re-
tains the advantage in versatility, how-
ever, with more inputs and seven mu-
sic -enhancement modes.

A line -level preamp-out/main-in
loop is provided for the front left and
right channels, and there are also pre -
amp outputs for the center and sur-
round channels, enabling you to re-
place any of the receiver's internal
power amplifiers with more powerful
external ones and facilitating connec-
tion of a powered subwoofer or two -
channel equalizer. (The manual's page
11 mistakenly shows a hookup driving
an external front -speaker amplifier
from the Main -In jacks rather than the
Pre -Out connections, however. Also,
the manual calls the front panel's FM
Mode button the FM Mono button,
which is what it really is.) Connectors
for main left and right and remote
speakers are multiway binding posts
that take single or dual banana plugs
and wire ends, but not spade lugs.

8
0
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Columbia House. The face o jazz.

The original cool cats of contemixwary jazz,
Russ Freeman And The Rippingtons, have been
exploring the genre with outstanding musician-
ship, new ideas and innovative experiments for
almost ten years. With Freeman's supple guitar
work and the group's inventive performances,
Sahara reaches beyond the band's past musical

boundaries by adding
vocals to their signature
instrumentals.

Russ Freeman & The
Rippingtons-Sahara
(GRP) 102.293

Jeff Lorber-West Side
Stories (Verve Forecast)

114.090
Clarke/Carlton/Cobham/
Johnson/Najee-Live At
The Greek (Slamm
Dunk/Epic) 489.120
Chet Baker -My Funny
Valentine (Pacific Jazz)

474457
Charlie Parker-
Now's The Time
(Verve) 429.605
Dave Grusin -The
Orchestral Album (GRP)

111.047
Kenny G-Duotones
(Arista) 346.544
Harry Connick, Jr. -
Blue Light, Red Light
(Columbia) 429.191

Fourplay (James,
Ritenour, East & Mason)
(Warner Bros.) 428.334
Dave Koz (Capitol)

420.539

John Coltrane -Giant
'Steps (Atlantic) 371.591

Hiroshima -Hiroshima/
L.A. (Reprise/Owest)

101.451

Ray Charles -His Grt.
Hits, Volt (DCC
Compact Classics)

365.791

Dave Koz-Lucky Man
(Capitol) 461.848

Dave Brubeck Quartet
-Time Out (Columbia
Jazz Masterpieces)

353.060
Miles Davis -Kind Of
Blue (Columbia Jazz
Masterpieces) 353.045
A Tribute To The Music
Of Buddy Rich -Various
Artists (Atlantic) 108.589

The Rippingtons-Live
In L.A. (GRP) 463.471
The Rippingtons-
Weekend In Monaco
(GRP) 445.296
Kenny G -Breathless
(Arista) 448.142
Duke Ellington --
Ellington At Newport (CL
Jazz Masterpieces)

354.662
Charles Mingus-The
Complete Town Hall
Concert (Blue Note)

488.718
Carnegie Hall Salutes
The Jazz Masters -
Various Artists (Verve)

484.774
Best Of Thelonious
Monk (Blue Note)

419.663
Betty Carter -Feed The
Fire (Verve) 110.064
Best Of Earl Klugh
(Blue Note) 419.655
Kenny G. Live
(Arista) 401.505
Grover Washington, Jr.
-Next Exit (Columbia)

435.396

Anthology Of Grover
Washington, Jr.
(Elektra) 338432
George Benson -The
Collection (Warner
Bros.) 312.892
The Best Of The
Manhattan Transfer
(Atlantic) 312.009

Lee Ritenour-Rio
(GRP) 111.617

Ella Fitzgerald -First
Lady Of Song (Verve)

110494
Kenny G -Miracles
(Arista) 106.567

Boney James -
Backbone (Warner
Bros) 102.186

Norman Brown -After
The Storm (Mojazz)

481.796

Billie Holiday-Billie's
Best (Verve) 447.607

This is the place where the biggest names in
jazz come together.

From the soaring classics of John Coltrane
to the virtuoso stylings of Chick Corea, only
Columbia House has the expertise and
heritage to bring you face to face with today's
greatest artists.

Look to Columbia House -where the jazz is.

10 CDs for
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE FREE! details

NEW AGE
Jan Hammer -Beyond Andreas Vollenweider
The Mind's Eye -Eolian Minstrel
(Miramar) 489417 (SBK) 471.300
Tangerine Dream -Turn
Of The Tides (Miramar)

489.591
Piano Sampler II -
Various Artists
(Windham Hill) 489.468
In Search Of Angels -
Various Artists
(Windham Hill) 488.247
Ray Lynch -Nothing
Above My Shoulders But
The Evening
(Windham Hill) 487.108

Yannr-Live At The
Acropolis (Private Music)

475.178

Nature Sounds Series
-Music Of Nature
(Special Music Co.)

478.057

Windham Hili Sampler
94 -Various Artists

(Windham Hill) 483.487

Jim Oliver -Music For
Relaxation (Relaxation
Company) 471.110
Kitaro-Dream ',Geffen)

444.299
Passion -Music For
Guitar -Various Artists
(Narada) 111.146
Ottmar Liebert & Luna
Negra-The Hours
Between Night & Day
(Epic) 464.149
Mark Whitfield -True
Blue (Verve) 110.528
Chard -Guitar Passion
(Universal Wave)

486476

Best Of Herbie
Hancock
(Blue Note) 419.408
Sound Of Jazz -
Various Artists (C:1 Jazz
Masterpieces) 408.732

Richard Elliot -After
Dark (Blue Note)

108.407

,Art Porter-Uncercover
(Verve Forecast)

101.279

1 -

Al Jarreau-Breakin*
Away (Warner Bros.)

311.084
Red Hot On Impulse -
Various Artists Impulse)

113456

The Brecker Brothers
-Out Of The Loop
(GRP) 107.201

Mel Torme -The Great
American Songbook
(Telarc) 483428

Since bursting onto the music scene two years
ago, tenor samman Joshua Redman has made his
mark on the jazz community by mixing his
musical prowess with a finely -honed academic
sensibility. Performing with his quartet on
MoodSwing, this summa cum laude Harvard grad
continues to expand his artistic vision on original

compositions that
soulfully explore vast
and varied emotional
terrains.

Joshua Redman-
Moodswing (Warner
Bros.) 106.872

Shirley Horn -1 Love
You, Paris (Verve)

103.705

Joe Sample And The
Soul Committee -Did
You Feel That? (Warner
Bros.) 102.269

Dr. John-falevision
(MCA/GRP i 478473
The Modern Jazz
Quartet -A 40th
Anniversary Celebration
(Atlantic) 475.228

Lee Ritencur-Wes
Bound (GRP) 456.756
Branford Mersalis-1
Heard You lwice The
First Time tColumbia)

445460
Stan Getz & Joao
Gilberto-Getz/Gilberto
(Verve) 426.221

Stanley Jordan -Bolero
(Arista) 475.095

Joshua Redman -Wish
(Warner Bros.) 466464
Joshua Redman
(Warner Bros.) 458.778

Ginger Baker Trio -
Going Back Home
(Atlantic) 102.558

Marcus Roberts-
Gershwin For Lovers
(Columbia) 102.848

Dinah Washington -
Compact Jazz
(Mercury) 429.613

Stanley Jordan -Stolen
Moments (Blue Note)

433.417
David Benoit -Shaken,
Not Stirred (GAP)

103.903

Boney James -Trust
(Warner Bros.) 107.268

Basta -The Sweetest
Illusion (Epic) 477.331

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERM T NO 660 TERRE HAUTE, IN

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

1400 NORTH FRUITRIDGE AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47812-9202

NO POSTAGE
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UNITED STATES
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A favorite with everyone from Generation X-ers
to grandparents, Tony Bennett proves that his
strong vocals and impeccable timing create
a sound that's both hip and retro. Whether he's
playing Radio City or Unplugged, Tony -backed
by the Ralph Sharon Trio -has been putting his
vocal signature on a sensational collection of

American songbook
standards for years and,
like a fine wine, only
improves with age.

UNi8EtitrE11

UhPLU EC Tony Bennett`
MN Unplugged
(Columbia) 486.746

With hi. unerring chops, impeccable timing and
soaring alto sax, five time Grammy -winner David
Sanborn has been creating soulful and elegant
music for more than a decade. These 16 favorites-
with guests like Marcus Miller, Omar Hakim.
Luther Vandross, James Taylor Patti Austin
-spotlight the virtuosic mastery of this jazz/pop

superstar as both soloist
and bandleader.

David Sanborn -The
Best Of David Sanborn
(Reprise) 110.585

© 1995

Any 10 CDs for 14
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE FREE!

George Howard -A
Home Far Away
(GRP) 488.197

John Scofield -Hand
Jive (Blue Note) 488.957

Everette Harp -
Common Ground (Blue
Note) 488.783

Take 6 -Join The Band
(Reprise) 487.173

Najee-Share My World
(EMI) 108.290
Tony Bennett-Steppin'
Out (Columbia) 467.431
John Tesh-Sax By The
Fire (GTS) 486.100

Chick Corea-
Expressions (GRP)

484.683
Nancy Wilson -Love,
Nancy (Columbia)

482.000
Roy Hargrove -Quintet
With The Tenors Of Our
Time (Verve) 481.846
Lena Horne -We'll Be
Together Again (Blue
Note) 481.820
Earl Klugh-Move
(Warner Bros.) 480.509
Patti AustIn-That
Secret Place (MCA/
GRP) 480.186
The Best Of Hiroshima
(Epic) 477.349
Gerald Albright -
Smooth (Atlantic)

475.152

David Sanborn -
Hearsay (Elektra)

481.762

David Sanborn -Up-
front (Elektra) 438.994

Diane Schuur & B.B.
King -Heart To Heart
(GRP) 480.194

The Columbia House Company

Al Jarreau-Tenderness
(Reprise) 477.471

Terence Blanchard -
The Billie Holiday
Songbook (Columbia)

477.273

Hancock/Shorter'
Carter/Will iams/Ftoney
-A Tribute To Miles
Davis (Owest) 476.382

Bob James -Restless
(Warner Bros.) 476.309

Yellowjackets-Run For
Your Life (GRP) 474.437

The Benoit/Freeman
Project (GRP) 474.429
Tom Scott -Reed My
Lips (GRP) 474.379
Ella Fitzgerald -The
Best Of The Songbooks
(Verve) 468.231

Ramsey Lewis -Sky
Islands (GRP) 468.074
Spyro Gyra-Dreams
Beyond Control (GRP)

467.951

Fourplay-Between The
Sheets (Warner Brcs.)

464.578
Nina Simone -A Single
Woman (Elektra)

464.263
Miles Davis & Quincy
Jones -Live At
Montreux (Warner Bros.)

463.554
Louis Armstrong -
What A Wonderful World
(MCA) 368.852
Stanley Clarke -East
River Drive (Epic)

449.777

Grover Washington.
Jr, -All My Tomorrows

(Columbia) 489.138

Najee-Just An Illusion
(EMI) 442.251

COLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave., P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, IN 47811-1129
Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement. Send me the 10 CDs
indicated here, for which I will be billed le, plus shipping and handling. I agree to buy six more selections, at
regular Club prices, in the next three years -and may cancel membership anytime after doing so.
SEND THESE 10 CDs. Selections with 2 numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so write in each number in a separate box.

1. 3 5 7. 9.

2. 4 6 8. 10

My main musical interest is (check one):(But I may always choose from any category)
0 Jazz 0 R&B/Soul 0 Easy Listening 0 Classical 0 Latin
Branford Marsalis, Luther Vandross. Frank Sinatra, Vladimir Horowitz, Luis Miguel,
David Sanbom Toni Braxton Ray Conniff Kathleen Battle Selena
Li Mr.
fl Mrs. Age
CI Miss

Address

Pent First Name Initial Last Name

Apt.

State
City Zip

Do you have a VCR? (04) Yes No A telephone? (01) Yea No
Have you ever bought anything by mail in the past? (27) Yes No
How have you paid for your mail order purchase? Check below all that apply:

Cash (28) Check (30) Credit Card (29) Money Order (31)

0 BONUS
OFFER

Also send one more CD
now, for which I will be
billed an additional $6.96.

...and I'm entitled to
this 12th CD FREE!

12

4EM-GK-RX

Cassandra Wilson -
Blue Light 'Til Dawn
(Blue Note) 471.656
Art Blakey & The Jazz
Messengers -Night In
Tunisia (Blue Note)

448.811

see details below
Harry Connick, Jr. -25
(Columbia) 451.443

Tower Of Power-T.O.P
(Epic) 456.616

Pat Metheny-Secret
Story (Geffen) 444.422

POP
Harry Connick, Jr. -
She (Columbia) 488.437
"The Lion King" -Ong.
Sndtrk. (Walt Disney
Records) 481.242

Ace Of Base -The Sign
(Arista) 468.108
Counting Crows -
August And Everything
After (DGC) 467.944

Frank Sinair,-Duets II
(Capitol) 113.738

Anita Baker -Rhythm
Of Love (Elektra)

101.121

HITS
Sting -Fields Of Gold
(A&M) 113.555
The Best Of Sade
(Epic) 110.379
R.E.M.-Monster
(Warner Bros.) 103.929
Vanessa Williams -The
Sweetest Days (Wing)

114.256
Gloria Estefan-Hold
Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me
(Epic) 110.486
Barbra Streisand-The
Concert -Live At
Madison Square Garden
(Columbia)

103.838/393.835
Boyz II Men -II
(Motown) 102.681
Eric Clapton-From
The Cradle (Reprise)

101.873
Luther Vandross-
Songs (Epic) 101.600

Acoustic Alchemy -
Against The Grain (GRP)

111.054

Alex Bugnon-This
Time Around
(Epic) 449.751

Al Jarreau-Heaven
And Earth (Reprise)

439.240

Bob James & Earl
Klugh-Cool (Warner
Bros.) 439.232

The advantages of jazz at Columbia I louse.
By choosing any 10 CDs for only a penny (plus shipping
and handling), you become a member of the Columbia
House Jazz Club. Once you're enrolled, you agree to buy
just 6 more CDs at regular Club prices (currently $12.98
to $16.98 plus shipping/handling) within the next three
years. You may cancel your membership at any time after
doing so.

Free 1 usic %tagazine:As a member we'll keep you
current with the best jazz by sending you the Columbia
House Jazz Magazine about every four weeks (up to 13
times a year). Inside, you'll find descriptions of Regular
Selections plus hundreds of alternatives to choose from.
Well also send you 6 Special Mailings. In a year, you'll
enjoy a total of 19 convenient opportunities to select your
favorite music.

litn Only What You Vani: If you choose the Regular
or Special Selection, it will automatically be sent. Or, if
you prefer an alternate selection -or none at all -simply
mail the Response Card always provided by the date
specified. Youll always have 10 days to decide. If not, you
may return the Selection at our expense.

Bonus Offer:Join right now and get an additional CD at
the super -low price of only $6.98. That allows you to take
another CD for FREE. That's 12 CDs in all. And if you're
not satisfied, just return everything within 10 days -with
no further obligation.

More Benefits. More 'saying, Beginning with your
very first magazine you can start saving money on great
music. And after you fulfill your membership obligation,
youll enjoy our bonus plan, where you get a Bonus CD
for only $3.99, or a single Cassette Free, with every CD or
Cassette you buy at regular Club price (shipping and han-
dling additional). See details in the membership guide
youll receive with your introductory package.

Milr Where the jazz is.
1400 North Fruundee Avenue
Terre Haute, Indhina 47811.1129

Note: we reserve the right to reject any application or cancel any membership. These offer; not availablein APO. FPO.
Alaska, Hawaii. Puerto Rico; write for details of alternative offer. Canadian residents will be serviced from Toronto-
terms of offer may vary. Applicable sales tax added to all orders. 870/595



TEST BEPORiS
Connectors for the center and two sur-
round speakers are spring clips. An F -
connector and a pair of binding posts
are provided for an FM antenna and
the supplied AM loop antenna, respec-
tively, as are one unswitched and two
switched AC outlets. I liked how the
manual cautions against plugging
high -current devices into the latter, de-
vices like "irons or toasters."

Miscellaneous convenience features
include thirty memory presets for
the tuner, a display -intensity control
(bright, dim, off), and a sleep timer.
The latter two features are operable
only from the remote handset, which
can also control selected Harman Kar-
don CD players and cassette decks.
The remote is nicely done, with clus-
ters of related controls differentiated
variously by spacing, shape, and color.

Lab measurements showed the
AVR25 to be a fine performer in the
Harman Kardon tradition. That her-

itage is most evident in the hefty out-
put power levels available for 4 -ohm
loads. Most of the other amplifier
measurements also showed very good
performance.The tone controls pro-
duced a non -flat frequency response
when centered, however: a very slight
bass rise and a -1 -dB shelf above
about 2 kHz. We were able to achieve
flat response by turning the treble con-
trol to its 1 -o'clock position and nudg-
ing the bass control down to just be-
low its decent. But an easier way to
even out the receiver's frequency re-
sponse is simply to hit the Direct but-
ton on the front panel, which bypasses
the tone -control circuits altogether.

The tuner section was more middle-
of-the-road in its performance. Cap-
ture ratio, AM rejection, and alternate -
channel selectivity on the FM band
were very good, but the frequency re-
sponse, image rejection, sensitivity,
and stereo signal-to-noise ratios were

only average. Pilot -carrier leakage was
unusually low (good). AM frequency
response was typically dismal.

In general, the measured Dolby Pro
Logic performance was also typical of
a receiver in this price class. In Wide -
band operation, the center channel
rolled off at low frequencies earlier
than we usually find. Since most in-
stallations will use the Normal setting,
which shunts center -channel bass to
the front left and right speakers start-
ing at an even higher frequency, this is
of no major consequence. The slightly
extended surround -channel treble re-
sponse, relative to a more typical 7 -
kHz cutoff, was due mainly to a 2.3 -
dB peak near 7 kHz that delayed the
required rolloff to a higher than nor-
mal frequency.

Pro Logic separation figures were
fine, but the measured surround -chan-
nel noise was higher than we're used
to seeing (it wasn't annoyingly audi-

AMPLIFIER SECTION
All data for two -channel stereo operation
Output at clipping (I kHz)
24 ohms 100 watts

4 ohms 140 watts

Clipping headroom (re rated output)
8 ohms 1.25 dB

Dynamic power
8 ohms 110 watts

4 ohms 175 watts

Dynamic headroom (re rated output)
8 ohms 1.66 dB

Distortion at rated power (75 watts, I kHz)
8 ohms 0.026%

Sensitivity (for 1 -watt output into 8 ohms)
CD 20 mV
phono 0.32 mV
Noise (re I -watt output, A-wtd.)
CD -78 dB
phono --82 dB

Phono-input overload 151 mV
Phono-input impedance

46,000 ohms in parallel with 125 pF
RIAA phono-equalization error
20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.15,-0.3 dB
Frequency response (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
tone controls centered +0, -1 dB
direct mode +0.04, -0.09 dB
Tone -control range
100 Hz ±10 dB

10 kHz ±I0 dB

MEASUREMENTS
TUNER SECTION

All data for FM only except frequency
response

Sensitivity (50 -dB quieting)
mono 26 dBf
stereo 45 dBf
Signal-to-noise ratio (at 65 dBf)
mono 76 dB
stereo 68.5 dB
Distortion (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono 0.135%
stereo 0.16%
Capture ratio (at 65 dBf) 2 dB
AM rejection 74 dB
Image rejectipn 46 dB
Selectivity
altemate-channel 80 dB

adjacent -channel 12 dB

Pilot -carrier leakage
19 -kHz -80 dB
38 -kHz -78 dB
Hum (120 Hz) -76 dB
Channel separation
100 Hz 40 dB
I kHz 42 dB

10 kHz 31 dB
Frequency response
FM 30 Hz to 15 kHz +0.9, -0.1 dB
AM 140 Hz to 3.2 kHz +0, -6 dB

DOLBY PRO LOGIC PERFORMANCE
Frequency response (tone controls centered)
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.37, -0.91 dB
center 42 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -3 dB
surround 61 Hz to 10.5 kHz +2.28, -3 dB
Output at clipping
(channels driven individually)
left, right 85 watts

center 87 watts

surround 28 watts
Noise (re 1 -watt output, A-wtd.)
left, right -76.6 dB
center -70.1 dB
surround -65.9 dB
Distortion (THD+N, 1 kHz, I -watt output)
left, right 0.022%

center 0.027%

surround 0.15%

Surround decoder input -overload
margins (at 1 kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) 2.7 dB

center (re 1.414 -volt input) 5.6 dB

surround (re 1.414 -volt input) ..-0.4 dB
Surround -channel noise -reduction
calibration error
re Dolby level (247.5 mV)... 7.4 dB

re Home THX level (141.4 mV) -2.5 dB
Channel separation (100 Hz to 7 kHz,
opposing channels driven individually)
worst case >37 dB
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ble, though). The surround -channel
overload margin indicates that there is
a theoretical possibility of clipping
that channel of the Pro Logic decoder
with the very rare soundtrack that has
high peak levels in the surround chan-
nels (or with a videodisc player with
much higher than normal output). But
we heard no evidence of overload in
our listening tests.

Another surprise was the distinctly
low surround -channel noise -reduction
calibration point, which could lead to
the surround outputs being overly
prominent in laserdisc playback. Ad-
mittedly, many people think that even
properly decoded surround outputs are
too soft, so the AVR25's behavior here
may not always be considered a fault.
Moreover, the lowish calibration level
probably brings the decoder more into
line with the audio output levels of
most VCR's, which are typically about
3 dB lower than those of laserdisc
players.

Hookup was easy, thanks to the
nicely arranged rear -panel facilities. I
missed a subwoofer output, but the
Pre-Out/Main-In connections are suit-
able for feeding a powered subwoofer
or two, especially those with loopback
high -pass -filtered outputs such as we
used in our listening tests.

The AVR25's remote has all the
controls necessary for balancing speak-
er levels in Dolby Pro Logic mode, a
stupendous improvement over the
AVR30's front -panel -only center -level
knob. The speaker -balancing test sig-
nal mutes for a fraction of a second
when cycling between channels, how-
ever, which makes aural level compar-
ison more difficult (surround speaker
balancing should preferably be done
with an inexpensive sound -level meter
in any case). The 2 -dB steps provided
for the center- and surround -speaker
adjustments are also too large for real-
ly precise balancing. On the test
bench, trying to match the levels of
the other channels to that of the left
front, I could do no better than 0.8 dB
high on the center and 0.4 dB low on
the surrounds. The disparity between
fronts and surrounds therefore exceed-
ed 1 dB, which can easily throw off a
carefully balanced sound effect. Dur-
ing listening tests, I never felt confi-
dent that the level matches I obtained

from the built-in test signal were any
better. Such behavior is not unique to
the AVR25, however. I would prefer
to have a reduced control range on
the center and surround outputs (the
AVR25 provides an overly generous
70 dB) and finer gradations (more like
0.5 dB).

Once set up, the Dolby Pro Logic
decoder proved accurate in imaging
and sound steering. Use of a powered
subwoofer (highly recommended with
any medium -powered A/V receiver)
enabled the AVR25 to produce some-

times enormous sound levels with spe-
cial -effects -laden movies.

In contrast to my experience with
some of the modes in the AVR30 -
and many other A/V receivers, for that
matter - I found it difficult to make
the AVR25's two ambience -enhance-
ment modes sound bad. That is actual-
ly high praise for processing that can
be effective in adding spaciousness to
many kinds of music. There is little
audible or measurable difference be-
tween the Theater and Stadium modes
when they are at the same delay set-
ting. Both send a single simulated re-
flection to the surround speakers, de-
rived from the difference between the
two input channels and delayed by a
user -selected interval. There is no re-
circulating, dense -echo reverberation,
however, which is probably just as
well, such artificial reverberation be-
ing much easier to get wrong than
right. Better safe than sorry.

A handsome component that is easy
to set up and use, the Harman Kardon
AVR25 is on the whole a very good
receiver in its class. It is a safe recom-
mendation for someone seeking solid
but simple home theater performance
at a reasonable price.

" By the way, no trees were destroyed to make these speaker cones -
they were manufactured from recycled disposable diapers."
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Before attempting the
operation of the Lifestyle® 12

home theater system,
the following instructions

should be carefully reviewed
and memorized.

r!.operation is very intuitive...It offers

One button. That's all it takes to expe-

rience the dramatic sound of the Bose®

Lifestyle® 12 home theater system.

This is the surround sound system

that simplifies home theater Instead of

a tower of components, you get a

music center with CD player/tuner

built in. Five acoustically matched

style, versatility, and big sound in a small package."- Home Theater Technology]

speakers, each small enough to hold in

the palm of your hand. And an easily

hidden Acoustimass" bass module.

(Not shown, because you won't see it

in your home, either) However there is

one last instruction you should

follow. Hold onto your seat-

after all, the sound is from Bose.

For more information and names

of retailers near you, just push these

buttons: 1-800-444-BOSE Ext.526
Man. -Fri. 9-9, Sat. 9-5 ET

_17151.4E -
Better sound through research
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Paradigm Export/BP Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

Ihe Export/BP loudspeaker sys-
tem, designed and manufactured
in Canada by Paradigm Electron-
ics, Inc., is a bipolar design with
identical sets of drivers on its
front and rear panels. The front

drivers provide the signals normally
heard from a conventional front -firing
system, supplying program detail and
image -localization information to the
listeners. The rear drivers contribute
spaciousness and in combination with
the front drivers create a virtually om-
nidirectional sound field in the hori-
zontal plane. The speakers are normal-
ly placed several feet in front of the
wall behind them, so that the reflected
output of the rear drivers is heard with

a slight delay that contributes to the
sense of ambience.

Each of the Export/BP's two sets of
drivers comprises a two-way vented

DIMENSIONS
81/2 INCHES WIDE, 42 INCHES HIGH,

131/4 INCHES DEEP

FINISH
LIGHT, DARK, OR BLACK OAK. WALNJT. OR

BLACK GLOSS

PRICE
$999 A PAIR

MANUFACTURER
AUDIOSTREAM, DEPT. SR, MPO Box 2410,

NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302

system consisting of a 61/2 -inch woof-
er crossed over at 1.7 kHz to a 1 -inch
soft -dome tweeter. Both sets of drivers
are located near the top of the colum-
nar enclosure, about 3 feet from the
floor. The woofers share a common in-
ternal volume and exit port, near the
bottom of the cabinet's back panel.

The enclosure is made of 1 -inch -
thick MDF (medium -density fiber-
board) panels, heavily braced internal-
ly and damped by fiberglass and other
materials. Each speaker weighs 55
pounds. The all -black cabinet is en-
closed in a snug -fitting black cloth
sleeve, or sock. The top and base are
covered by wood plates that snap into
place and hold the sleeve firmly (the
bottom plate also has fittings for op-
tional spikes, which are provided with
the system). The end plates are avail-
able in a choice of finishes, including
four woodgrains and a black gloss.
The Export/BP is fitted with two pairs
of gold-plated binding posts that per-
mit biwiring or biamplification. Re-
cessed into the rear of the cabinet near
its bottom, they are normally joined
by gold-plated jumper strips.

The instructions furnished with the
speakers are quite specific in the ad-
vice they offer on installation and
placement. Paradigm also has a bro-
chure ("The Elements of Better Speak-
er Design") that is refreshingly factual
and free of hype - well worth read-
ing whether you are in the market for
its speakers or not.

We set up the Export/BP speakers as
recommended, about 3 feet from the
wall behind them and 3 to 4 feet from
the side walls. The room response, av-
eraged for the two speakers, was ex-
traordinarily flat from 750 Hz to 20
kHz, with a ±1.25 -dB variation over
that range (and within ±2.5 dB down
to 300 Hz). Almost unique in our ex-
perience, there was no trace of a re-
sponse irregularity in the vicinity of
the crossover frequency. This is the flat-
test response we have ever measured
from a speaker over such a wide range
that includes its crossover region.

The close-miked bass response
reached a maximum at 170 Hz, falling
by 6 dB at 65 and 750 Hz. Splicing it
to the room curve was not as unam-
biguous as we would have liked, and
the measured woofer output appeared

O
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to drop off faster than what we heard
actually suggested. At the system's
rated lower limit of 42 Hz, its output
was clean and undistorted, and even at
32 Hz the room was filled with power-
ful, clean bass that gave no clue to the
relatively small size of the speaker's
woofers.

Horizontal dispersion was typical of
good 1 -inch dome tweeters. The out-
put 45 degrees off -axis was down 4
dB at 10 kHz, relative to the on -axis
response, and down 8 dB at 20 kHz.

Paradigm gives the Export/BP's
sensitivity as 90 dB SPL (sound -pres-
sure level) in a room and 86 dB in an
anechoic environment; we measured it
as 87 dB. The speaker's impedance is
rated as 6 ohms nominal, and Para-
digm specifies the minimum as 4 ohms,
which we confirmed. The Export/BP
clearly should be an easy speaker for
any decent amplifier to drive.

With a 4 -volt input, corresponding
to a 90-dB-SPL output, the system's
distortion was between 0.3 and 1 per-
cent from 120 Hz to 2 kHz, climbing
at lower frequencies to 3 percent at
40 Hz and 5 percent at 30 Hz - very
impressive performance from a pair of
61/2 -inch drivers. The small woofers
were able to take single -cycle 100 -Hz
tone bursts of 325 watts into their 6 -
ohm impedance before the output be-
came audibly raspy. At higher frequen-

cies the system easily absorbed every-
thing we could put into it with no sign
of damage or distress, limited by the
amplifier to between 500 and 1,500
watts in the range of 1 to 10 kHz.

The measurements essentially con-
firmed our impressions from the ex-
tended listening sessions that preceded
them. Although the Export/BP's sound
tended to be slightly "soft," there was
no hint of boom or tubbiness. That can
be credited to the system's combina-
tion of a remarkably clean and extend-
ed low bass together with the flattest
middle- and high -range response we
have seen from a speaker.

The system's basic imaging charac-
teristics seemed to be determined en-
tirely by its front radiation, as claimed.
The vertical and lateral positioning
tests of the Chesky JT-37 test CD pro-
duced stereo location effects as good
as we have heard, apparently undilut-
ed by the output from the rear drivers.
But in addition to contributing to the
system's overall low -bass performance,
the rear drivers did contribute an un-
mistakable sense of air and space.

Although bipolar speakers are not
new, Paradigm's execution of the con-
cept is noteworthy. The considerable
effort the company says it put into the
Export/BP's drivers and construction
has paid off handsomely in the speak-
er's superb performance.

ass Ag-71,-

"Marjorie, I've decided to upgrade my stereo system, so I got you
a part-time job at a convenience store."

FREE
Audio
Catalog
That Will Change
The Way You Buy Hifi

Inside the new ROL
catalog you'll discover:

 The secret to picking

the right speakers.

 Why your home is the only place

to test audio equipment.

 How to get more audio

for your money.

How to buy home theater systems.

Whr the reviewers say RDL offers

superior audio equipment at

unbelievably low prices.

Buying from RDL is
easy and risk free
with RDL's 100%
"no strings attached"

money back guarantee.

REM Acoustics designs,

manufactures and sells

loudspeakers direct to the

consumer. We offer
complete systems that

are custom matched to our

speakers for maximum performance.

Orcer your free catalog: call ext.170at

 800-227-0390

FREE

32 pg.

AUDIO
catalog

VISA

26 Pearl Street

Acot sit( s Bellingham, MA 02019
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Cinema DSP blurs the line between wat
Ciniarvuk-

CoSF,
Rear
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Surround Sound field
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4i) Phantom Speakers

Only Yamaha
Cinema DSP
creates phantom
speakers that
fully replicate
the experience
you get in multi -
speaker movie
theaters. It
sounds so real
you'll swear you
hear sounds

from places you
don't even have
speakers.

Yamaha Cinema DSP gives dialogue more definition. Music, more
dimension. And sound effects, far greater realism, more graphic detail
and superior placement. This breakthrough in realism is no small feat.

It's accomplished by multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field
Processing and Dolby Pm Logic!

Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique technology that
electronically recreates some of the finest performance spaces in the world.

While Dolby Pro Logic places sound around the mom, matching the
dialogue and sound effects with the action on the screen.

Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line

1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories LicensingCorporation.



Ching a movie and actually being in one.
of home theater components that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

After reading this ad, if you get the feeling that watching a movie with Cinema DSP makes a world
of difference, you're absolutely right.

But don't just take our word for it. Hear it for yourself. Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for a
demonstration today. It's one demo that's bound to change the way you look at

YAMAHAmovies forever. Or at least for a very, very long time. For the dealer nearest you.
call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

Yamaha Electronics Co. tion. USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA l$7).
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Load Invariant Ilogh FIddlt) Mere,' Porn Amplifier

Sunfire Stereo Power Amplifier
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

B

ob Carver is recognized as one of
the most innovative amplifier de-
signers of our time. Founder of
both Phase Linear and Carver
Corporation (he is no longer af-
filiated with either company), he

has been responsible for several of the
audio world's most unusual and con-
troversial products.

Carver's goal in his so-called "mag-
netic -field" amplifiers of the early
1980's was to make a highly efficient
amplifier whose power -supply voltage
"tracked" the signal envelope so as to
minimize the power dissipation in the
output transistors. At the time, he was
unsuccessful in achieving that goal, al-
though a signal -tracking power supply
was included in his 1979 patent. The
closest he came to a true signal -track-
ing supply in his magnetic -field ampli-
fiers was a three -step approximation.
But that changed with the develop-
ment of what he calls a "tracking
downconverter." The tangible result is
actually two amplifiers from two dif-
ferent companies - the Carver Re-
search Lightstar amplifier, which we

reviewed in the November 1994 issue,
and the Sunfire amplifier, the first
product from his new Sunfire Corpo-
ration. Although the two amplifiers
operate on fundamentally similar prin-
ciples, they differ in numerous design
details, as well as in price, weight, and
so forth.

A simplified explanation of the op-
eration of the Sunfire amplifier is that
the DC output of a conventional pow-
er supply is pulse -width -modulated by
the audio signal. The supply delivers

DIAIRMSIONS
19 INCHES WIDE, 61/2 INCHES HIGH,

153/4 INCHES DEEP (INCLUDING CONNECTORS)

43 POUNDS

PRICI
$2,175

MANUPACTURIR
SUNFIRE CORP., DEPT. SR. P.O. Box 1589,

SNOHOMISH, WA 98291

narrow pulses when the signal level is
low, increasing the pulse width linear-
ly with signal level. The result is that
most of the amplifier's output voltage
comes from the power supply, leaving
only about 6 volts across the output
transistors. The action of the switching
system (the "tracking downconvert-
er") is analogous to that of a trans-
former, converting a high voltage at
low current to a lower voltage at high-
er current, but without significant pow-
er loss or heat generation.

The Sunfire amplifier is fundamen-
tally a voltage source, with a very low
internal impedance. As a result, its
output voltage for a given input level
remains constant as the load imped-
ance is reduced, whereas the current
output (and thus the power output) is
inversely proportional to the load im-
pedance. That characteristic is reflect-
ed in the amplifier's rated output of
300 watts per channel (from 20 Hz to
20 kHz at less than 0.5 percent total
harmonic distortion) into 8 ohms, 600
watts into 4 ohms, 1,200 watts into 2
ohms, and 2,400 watts into 1 ohm.
(The 2 -ohm and 1 -ohm ratings are
based on intermittent operation, since 3
few home power outlets are rated to
deliver the required current.) 9

Bob Carver says that the tracking
downconverter is fully effective at fre- g
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"System 250 adds a dimension of
excitement and involvement that must
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"In view of its price and versatility,
Atlantic Technology's System 250
must be considered among the best
buys in Home Theater speakers."

TESTED
Defindive Speaker,
Pioneer 50 -CO Channer
1.4.rt Sursrotrfer,
and more

,1,91.COT.

HOME`aTter,-

T aim theorem.

Football Kielce OK

"As I listened to the System 250, I felt
as if I were a part of the action, and
that's exactly how it should sound with
a good Home Theater speaker system.
The System 250 was especially warm,
producing deep, resonant bass, glass
shattering surround effects, and crisp,
clear dialogue. My only problem was
having to give them back."

THE BEST

VALUE IN

HOME

THEATER

SPEAKERS

IS A MATTER

OF OPINION.

The Atlantic Technology System 250 continues to win the

highest accolades, not just for its performance as a
total system, but for the way each component performs
individually. Therefore, when you purchase System 250
complete or as separate speakers, you'll know you're
getting the finest value in Home Theater. And that's not an

opinion. It's a fact. For more information or the location of

your nearest dealer write or call:

ti,1Fa(HnNOtI0c(TY

Dept. R(1, 343 Vander -bit Avenue, Norwood, MA 0206; Tel. 617-762-6300
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'...this system will blow your socks
cff...Your visits to the local mega-
cneplex will definitely be fewer."
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"...it was effortlessly clean, with
startlingly deep, tight bass and out-
standing dialogue intelligibility. More
proof that you don't have to spring
for a THX system to get satisfying
Home Theater sound."

 Balance Horne Theater Sheaters [Ito A PM).

VIDEO
"The Atlantic Technology System 250
is one of the safest recommendations
I can make in the crowded class of
$1000 to $1500 Home Theater
speaker systems. It confines a
musical sound on stereo recordings
with a real "you are there" presence
on movie soundtracks."
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TEST ERNS
quencies up to about 7 kHz. Because
of speed limitations in the switching
system, the circuit's efficiency drops
progressively at higher frequencies
and at 20 kHz is little better than that
of a conventional amplifier. That is not
a problem in normal listening, howev-
er, since the higher audio frequencies
are not usually present at high levels
for an extended duration (if they were,
few tweeters would survive). In addi-
tion, an internal ultrasonic filter sharp-
ly reduces the amplifier's response
above 100 kHz.

The Sunfire amplifier is a fairly
large and heavy unit, finished in black
over its entire aluminum exterior. It
has no switches or controls, only a sin-
gle, softly lit meter in the center of the
front panel. The meter, calibrated in
joules, is marked POWER SUPPLY EN-
ERGY and is, for all practical purpos-
es, a high-tech pilot light. It reads a
constant 380 joules unless the amplifi-
er is delivering its full output, in
which case your speakers or your
eardrums are probably in shreds!

Since the amplifier has no power
switch, and would therefore normally
be turned on and off from a switched
AC line output on a preamplifier, we
were concerned about the ability of a
typical preamplifier power switch to
handle its potential kilowatts of out-
put. Bob Carver told us that the ampli-

1111=I

MEASUREMENTS
Output at clipping (1 kHz)
8 ohms 387 watts
4 ohms 768 watts
2 ohms 1,460 watts

Clipping -level headroom
8 ohms I 1 dB

4 ohms 1.07 dB
2 ohms 0.85 dB
Dynamic power and headroom see text
Distortion (at 1 kHz into 8 ohms)
THD+N at rated output (300 watts)....0.03%
THD. 0.1 to 120 watts <0.018%
Sensitivity I watt into 8 ohms) 90 mV
Noise . re I -watt output) -79 dB
Frequency response

20 fiz to 20 kHz +0, -0.1 dB

fier's drain on the AC line is minimal
under no -signal conditions, however,
and we measured it at a surprisingly
low 40 watts or so. In fact, we left it
on continuously for a week and it nev-
er became detectably warm to the
touch. Even in normal listening, it was
never more than faintly warm.

On the back of the Sunfire are sepa-
rate inputs and outputs for the two
channels. For each channel there are
two phono jacks, marked LAB DIRECT
and NORMAL, along with a standard
three -pin Cannon -type balanced input.

souNDex
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The NORMAL jack rolls off the re-
sponse at infrasonic frequencies, to -3
dB at 1 Hz, whereas the direct and
balanced inputs will pass DC.

Each channel has two separate out-
puts, through gold-plated binding
posts that accommodate banana plugs,
lugs, or wires. The outputs are marked
CURRENT SOURCE and VOLTAGE
SOURCE and have respective source
impedances of 1 ohm and nearly zero.
The CURRENT SOURCE output simu-
lates the output characteristics of a
vacuum -tube amplifier, whereas the
VOLTAGE SOURCE output is typical of
good low -output -impedance (high -
damping -factor) solid-state amplifiers.
The two sets of outputs can be used si-
multaneously, if desired, with biwir-
able speakers. Mono operation of the
amplifier is also possible, either by
parallel operation of both channels
(through the 1 -ohm CURRENT SOURCE
outputs) or by series bridging via the
balanced inputs.

The Sunfire amplifier comes with a
heavy glass plate that can support the
entire chassis. This is suggested as a
means of raising the amplifier above a
carpet (if it's placed on one) to prevent
blockage of the airflow under the cabi-
net', although that seems an unlikely
problem in a normal home installation.

We tested the Sunfire into loads of
8, 4, and 2 ohms, driving only one
channel at a time to prevent interrup-
tions from circuit breakers tripping on
our AC line (we did blow the amplifi-
er's own 10 -ampere fuses on several
occasions and had to resort to tempo-
rary use of 20 -amp fuses to push the
Sunfire to its limit into 2 ohms).

The Sunfire amplifier easily sur-
passed its published ratings, which are
based on a limit of 0.5 percent distor-
tion. Its distortion below the clipping
point was typically well under 0.05
percent, and its dynamic and clipping -
level power outputs were practically
identical, as one would expect from a
true voltage source. Indeed, the Sun -
fire proved to be a superb performer in
every respect - as close to an ideal
amplifier as we have ever encoun-
tered. It ran cool, sounded great, and
undoubtedly could drive any loud-
speaker on the face of the earth with
complete aplomb. Once again, Bob
Carver is off to an exciting start.
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ALL
BIPOLARSARE NOT
CREATED
EQUAL!

8 Critics' Choice Awards* and
5 Product of the Year Awards* in the past year alone,

and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

"Stunning!"
Ina Inner Ear Report on nil uidfil'

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar
speakers are an engineering and sonic
marvel! With years of design expertise
and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest
bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:

) Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
) (AVS'') air -flow ventilation system
) Ventilated Apical t formers
) Symmetrically -focused -field magnet geometry

High Frequency Drive Units:
) (PAL') pure -aluminum convex domes
) Critically coupled diecast chassis
) Oversized damping chambers
) Oversized magnetic structures

Cascade"' Enclosures:
) Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full

perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
) I " thick MDF front and back baffles
) High velocity, low turbulence ports

!MI
AdEb.. 6111..
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"Awesome!"
- Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP

THE ULTIMATE IN
BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

START AT AN
INCREDIBLE $600/EA.

Tnese astonishing state-of-the-art
b polar speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbrel balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
s--2ggering realism!

Combine any of our bipolars with our
Itra-Clear" center channels, amazing

A DP' surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the
apsolute finest in home theater!

The Critics Agree...
Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen
to these sensational speakers today!

t Apical is a trademark of DuPont

ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND
AUDIOSTREAM. MPO BOX 2416 NIAGARA FALLS. NY 14302 1905)632-0180

IN CANADA PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC 101 HANLAN RD WOODBRIDGE. ON 1.4t. 3P5 (9051850-2889

CIRCLE NO. 30 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
* AudioVideo International Grand Prix Awards



TEST REPORTS

AudioSource SV. four Powered Sublimate!'
JULIAN HIRSCH HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

AudioSource says it designed the
SW Four powered subwoofer
to be compatible with a wide
variety of loudspeakers, and
consequently it is equipped
with a full complement of ad-

justments. Physically, however, it is an
almost featureless black box meant to
be placed on the floor in (usually) an
inconspicuous location.

The subwoofer is raised 2 inches off
the floor by four sturdy feet, and its
12 -inch downward -facing driver radi-
ates its output through that gap. The
driver itself has dual voice coils that
effectively sum left- and right -channel
inputs to mono. The ducted enclosure
is filled with a sound -absorbing mater-
ial, and its port is close to the woofer
on the bottom of the cabinet.

Also on the bottom is a panel with

the SW Four's inputs, outputs, and op-
erating controls. The controls include
small knobs that enable continuous
adjustment of the crossover frequency,

DIMENSIONS
151/4 INCHES WIDE, 121/4 INCHES HIGH
(INCLUDING FEET), 191/4 INCHES DEEP

WIISNT
35 POUNDS

FINISH
BLACK WOODGRAIN

RICE
$501)

MANUFACTURER
AUDIOSOURCE, DEPT. SR. 1327 N. CAROLAN

AVE., BURLINGTON, CA 94010

from 40 to 180 Hz, between the sub -
woofer and the main speakers and of
the subwoofer's output level. The SW
Four also contains a 150 -watt amplifi-
er whose heat -radiating fins are at one
end of the enclosure.

Connecting the subwoofer to an au-
dio system is a simple process, with
two basic options: high-level input
(through insulated binding posts) from
the system amplifier's loudspeaker
outputs, or line -level input (through
standard phono jacks) from preampli-
fier outputs. Either way, the incoming
signal is filtered through the crossover
circuits, which send the bass frequen-
cies to the subwoofer amplifier and
the higher frequencies to the main
loudspeakers or to the main speaker
amplifiers.

The remaining controls (both slide
switches) are a three -position power
switch and a phase switch that intro-
duces a 180 -degree phase shift (a
waveform polarity reversal) into the
subwoofer output to compensate, if re-
quired, for the unavoidable difference
in arrival time of sounds from the sub -
woofer and the main speakers. In
some cases such reversal will yield a
better blend of the outputs from the
subwoofer and the main speakers. The
power switch, in addition to on and off
settings, has an Auto position that is
its normal recommended setting. In
Auto, the subwoofer switches on auto-
matically when a signal is received
and shuts off after no signal has been
present for several minutes.

The SW Four's somewhat sparse
specifications include an overall fre-
quency range of 20 to 250 Hz and a
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) greater than
90 dB. Its instruction manual is com-
plete and clearly written and includes
interconnection diagrams that cover
any likely application.

We measured the SW Four's fre-
quency response with close micro-
phone spacing at each of the marked
crossover frequencies - 40, 80, 120,
and 180 Hz. The response from the
cone was broadly peaked, with its
maximum level occurring between 60
and 100 Hz at the higher settings and 3,
dropping to the range of 60 to 80 or 90 ,c)
Hz as the crossover frequency was re-
duced.

tf,

The output level from the
speaker also fell off rapidly as the 6
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crossover frequency was reduced, meas-
uring 10 dB lower with the 40 -Hz set-
ting than with the 180 -Hz setting.

Although that behavior may seem
odd, it is actually of little significance
to the user. The adjustment of these
controls must, in any case, be done by
ear, so one will normally turn up the
level control to compensate for any re-
duction in output when the crossover
frequency is lowered.

We also measured the output from
the port, which proved to be very
strong and had the effect of flattening
out and extending the system's low
bass range.

Using the 180 -Hz crossover setting
and with the output set for a 90 -dB
sound -pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter
from the cone (with the subwoofer up-
side down), the SW Four's distortion
was between 1.2 and 2.5 percent from
55 to 450 Hz. At lower frequencies the
distortion increased, reaching 9 per-
cent at the subwoofer's effective lower
limit of 40 Hz.

These results have to be interpreted
in light of the SW Four's intended
function, which presumably is to ob-
tain a worthwhile low bass output in a
system whose main speakers lack that
ability. We operated the SW Four in
conjunction with a pair of small, inex-
pensive speakers whose response fell
off below about 70 Hz. When we ad-
justed the subwoofer level and cross-
over frequency by ear, the results were
quite satisfactory, with a respectable
degree of low -end "body."

The other side of the coin (as with
any subwoofer) is that the SW Four
can easily be misadjusted to produce
the kind of boomy bass often associat-
ed with speakers having inadequate
woofer systems. The calibrations of its
controls are rough approximations at
best, and they may even be worthless
for establishing the desired system re-
sponse with some main speakers. Al-
so, as a general rule, a subwoofer cross-
over frequency in excess of 100 Hz
may cause undesirable effects, such as
localization of the subwoofer position.

Bearing those cautions in mind,
however, we found the AudioSource
SW Four subwoofer to be an inexpen-
sive, versatile, and effective means of
enhancing the low bass performance
of a modestly priced speaker system. o

PARADIGM
SETS THE

STANDARD IN
AFFORDABLE

HIGH -END
SOUND!

Paradigm 7seMk3, I IseMk3 win Critics' Choice Awards*
I IseMk3 wins Product of the YearAward* 2nd year in a row!

"Outstanding"

"neutral...
first rate

soundstage"

"Superbly
balanced"

"Great..
very real"

Affordable high -end sound!
Paradigm's "se" speakers deliver sensational
sound for both music and home theater,
combining astonishing clarity with exceptional
soundstaging, pin -point imaging, stunning deep
bass and superior dynamics.

The Paradigm Design Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
0 High-pressure diecast chassis
0 Polypropylene cones
0 Apical! voice -coil formers
0 Oversized magnetic structure
High Frequency Drive Units:
O 111.- treated textile convex domes
O Damping chambers
(.3 Oversized magnets
0 Ferro fluid cooling
Quiet"' Enclosures
O Critical full perimeter

locked -in braces.
(3 High velocity, low

turbulence ports

"a level of inner
detail that

compares to
speakers costing

more than 10
times the price"

"must be
auditioned"

"an excellent
choice"

Th-s sensational high -end sound starts at
an amazing $ 160/ea.
Paradigm's legendary "se" speakers consist of
6 models that range from the incredible
Mini-Mk2 ($ 160/ea) through to the stunning
I I seMk3 ($525/ea).

Combine any of these speakers with our
Ultra -Clear"' center channels, unique ADP"'
surrounds and spectacular PS subwoofers for
an astounding home theater experience!

The Critics Agree
Paradigm sets the standard with the best
buit and best sounding affordable high -end
speakers available! Insist on getting more

for your money.
Audition these
outstanding
speakers today!

ENGINEERED FOR RE TTER SOUND
 Sound&Vrston &rocs' Chace
 AudrolWdeo Grand Pratt Nand n a naannank ADuPon1

AUDIOS" REAM. NIPO F1OX 2410 /.11..GAFIA FALLS. NV 14332 (9C6) 632-0180
IN CANADA PAAADIG.4 ELECTRONICS INC 101 HAMAN . W0008RIDGE. ON 141 3P5 19051 850.288g
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SURROUND
How to choose 'em and use 'em by Daniel Kumin

Like extras in a Stallone
or Schwarzenegger flick, surround
speakers are easily overlooked, even
though they play a critical role in
bringing movie soundtracks to life
both in the theater and at home. Sur-
round speakers actually accomplish
two tasks. First, without calling atten-
tion to themselves, they must deliver
the ambience cues - acoustic reflec-
tions, echoes, and environmental nois-
es such as crickets and wind - that
help pull us into the illusion of "being
there." And, second, they must also
occasionally reproduce louder, dis-
crete sound effects, like the roar of a
Klingon cruiser as it zooms directly
toward the audience and overhead.

Energy's RVSS surround speaker ($550 a pair)

uses two 5' 4 -inch woofers and two 3 -cinch

soft -dome tweeters in a configuration said to

provide dipolar radiation above 400 Hz for

good diffusion and bipolar output below 400

Hz for extended bass response.

lERS
Meanwhile, the front speaker trio is
left to handle most of the music, the
dialogue, and just about every imagin-
able kind of sound effect.

Consequently, a surround speaker's
job is very different from that of a
home theater's front speakers, which
must provide auditory localization pre-
cise enough to track the on -screen ac-
tion. A surround speaker's primary

The Sonance AiS500 ($499 a pair) is one of

the few in -wall speakers designed expressly

for surround -channel reproduction. Its 4 -inch

woofer, 31/2 -inch midrange driver, and

5/e -inch dome tweeter are arrayed on angled

baffles to disperse their output into the room.

mission is to produce a diffuse sound
field - one that excels in creating a
sense of ambience and sonic envelop-
ment rather than pinpoint imaging,
and in which the speakers themselves
are not easily localized. Placement re-
quirements are very different, too. De-
pending on the room and type of
speaker, surrounds can be located high
on the side walls about even with the
seating area (the most commonly rec-
ommended ideal), suspended from the
ceiling, splayed outward on the rear
wall, placed on the floor in the back
corners firing toward the ceiling, or
positioned elsewhere as space dictates
and ingenuity devises.

Considering the important role sur-

The Definitive Technology BP1 ($350 a pair)

is a small bipole loudspeaker designed to

mate well sonically with the company's other

speakers. It uses two 41/2 -inch polypropylene -

cone woofers and two 3/4 -inch soft -dome

tweeters and is available in black or white.
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Atlantic Technology's 254 SR (5299 a pair)

can be mounted on a wall or, with an

optional kit. recessed into the wall. It has a

single 4 -inch woofer for good bass response

and two 3'7 -inch tweeters operating in a

quasi -dipole configuration on angled battles.

.¢/

round speakers play in the overall per-
formance of a home theater system,
it's surprising how little discussion (let
alone debate) there is on the topic. One
reason for this may be that many of us
already have a pair of orphaned Small
Advents, Dynaco A25's, or similar
Sixties -era bookshelf speakers salted
away in the attic or garage that we
gleefully resurrect when it's time to
find a pair of speakers to assume
surround duties in an expanding A/V
system.

Fortunately, that approach usually
works reasonably well, because the
surround -channel demands in a con-
ventional Dolby Pro Logic system are
relatively modest. The Dolby Sur-
round standard calls for the monaural
surround signal to be rolled off below
100 Hz and above 7 kHz, so speakers
handling surround duties need not de-
liver deep bass, extremely high fre-
quencies, or particularly high acoustic
output. (You may nonetheless come
across a few movies that exhibit deep
bass in the surround channel, which is
one reason some people advocate full -
range surround speakers.)

The basic requirements for a good
surround speaker include decent mid-
range performance, good dispersion
(the wider the better), and adequate
sensitivity (the ability to achieve mod-
erate sound levels with a modest pow-
er input). That's about it. While many
older bookshelf designs may fall down
a bit on the dispersion question, most
meet the other criteria quite well.

"Quite well" doesn't necessarily
mean optimally, however, so speaker
manufacturers have been quick to in-
troduce a variety of specialized sur-
round speakers, tailor-made to repro -

The Polk LS f/x (S549 a pair) has two 4'7 -inch

woofers working in phase with each other

(bipolar) and two 1 -inch dome tweeters that

can be switched for either bipolar or dipolar

operation. depending on where the speaker is

placed. The enclosure's sides are angled to

reduce box resonances.

duce ambience and sound effects. A
major impetus in this flowering has
been the influence of Lucasfilm's
Home THX certification program,
which calls for surround speakers that
are dipole systems. (THX technical re-
finements are intended to enhance the
reproduction of movie soundtracks at
home.) Consequently, many of the sur-
round speakers on the market use a di-
pole design, which achieves a figure -
eight -like radiation pattern by joining
two opposite -facing driver comple-
ments, wired out of phase, in one cabi-
net. Other speaker makers opt for a
variation on the dipole theme known
as a bipole (or bipolar) speaker, in
which two driver "halves" work in
phase, resulting in more of an omnidi-
rectional radiation pattern (see "Poles
Apart: Dipoles and Bipoles Decoded"
on the facing page).

At the same time, some manufactur-
ers issue conventional speakers in
identical quartets or quintets (includ-
ing a center speaker), on the theory
that all of the speakers in a home the-
ater system (except the subwoofer)
should be the same in order to provide
integrated sound throughout the listen-
ing area. Still other surround systems
rely on multiple drivers in various ar-
rays to disperse sound as evenly as
possible throughout the listening area.

Which sort of surround speaker is

The Boston Acoustics 575x (5500 a pair) is a

Home THX certified dipole surround speaker

with a single front -mounted 5' 4 -inch woofer

and two 2'7 -inch tweeters. one mounted

on each side of the shallow enclosure. It is

available finished in white or black -ash vinyl.

right for your system? Without coming
over and personally auditioning your
setup, it's hard for me to say. But get-
ting to know the specifics of the differ-
ent designs will help you narrow the
playing field. The primary advantages
of dipole speakers are that they are
difficult to localize (when properly sit-
uated) and deliver spacious sound. The
downside is that placement require-
ments are somewhat limiting: Ideally,
dipoles should be spotted on the side
walls about 5 to 7 feet off the floor,
approximately even with and equidis-
tant from the listeners. Of course, you
can get away with some deviations
from these rules.

Most THX-certified dipole sur-
rounds come with expensive home
theater speaker suites and may cost as
much as $1,000 a pair or more if avail-
able separately. On the high end of the
scale is the Fosgate Audionics SD 180
($1,850 a pair), which offers extensive
flexibility and configurability. When
the SD 180 is biamplified (two chan-
nels of power per speaker) and used in
conjunction with the company's flag-
ship Model Three surround processor,
for example, it works as either a con-
ventional (monopole) speaker or a di-
pole, depending on the surround pro-
gram selected. At the other end of the
spectrum is Boston Acoustics' Model
575x ($500 a pair), which saves mon-
ey by employing a single 51/4 -inch
woofer in conjunction with two 21/2 -
inch midrange/tweeters in a dipole
configuration.

A number of less costly, non-THX-
certified dipoles have also become
available in the past year or so. The
onslaught has prompted Lucasfilm,
holder of several patents relating to di -
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pole speakers, to attempt to work out a
royalty -payment plan. No one is say-
ing much about the matter in public,
so it remains to be seen how - if at all
- the issue will affect the pricing and
other aspects of such speakers. Mean-
while, non-THX dipole or quasi -di-
pole surround speakers are available
for less than $400 a pair from a num-
ber of companies, including Altec Lan-
sing, Atlantic Technology, NHT, and
PSB, to name a few. The Surround II
from Cambridge Sound Works, for ex-
ample, combines a 31/2 -inch woofer
with a pair of 21/2 -inch dipole mid-
range/tweeters in a package that sells
for $249 a pair.

For rooms in which side -wall or
ceiling placement is impractical, a di-
pole may not be the best solution. Bi-
pole speakers, on the other hand, may
be less sensitive to placement. Propo-
nents of this design say that bipoles
can be placed with equally good re-
sults on side walls or on the rear wall
facing outward, or even asymmetrical-
ly. Though the concept has several
boosters, the bipole-surround layout
has been promoted principally by De-
finitive Technology and Mirage.

Definitive offers the BPI ($350 a
pair), a compact surround speaker that
creates a bipolar array using pairs of
41/2 -inch woofers and 1/4 -inch dome
tweeters. Mirage's MBS, also $350 a
pair, is similar except that it uses
smaller (1/2 -inch) tweeters. Both com-
panies, which specialize in bookshelf
and floor -standing bipoles designed
for "any -channel" use, report that it's
not uncommon for large, floor -stand-
ing bipoles to be used for both front
and surround -channel reproduction in
high -end home theater systems. (The
limited rollout of the six -channel digi-

KLH's novel V-01 ($200) is designed to

handle all surround -channel chores on its

own. mounted on the floor against the wall

behind the listening area with its dipole

drivers firing out toward the side walls. It has

two 8 -inch woofers and two 1 -inch tweeters.

Poles Apart: Dipoles and Bipoles Decoded
Hold a couple of identical marbles 2 inches apart and drop them into a bathtub of very still water.

What you'll likely observe - unless you're lucky and they hit the water at precisely the same

instant - is a pattern of ripples shaped like a flattened figure -eight (00), with relatively weak

and confused ripples to the sides. That mirrors the principle iehind dipole surround speakers,

except that the medium is air instead of water and the waves acoustic rather than liquid.

The two marbles represent a pair of identical driver sets (usually a simple woofer/tweeter

complement) squeezed back to back in a single enclosure. The driver complements are wired out

of phase, so that the cones of one speaker set move inward as the cones of the other move

outward, and vice versa. (Actually, the type of speaker discussed here is more accurately termed

a "quasi -dipole" since a true dipole uses a single push-pull membrane rather than two or more

back-to-back diaphragms.) Consequently, sound radiates freely forward and back, but to either

side radiation is severely curtailed, thereby creating a dead spot, or null, especially at frequen-

cies whose wavelengths relate to the spacing between the drivers.

This phenomenon is exploited by positioning the speaker so that the null of its figure -eight

radiation pattern is oriented toward the listeners on one side and against the wall on the other.

As a result, very little direct sound and few early reflections reach the listeners' ears. Instead,

the sound bounces off the walls, ceiling, floor, and furniture before hitting their ears, which helps

creates that sense of sonic envelopment that brings movie soundtracks to life.

Bipole speakers, which are also commonly promoted for surround -sound use, are identical to

dipole designs except that their back-to-back driver complements are wired in phase with one

another. That produces a radiation pattern that's closer to omnidirectional, equally strong in all

directions (though there is a mild reduction in certain frequencies to the sides). Going back to

the bathtub analogy, it's the type of ripple pattern that would be created if you did, in fact, drop

those two marbles with perfect synchronization.

Adherents of the bipole school claim an ideal balance of reflected and direct sound for the

design, which they say makes it easier to localize discrete off -screen surround effects like

gunshots, screams, etc. (Most favor using bipole speakers for the front left and right channels as

well, citing their open, spacious sound and smooth power response.) Bipole surrounds are also

claimed to be significantly less sensilive to placement than dipoles because of their near -omni-

directional radiation patterns.

tal Dolby Surround AC -3 system this
year may prompt more folks to consid-
er full -range surround speakers, al-
though there are other ways to handle
the bass from the new system's full -
range surround channels - redirection
to a subwoofer, for example.)

Then there are the hybrid surround
speakers, which claim to offer the best
of two worlds by combining dipolar
and bipolar characteristics. Energy's
multiported RVSS ($550 a pair),
which teams two 51/4 -inch woofers
and two 3/4 -inch tweeters in an unusual
hexagonal cabinet devised for wall or
corner mounting, is said to work as a
dipole above 400 Hz while maintain-
ing bipolar output below that point to
achieve deeper, more powerful bass.

Polk Audio's LS f/x surround speak-
er ($549 a pair) takes a different tack,
allowing the listener to switch the
tweeters between dipolar and bipolar
operation while maintaining in -phase

operation for both woofers at both set-
tings. Polk recommends the dipole set-
ting if side -wall placement is possible,
the bipole setting for rear -wall and

The macnetically shielded Celestion MP1

($199 a dair) can serve a variety of functions.

including surround -channel reproduction.

It has a 4 -inch woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter in

a molded cabinet that can be pivoted

in almost any direction on its integral stand.
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most other locations. The quasi -wedge-
shaped speaker has a conventional di-
pole layout with a 41/2 -inch woofer
and 1 -inch tweeter on each of its slant-
ed baffles, and it can be mounted with
its baffles facing up or down, depend-
ing on how close it is to the ceiling.

Beyond dipole and bipole designs,
manufacturers have introduced dozens
of multipurpose "A/V" speakers over
the past couple of years. Some include
clever brackets that accommodate
shelf, wall, or ceiling mounting, and
many are offered in five -speaker sur-
round -sound suites. A good example is
Celestion's CinemaStyle MP I ($199 a
pair), which combines a 4 -inch woofer
and a 1 -inch tweeter in a compact and
very stylish molded cabinet featuring
an integral bracket/stand with a pivot-
ing stalk.

Finally, there are a number of sur-
round -speaker designs that defy cate-
gorization, either by combining exist-
ing formats or by creating entirely new
ones. KLH's unique V-01 ($200), a
single -point dipole design featuring a
trapezoidal enclosure with an 8 -inch

woofer and a 1 -inch tweeter on each
side, is an example of a speaker that
creates its own category. It's intended
to be centered on the floor directly be-
hind the seating area, with its null
aimed toward the listeners and each
driver pair facing upward at a I5 -de-
gree angle. The result is said to be im-
proved dispersion of surround effects,
with the savings in cost and complexi-
ty of a single unit.

The zero space demands and near -
invisibility of in -wall speakers make
them a very tempting surround -chan-
nel option. But because in -walls tend
to radiate sound straight out from the
wall, it's nearly impossible to find a lo-
cation that doesn't beam sound direct-
ly toward the listeners. It's tough to
experiment with placement for an in -
wall, too, and even tougher to change
locations once a speaker is installed.

Despite those challenges, several
makers offer surround speakers de-
signed to be flush -mounted in a wall.
Some of these, including models from
Snell and Triad, to name but two, are
relatively high -ticket, THX-certified

Surround Speaker DO'S and DON'TS
Whatever sort of surround speakers you end up with, a few general rules apply to most setups.

First, though, the biggest "do of all: Experiment with placement. Play a movie scene

with lots of ambient sound and some three-dimensional effects while listening to the surround

channel alone (turn off or disconnect the front three speakers). Try different locations until

you find the ones that produce smooth. well -distributed sound with a well-balanced midrange

and upper bass that is free of "hot spots."

DO consider placement carefully. rather than simply putting the speakers on the floor

or a back -of -the -room shelf. Higher is usually better (at least a foot or two above your seated ear

level).

DON'T aim the speaker directly toward the seating area. When too much direct sound

reaches the listeners' ears. it becomes easy to localize the speaker - the opposite of what you

want to achieve.

try to arrange the surrounds more or less symmetrically relative to the listening area.

If one surround is much closer to the listeners than the other, "precedence effect" will inexorably

pull their attention to that side.

DON'T place surround speakers smack in a three -surface corner if you can help it.

Though surround bass is usually limited, corner placement may exaggerate surround -channel

midhass, subtly muddying the system's overall tonal balance.

look for surround speakers that are tonally similar to your front speakers. A perfect

match isn't critical, but bright -sounding surrounds paired with smooth or even dull -sounding

front speakers will stick out.

DON'T forget about sensitivity. A 3 -dB increase in surround -speaker sensitivity is like

doubling your surround -channel power. And while it's true that the surround channels

power demands are (usually) modest compared to that of the front trio, surround power from

typical systems (especially AN receivers) is also modest. Don't underestimate the value

of ample, clean surround -channel dynamic range. -D.K.

dipole designs that manage the trick
by permitting an angled, dual mid-
range/tweeter array to protrude a few
inches from the wall. A less expensive
example is Sonance's AiS500 ($499 a
pair), an in -wall "ambient" speaker
with three drivers on two angled baf-
fles that claims broad, nondirectional
dispersion.

On -wall speakers represent a viable
compromise where in -wall appearance
and space economy are welcome but
conventional box -speaker convenience
and performance are desired. Atlantic
Technologies' 3 -inch -deep Model 254
SR ($299 a pair) is specifically de-
signed for on -wall mounting and fea-
tures a dipole midrange/tweeter array.
Polk Audio's wedge-shaped M5 ($300
a pair) splits the difference with a two-
way enclosure that can be placed on a
shelf or mounted on the wall.

After all is said and done - and the
many specialized surround -speaker
designs are taken into consideration
- conventional compact bookshelf
speakers (like the ones up in our attics)
remain the most popular surround
speakers of all. Besides having small
size, low cost, and great flexibility on
their side, bookshelfs can work quite
well if you're willing to experiment
with unconventional placements: High
on the side walls firing back toward
the corners; on the rear wall firing up
and outward into the ceiling/wall junc-
tions (a reasonable alternative when
side -wall placement is not possible);
even on the floor in the rear corners
playing up into the ceiling/wall junc-
tions when wall- or shelf -mounting is
out of the question.

The bottom line? If you can't find a
surround speaker that suits your bud-
get, tastes, and room layout, wait a few
months. With the home theater boom
rumbling along more powerfully than
ever, new models are always popping
over the horizon.
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MITSUBISHI DIAMOND VISION

in a 40" model.
INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S FIRST 40 -INCH PICTURE TUBE.

In 1980, Diamond Vision® made
its stunning debut at America's
ballparks. Today, Diamond Vision
is the industry standard in bright,
well-defined large-scale video.

Now large-scale Diamond
Vision technology has found its
way into your home. Mitsubishi's
new 40 -inch TV is a one -of -a -kind

video tour de force, available
only from your Mitsubishi dealer.
No other company offers
consumers a bright, sharp
picture tube this big.

For the location of an
Authorized Mitsubishi dealer in
your area, call :
1-800-937-0000, ext. 380.

mt MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY Model CS -40503

CIRCLE NO. 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The typical home theater system consists of a subwoofer, left and right stereo speakers

and a center channel speaker. Not hard to spot are they?

Here's the Polk RM7000 home theater system. The stereo speakers are mounted on the wall

The center channel speaker and the subwoofer are inside the cabinet!

INTRODUCING POLK'S NEW RM7000 HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER SYSTEM

"As thrilling as home theater is, it's impossible to get

excited about the pile of home theater speakers that

engulf your TV. I didn't think you should

have to sacrifice the look of your home to

home theater. So I created a high perfor-

mance system that gives you what you

really want ... big speaker sound without

the big speaker." Matthew PO
Wait till you hear the RM7000

system. You'll be astonished. Its true-to-

life sound results from the same ground-

breaking technology, Dynamic Balance®, used to create

our acclaimed flagship speaker, the LS90. Yet the RM

satellites are so small, they fit into your palm. Most

importantly, so small they disappear into your room.

CIRCLE NO. 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10006

Polk
The Speaker Specialists °

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment
Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.

The powered subwoofer fits easily into

your furniture and, thanks to its

revolutionary technology, guarantees

more bass in less space.

The powered subwoofer, with our newest tech-

nology, high velocity compression drive7guarantees

you powerful bass in a size that will fit

into your furniture. In fact, with the

RM7000 we've miniaturized everything

but that big, room -filling Polk sound.

For more information on the

RM7000 and other Polk home theater

speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK

or dial our toll -free deal-

er locator to find your

nearest authorized Polk dealer. Stop

in and tell them that you want the big

speaker sound without

the big speaker.

A/latthew Po/X-
c() iounAr, Polk At idio



Tired of that tiny TV?
A big -screen set will bring
your home theater to life.

As recently as a decade ago, if you wanted a big -
screen television your choices wen few and,
franisly, not very attractive. Project on sets were
clunky and expensive, they produced fuzzy im-
ages, and the pictire all but van-
ished if you walked too far to one
side of the screen. The biggest tube
set you could buy had just a 25 -inch
screen, often in a cabinet on_y

grandma could love.
Boy, have we ccme a long

way! Today. spurred by the
natior.'s growing _ove affair
with home theater, big-screer
TV's - tube sets and projec-
tion sets alike - represent the
fastest -growing segment o'
TV sales, while the entire cat-
egory continues to post retort
sales. More than 26 million
color TN"s were sold in the
U.S. last year, an astonishing
figure when you consider tha=
virtually every home already
:as at least cr.e TV, and many
nave two or more.

If you're in the market for a
new television, cne with a

P
1 screen large enough to make it
i the centerpiece of an awesome

by James Barry



Boasting a 60 -inch screen in a

cabinet that's only 24 inches deep

- some 30 percent slimmer than

previous -generation sets - RCA's

rear -projection P61752EB ($3,299)

features an an -screen menu

system, a channel -guide mode that

displays snapshots of twelve

channels simultaneously, and a

picture-in-pictu-e mode with an

adjustable inset window for viewing

a second video source. A universal

remote control is included.

_....411111111111.111.4111111....reimemmil

At 65,995, the 66 -pound TGS 200

HP is Vidlkron's least expensive

video projector. It projects images

of between 5 and 15 feet

(measured diagonally) and has

three AN inputs (one S -video) and

line -level stereo audio outputs. A

remote control and telling -mount

brackets are included.

Hitachi's 46 -inch rear -projection

46UX17K ($2,499) is said to be

capable of delivering 950 lines of

horizontal resolution and

features an artificial -intelligence

processor that monitors

conditions such as signal quality

and ambient light and

automatically adjusts color,

brightness, and other parameters

to improve the picture. Housed

in an oak cabinet, the set is also

equipped with a Dolby Pro Logic

decoder and a remote control

with illuminated keys.

home theater the whole family can en-
joy, you're in for a treat. Today, there's
a host of screen sizes, models, designs,
and features to choose from, regardless
of your tastes or the heft of your wal-
let. No matter how much you spend on
your home theater system, you'll be
disappointed if the TV picture isn't big,
bright, and beautiful, so you'll want to
consider your purchase carefully.

And there's a lot to consider,
beginning with how and
where you're going to use
your new set - the size of

the room, the type and source of pro-
grams you and your family watch
most, and the number of audio and
video components you already have or
are planning to purchase and use in
your home theater setup.

Color television - even at its big-
gest and most expensive - remains
one of the best values around for your
hard-earned dollars. The new genera-
tion of big -screen TV's use digital cir-
cuits to enhance picture quality, create
on -screen setup and diagnostic menus,
and deliver nonvideo information (like
closed captions for the hearing -im-
paired). Some even provide access to
on -screen program guides so that you
can keep track of all those channels.
And on the audio side, a stereo de-
coder is standard equipment.

New Big Is Big?
First let's talk about screen size. Just

how big is a "big screen"? It's difficult
if not impossible to realize a theater -
like experience at home - that combi-
nation of big picture and big sound
that puts you right in the action -
with a tiny screen. A 27 -inch screen
(all measurements are diagonal) is re-
ally the bare minimum for home the-
ater, and even that will suffice only in
a relatively small room. The rule of
thumb is that for optimum viewing
you should sit a distance from the
screen that's approximately two -and -
a -half times its diagonal measurement.
With a 27 -inch screen you should be
about 5 feet away, with a 35 -inch
screen about 7 feet away, and so on.
That suggests a pretty big room once
you start talking about projection
TV's with screens 50 inches or larger.

Conventional direct -view sets, those
that have a glass picture tube, come in
screen sizes up to 40 inches. The most
widely available big -screen tube TV's
are 31- and 35 -inch models from many
different manufacturers; Magnavox,
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Sony, Toshiba, and Zenith market 32 -
inch sets, and Toshiba also offers a
pair of 30 -inch models. With price
tags ranging from roughly $1,000 to
$3,000, these sets will satisfy the
needs of most homeowners and apart-
ment/condominium dwellers.

If you have a really large room, you
can choose from rear -projection TV's
with screen sizes from 45 to 80 inches,
the latter a brand new leviathan from
ProScan that carries a suggested retail
price of $8,499. Unlike direct -view
TV's, in which the face of the picture
tube is the screen, rear -projection sets
use three small cathode-ray tubes (red,
green, and blue) and a series of mirrors
to project images on the inside surface
of a translucent screen.

Two-piece front -projection
systems represent yet anoth-
er option, albeit typically a
very expensive one. Com-

prising a relatively compact projector,
often mounted on the ceiling, and a
separate screen that is usually larger
than even the largest rear -projection
screens, these systems are not really
TV's in the traditional sense because
they're designed primarily for use with
high -resolution sources like a laserdisc
player and don't include a TV tuner.
Front projectors start at $3,000 (for
Sharp's least expensive LCD projec-
tor) and run to well over $10,000.

It's almost impossible to find a truly
poor television these days, especially
in the higher -ticket big -screen catego-
ry. The top sets from most brand -name
manufacturers offer consistent picture
quality and similar convenience fea-
tures. That's not to say that all high -
end sets "look" the same - they
don't. Each has its own distinct char-
acter. It's just that differences in pic-
ture quality are not as pronounced as
they once were. There was a time
when the difference in picture quality
between projection sets and direct -
view TV's was dramatic, but the gap
has narrowed considerably in recent
years. In some cases it's all but imper-
ceptible - many retailers even dis-
play the two types side by side. The
decision to buy projection or direct -
view is increasingly one of taste, style,
and room size. But individual impres-
sions of picture quality are especially
subjective, so focus on TV's that suit
your particular taste.

Mitsubishi, a pioneer in big -screen
technology and marketing, was an ear-
ly leader in the projection -TV market

Designed to be set on a table or mounted

on the ceil ng, Sharp's 24 -pound XV-H3:51. LCD

video projector ($4,695) features a rerrot?.-

controllable zoom lens (back -lit remote

included) that can be adjusted to project a

16 -foot (diagonal) image.

One of three widescreen rear -

projection sets in Pioneer's Elite

lire, the Pro -'07 ($5,500) has a

55 -inch screen with a 16:10.7

aspect ratio. making it slightly

wider than the 16:9 screens in

widescreen sets from other

makers. The set features a

horizontal -expansion mode that

delivers 5 percent more picture

area thar a standard 4:3 TV

Image. Horizontal resolution is

given as 830 lines.

Zenith's 35 -inch SM3589BT ($2,11)9, shown with

optional static) is equipped to receive the StarSight

on -screen program guide, which for a monthly

subscriptioi fee provides a contindously updated

seven-day list of programming, one -touch VCR

recording, database -like search capabilities. and a

host of other features. The set hzs an on -screen

menu systen and comes with two remotes, one of

them streamlined fo everyday use.

Proton's 27 -inch NT -299 ($1 700

features dual -tuner picture -in -

picture, which allows two TV

programs to be displayed at once,

on -screen menu program -nu -1g via

the supplied remote control and

three audio -effects mode;. The AN

connectors include three rear -panel

inputs and outputs, a rea --panel S -

video input, and front -panel AN and

S -video inputs. Horizontal resolution

is given as 600 lines.
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JVC's 31 -inch AV-31BX5

($1,599) features a black -

level expansion circuit

to improve picture contrast

and a universal remote

control with a help button

that displays operating

instructions on screen. The

set also has a picture -in -

picture mode said to deliver a

sharper image than previous

JVC TV's and a child timer

'for limiting daily exposure to

Barney and Baby Bop).

Never again will you have to tear

our couch apart it search of that

!''@# remote control thanis to the

[emote Locator feature ofered on

Magnavox's 32 -loci TP3290B

$1.099). Simply press the power

Dutton and the remote beeps for 30

seconds, or until you find i1 and

press one of its keys. The ;et also

has a Smart Sourd mode that

automatically sut dues those

annoying volume s]ikes that often

occur when a brouccast or cable

station cuts to a co nmerciul.

Fans of the Late Late Show will

appreciate Sony's inclusion of a pc apt

infrared wireless headphones with is

32 -inch KV-32XBR37 ($1.799, shown

wit optional stand). The set features

dual -tuner picture -in -picture hr

:isplaying two TV programs at one a

"stand-up" universal remote coil-cl,

an "orchestra seat" audio -effects

mode, and several AN jacks, incliding

three rear -panel inputs (one S -video),

a front -panel input, and a variable -

level audio outi.d.

two decades ago and has pushed the
direct -view size envelope with 35 -inch
(1986) and 40 -inch (1992) sets in re-
cent years. The company continued its
penchant for innovation last year by
introducing 45- and 50 -inch "tabletop"
rear -projection sets.

Still the only 40 -inch direct -view set
on the market, Mitsubishi's CS40503
carries a suggested retail price of
$3,399 and includes among its features
"Super Quick View," which lets you
create a hit list containing up to ten of
your favorite channels.

First introduced in Japan,
where living space is at a
premium, Mitsubishi's table-
top projection models are

compact enough to be placed in an en-
tertainment cabinet or on an optional
base, if not on a table. The 45 -inch TS-
4553 ($2,699) weighs just 110 pounds
and is only 21 inches deep, making it
slimmer and lighter than many direct-

view sets with smaller screens (bulky
glass picture tubes account for most of
their weight). For example, Mitsubi-
shi's 40 -inch direct -view set weighs a
whopping 250 pounds.

Skinny Space Savers
In fact, slimmer, lighter, and small-

er, with more screen and less cabinet,
are the watchwords for projection -TV
designers. Today's sets use compact
cathode-ray tubes (CRT's) and lenses
with shorter focal lengths to save
space. RCA's newest projection sets,
for example, are only about two-thirds
as deep as their predecessors. The
company also offers sets, like the 46 -
inch P4677OCK ($2,799), featuring
fuller -figured cabinets with compo-
nent -storage compartments under the
screens as well as sets that are de-
signed to be flush -mounted in a wall.

The slim -line projection sets
in Sony's S series use re-
designed optics and CRT's
to achieve brighter, sharper

images in a compact cabinet. The se-
ries includes the 46 -inch KP-46S55
($2,699) and the 53 -inch KP-53S55
($3,099), which are 211/4 and 253/s
inches deep, respectively.

You'll also hear a lot about flatter,
squarer screens in direct -view sets and
black screens in both projection and
tube models. Black -tinted picture tubes
are nothing new, but recent innova-
tions in high-powered electronic chas-
sis now make it possible for sufficient
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light to penetrate the tinted screen and
produce a bright picture with good
contrast, color, and sharpness. Flatter
tubes provide wider viewing angles
with less distortion in the corners and
along the edges of the picture. Pana-
sonic made a big splash several years
ago with its SuperFlat tube, now of-
fered in several models, including the
31 -inch CT-31SF22 ($1,299). Sony has
long maintained that its Super Trin-
itron tubes, like the one in its 32 -inch
KV-32XBR96S ($2,599), are the flat-
test on the market, while Toshiba
claims that the FST Perfect tube in its
CX35D70 ($2,599) has the flattest 35 -
inch screen you can buy.

Widescreen Wonders
Widescreen sets with a movie -the-

ater -like 16:9 aspect ratio (instead of
the standard 4:3) were introduced to
much fanfare a couple of years ago,
but they have proven slow to catch on
in the U.S. although they are enjoying
robust sales in Japan. Billed here as
a precursor to high -definition TV
(HDTV), the sets have been encum-
bered by high price tags and a lack of
programs beyond existing letterboxed
films on laserdisc and videocassette.

On the direct -view side of wide-
screen TV, RCA's G34170AT 34 -inch
set carries a suggested retail price of
$4,499 and Sharp's 34W1000 34 -inch
Wide Vision TV lists for $3,995.
On the projection side, Toshiba's 56 -
inch TW56D90 Theaterwide set lists
for $4,999 and JVC's 55 -inch NV-
55BX4 for $4,499, and Pioneer offers
three models that boast a slightly
wider 16:10.7 aspect ratio, including
the 50 -inch PRO -97 ($5,000).

Like most high -end TV's, these
widescreen sets include S -video jacks
that separate the luminance (black and
white) and chrominance (color) por-
tions of a video signal to deliver the
best possible picture quality from high -
resolution sources like laserdisc play-
ers and Super VHS VCR's. The sets
also offer picture -expansion modes
that stretch standard 4:3 TV images to
fill the wider screen.

Keep It Simple
Despite their increasing technologi-

cal sophistication, today's televisions
are fairly easy to operate. Remote con-
trols are becoming less complicated,
with fewer buttons, and control rou-
tines are becoming more intuitive. And
graphic on -screen interfaces that pro-
vide an easy -to -follow menu of op -

Toshiba's rear -projection

56 -inch TW56D90 ($4.999) squeezes

a movie -theater -like 16:9 screen

into a cabinet that's only 25 inches

deep. It features three picture -

expansion modes, a vertical image

adjustor. dual -tuner picture -in -picture,

and a universal remote control.

On the audio side. it packs a Dolby

Pro Logic decoder and a

tour -mode digital ambience processor

and comes with a pair of

stand-alone surround speakers.

The PanaBlack picture tube used

in Panasonic's 35 -inch CT35S31

($2,099) is said to achieve a

40 -percent improvement

in contrast compared with other

Panasonic TV's. The set also

features a switchable artificial -

intelligence circuit that

automatically adjusts color and

contrast, a menu system

that displays easily identifiable

icons. picture -in -picture,

and a favorite -channel memory

for up to twenty channels.

Hailed as one of the most

compact rear -projection sets on

the market, Mitsubishi's

"tabletop" 50 -inch TS -5053

($3,099) is less than 24 inches

deep and weighs about

143 pounds. The slim design was

made possible by a shortened

focal -length lens, down -sized

CRT's, and a new electron

gun. The set is equipped to receive

text from extended data

service (EDS) broadcasts and

features a single -tuner picture -

in -picture mode.
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tions are common. Some sets even al-
low you to choose the "color tempera-
ture" you like best. Four new 32- and
35 -inch Toshiba FST Perfect models
include three color -temperature modes
- cool, medium, and warm. The cool
setting makes reds slightly more prom-
inent, and the warm setting gives the
picture a bluer tint.

The ProScan line from Thomson,
RCA's parent company, includes an
on -screen graphics menu with text and
icons that help you adjust color tem-
perature and much more. Setup in-
structions include detailed full -color
renderings of the back panels of a
VCR and TV to show you exactly
where to connect each wire. If you're
setting up a surround system, you can
access an on -screen graphic display of
a typical living -room scene, and a
menu walks you through the adjust-
ment options.

Some sets come with two re-
motes, a simple unit that con-
trols only basic functions,
like channel selection and

volume, and a more sophisticated one
With lots of buttons. Several of Ze-
nith's big -screen TV's, like the 52 -inch
PV5269BT projection set ($2,699), in-
clude a multibrand remote that oper-

ates other brands of TV's and VCR's
and an "everyday" remote that has on-
ly seven buttons.

If your primary problem with re-
mote controls is simply finding the
darn things, Philips offers a Remote
Locator on some of its Magnavox and
Philips sets. Push the TV's power but-
ton and the remote beeps for 30 sec-
onds - or until you locate the device
and touch one of its buttons.

All These Channels
The best new TV in the world isn't

going to help if you can't find the pro-
grams you want to watch (or record).
It's easy if you're using a VCR or la-
serdisc, but what about those 500 chan-
nels that will be coming in through
your cable, over the air, or by satellite?
How are you going to find your fa-
vorite needle in that electronic hay-
stack? A growing number of TV's are
equipped to receive the StarSight on-
screen program guide, a service avail-
able for a monthly subscription fee
from StarSight Telecast of Fremont,
California, and cable/satellite TV op-
erators. In addition to displaying a grid
listing seven days' worth of program-
ming details for every channel your
TV receives, the service also provides
one -touch VCR recording capability,

one -button access to on -air programs,
and many other features. StarSight is
now offered on a number of sets from
Zenith and Mitsubishi and is expected
to be available from Sony, Goldstar,
RCA, Samsung, and Philips/Magna-
vox in the near future.

Another hot feature is picture -in -
picture (PIP), which comes two basic
ways - dual -tuner, which allows you
to watch two broadcast programs at
once, and single -tuner, which requires
another video source such as a VCR.
Some systems let you adjust the size
and position of the inset picture and
switch the sound between the main
picture and the inset.

Of course, today's TV crop offers
countless other features. One company
is even considering adding an instant -
replay mode to some of its sets in the
hopes of exciting sports fanatics. So
the sooner you get off the couch and
hit the shopping trail, the sooner you'll
be able to find that perfect big -screen
TV - the one that will bring the the-
ater home.

James Barry, a Boston -based writer
specializing in home video and consumer
electronics, has been covering the field
for twenty years.

TV Audio: What To Expect
uome theater means big sound as well as a big picture. so TV

makers have gone out of their way in recent years to enhance

the audio performance of their most sophisticated big -screen

models. Nowadays. almost all such sets incorporate much

better -sounding drivers than the tiny squawkers used in TV sets of

yore, and some have built-in surround -sound processors.

Of course. chances are your home theater plans include an AN

receiver or a discrete surround -sound processor. so you should prob-

ably focus on sets that don't go overboard on the audio side. Why

pay for a built-in surround decoder when you already have one? In

any case, be sure to take into account the AN equipment you're

going to use with the set. Examine the TV's rear jack panel to make

sure it can accommodate the kind of hookup scenario you envision.

and consider how the set will mesh with your center speaker, which

will more than likely rest on top of it. Also check the power ratings of

the set's onboard amplifiers. The more oomph the better. because

there are plenty of TV viewing opportunities that just don't require

the support of a whole surround -sound system.

Some sets, like Toshiba's 56 -inch TW5600 widescreen projection

model, come with a built-in Dolby Pro Logic decoder. The TW5600

also includes a "subwoofer" and comes with two stand-alone

surround speakers: total power output is 68 watts. Other TV's incor-

porate digital signal processors that simulate the ambience of

various venues. like a jazz club or concert hall. In addition to both

digital ambience and Dolby Surround processing. Sony's XBR2 sets

- the 27 -inch KV-27XBR96S ($1.699) and 32 -inch KV-32XBR96S

($2.599) - feature side -mounted component speakers that can be

detached to add realism and dimension to the sound.

RCA's Home Theater series big -screen TV's include the Hughes

Sound Retrieval System (SRS). which provides a three-dimensional

sound effect using only the set's built-in speakers. Hitachi offers

what it calls a Spatially Equalized Sound (SES) system in its 31 -inch

31UX5B ($1.099) that uses acoustic chambers to project sound

through thin grilles next to the picture tube. Zenith calls its version

of digital sound processing Spatial Equalization (SEq). The system is

said to improve bass response and high -frequency clarity as well as

widening separation to enhance the surround -sound effect.

So even if you don't need it. a built-in audio system of some sort

is part of the package when you buy a big -screen TV today. And for

watching the soaps, most can deliver decent sound. But for serious

home theater, stick with the outboard surround -sound system you

probably already own. or are planning to buy. - J.B.
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As virtually every speaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver "home theater" speak-
ers to the marketplace. M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-dating back to Hollywood screen-
ing -room installations in the 1970s.

M&K engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of

surround
sound-including encod-

ing and decoding; soundtrack recording;
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and in homes.

M&K speakers excel in the reproduc-
tion of all source material. Accuracy, low
coloration, pinpoint imaging, wide
dynamic range. and deep -bass repro-
duction are all critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofers have been acclaimed for
these attributes since the '70s

And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound, one at the
expense of the other, will never repro-
duce either one properly.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make the

music and effects on film sound-
tracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's exciting dynamics and
"quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifelike presence.

M&K Satellites are timbre -
matched. using virtually identical
speaker drivers. crossovers, and fre-
quency response. for a seamless 360
surround -sound performance. With
an all-M&K home theater system.
voices and effects do not change char-

acter when their sound moves from left
to right or front to back in your room.

Even if you are just adding an M&K
subwoofer, front/center, or surround

M&K
COMPONENT

SPEAKERS
FOR THE
HOME

THEATER

speaker to your present system, M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you to
"fine-tune" the sound of your new M&K
speakers to achieve the closest possi-

ble timbre -match with your existing
speakers-even if they are not M&Ks.

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Beware of inexpensive "center chan-

nel" speakers. In Pro -Logic, the center
channel speaker is driven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as much
sound as the
left and right
speakers
combined.

Each one of M&K's
six individually -available Satellites
has exceptional dynamic range and high
output to meet and exceed the tremen-
dous demands of the center channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Legendary for their massive output.

exceptional detail, and articulation.
M&K's thirteen internally -powered Sub -
woofers set the industry's standards for
high-performance deep bass.

M&K's innovative Push -Pull Dual
Driver subwoofers deliver a major
improvement by virtually eliminating
even -order harmonic distcrtion, and
doubling efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with four times the
output of single driver subwoofers.

Whether you choose our state-of-
the-art Home THX ALdio speaker
system, an add-on set of surround
speakers, or anything .n between,
no other speakers will give you the
exciting performance, sound quality,
flexibility and compatibility of M&K's
home theater component speakers.

WCMILLER 8 KRENEL
SOUND CORPORATION

10391 Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232

(310) 204-2854  Fax: (310) 202-8782
THX is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Co
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Amps
new technologi

vga

lie

POPoff the connector panel cover
of a Kicker si-series or X -series amplifier,
and you'll immediately see what sets
these amps apart from the rest of the car
audio world...an innovative module
docking port that accepts and powers an
amazing array of active signal processors.
These modules become a part of the
amplifier's circuitry, eliminating the need
for expensive outboard processors,
cables, and all the problems (like noise
and ground loops) they can cause.

Where's the Box?

At the recent Consumer Electronics
Show people were baffled (pun in
tended) by the AEE (Active Electroni
Enclosure), a module that lets deck -
mounted Kicker FreeairTm woofers per-
form like Kicker CompetitionTm woofers
in sealed enclosures. We'll repeat
that...YOU DON'T NEED A BOX TO GET
SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE THAT
USED TO REQUIRE A SEALED ENCLO-
SURE!

But that's not all. The ACR (Active Cen-
ter / Rear Fill) module creates center
channel and/or rear fill signals which
may be assigned to either or both ampli-
fier channels. The AEQ (Active EQ) mod-
ule adds an extra low bass "kick" for you

the limits
QUIT LOOKING

\\A

KICKER Xseries Competition Power Amps...

all-out high current performance for serious

competitors

boomers out there. The ARG (Active Re-
mote Gain) module lets you control am-
plifier gain from in the car, great for fine-
tuning subwoofer volume.

Three 24dB/octave active crossover
modules allow cascading amplifier/mod-
ule combinations for bi-amp, tri-amp, or
quad -amp systems. Crossover points are
selected through the use of supplied
chips. The ASW (subwoofer) comes with
60Hz, 80Hz, and 100Hz chips, the
AMR(midrange) with 175Hz, 250Hz,

KICKER

Active Signal
Processing Modules... -

redefining the art of system design

ART
IN SM

icKer amps anu

breakthrough active

module technology

teach the old school

of system design

some new lessons

veloping additional modules to add more
functions to the Kicker amplifiers...and
more design flexibility for Kicker-
equipped systems.

System design made simple

An integrated amp/module system like
Kicker's makes perfect sense. You can
start off with a simple mixed -mono sys-
tem and gradually expand into a sophis-
ticated four-way high performance all -
Kicker system without losing any of your
original investment. Instead of trading -
in or selling amps as your system grows,
you just plug in the appropriate module
and add the new equipment.

.'7he "Kicker" of car amplifiers

and 350Hz chips, and the ATW (tweeter)
with 3.5kHz and 4.5kHz chips.

You can select sending either a pro-
cessed or unprocessed signal through the
host amp's module output connectors to
another amplifier.

And, except for the $65 ARG, all cur-
rent modules only cost $45 list.

Stillwater Designs is committed to de -

As remarkable as they are, modules
aren't the only reason Kicker amps are
taking the car audio world by storm. Af-
ter all, they were designed to match the
quality and performance of world-fa-
mous Kicker speakers.

A look inside the chassis tells you the
incredible sound quality of Kicker am-
plifiers is the result of advanced design
features more commonly found in only
audiophile -quality home amplifiers and
premium grade electronic components
used throughout the design.



Pure, clean power
Distortion is virtually eliminated by

using an ultra -clean regulated power sup-
ply with numerous noise -filtering and
energy storage capacitors, a DC servo de-
sign to eliminate DC offset and the need
for coupling capacitors, and a Triple -Dar-
lington output section.

In the power supply, switching noise
is eliminated by a toroidal inductor and
by a large bank of premium grade energy
storage capacitors...the audio circuitry is
fed pure, clean DC power. The power
supply is very efficient thanks to massive
MOSFETs that switch the 12VDC battery
voltage at high frequencies and feed a
Litz -wound toroidal transformer. Litz
windings (multiple strands of small
gauge wire providing large amounts of
surface area) take maximum advantage
of the fact that high frequency current
travels on the surface of a wire.

The power supply is regulated to de-
liver rated performance from 12.5 to
16VDC. Voltage sags won't mean sub-
standard performance, a problem with
conventional unregulated power sup-
plies in the real world.

The signal path is among the purest
you'll ever see...or hear. The DC servo
eliminates all coupling capacitors (major
sources of distortion in the bass and
midrange) in the signal path except a
high-grade DC blocking capacitor at the
RCA input.

Warm Class AB biasing prevents cross-
over notch distortion, resulting in trans-
parent midrange and treble response at
all power levels. Cold biasing, used in
many amp designs, can mean treble dis-
tortion at low output levels.

The final output stage is a Triple -Dar-
lington configuration (multiple bipolar
power transistors in three stages of cur-
rent gain). Each stage successively shields
the voltage gain section from the loud-
speaker load. This means the amplifier
has very high current capability, minus

Specifications Common on all Mod
freguemy [menu: 1011, 304Hz 0. ldB

Signal -to -Noise Ratio: greater than 100dB unweighted re rated power

Input Impedance: 22403

Input Sensitivity: /SOrnV SV RMS

Total harmonic Distortion:  le, than 0 Or, ND less than 0 OS% 1HD

70H/ 704Hr 11 516VDC

si-Series'kdc'
Rated power Raid power Rlred paw
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15W' 170r 250 303ps
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the distortion found in less sophisticated
designs.

No shortcuts here

Isolated grounds reject noise from the
engine, alternator, turn signals, etc.. Iso-
lating the audio and power circuitry with
opto-coupled feedback provides a much
cleaner audio signal than less sophisti-
cated feedback methods used in conven-
tional amplifiers.

Fast -acting protection circuits guard
against overvoltage, speaker shorts, ther-
mal overload, and reversed battery volt-
age. Timer logic muting adds protection
from speaker -damaging on/off thumps.

Automatic bridging-stereo, bridged
mono, or simultaneous stereo/mono
three -channel modes-is selected with
the speaker wiring scheme; no switching
is needed.

An extremely wide input sensitivity
range (250mV- 5V) accomodates a broad
variety of source units. High (22k0) in-
put impedance allows driving up to ten
amplifiers in a single signal chain, reduc-
ing the possibility of inducing noise (as
often happens when using a splitter to
run multiple amps).

Hidden connectors under a removable

Maximum
current draw,
712 stereo had

ISA

Rated

X -Series Model
power

into AS 2

Rated Power Rated Power

nes 211 into 1.S.2

tad kite
I/211

Damping Fodor

11452

0100 (per ,honnel both rhonnels dtiven) SOW IDOW 700W' 400W  >500

0100 /bodged mono) 700W. 400W 11001V Met recommended

050 (per channel both rhonnels drireal 2514' SO4 100W' I70W- >SOO

050 (bridged mono) 100W 200* 340111' Net recommended

300

554

1304

cover allow routing wiring out the back
of the amplifier or through the bottom
for stealth installation. Gold-plated RCA
input and output jacks and nickel -plated
custom power input, ground, remote
turn -on, and speaker screw terminals
mean easy, solid connections.

Stillwater Designs has always believed
that its customers deserve every ounce
of performance they pay for, so it's no
surprise that before it's shipped every
amp is burned in for three hours and
throughly tested to make sure it meets
specifications and Kicker's tough qual-
ity standards.

Quit looking, start listening

The bottom line is that Kicker has cre-
ated an all-out, no -holds -barred approach
to car audio amplification and signal pro-
cessing that takes power, sound quality,
and system design flexibility to the limit.

To find out more about Kicker ampli-
fiers and active signal processing mod-
ules, call toll -free at 800 256-5425 or
write to Stillwater Designs, P.O. Box 459,
Stillwater, OK 74076. You'll get free color
literature and a list of Authorized Kicker
Dea:ers where you can experience
America's Music Machines.

CICKER si-Series Power Amplifiers...

pure, effortless power

plus matchless sound quor

.4
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oudspeakers may be the most
controversial components in
audio. Whereas electronic
hardware should behave with
steadfast consistency, speak-
ers, because of complex inter-
actions with their environ-

ment, always sound different from each
other. Even identical speakers will
sound different if located in different
rooms, or even at different places in the
same room. In addition, their behavior
will be tailored to meet performance
goals that vary from manufacturer to
manufacturer.

So how well you like a speaker will
depend on a number of factors, includ-
ing (but not limited to) how it interacts
with the room in which it is used, your
tastes, the extent to which your prefer-
ences intersect with the sound the man-
ufacturer is trying to achieve, and sim-
ply how good a job the manufacturer
has done of designing and building the
speaker to meet his own goals. That's a
lot of variables, and in the end there is
no substitute for your own ears. But set-
ting some priorities will help you sort
through all the promotion and evalua-
tion you're likely to encounter in the
process of choosing new speakers.

WHAT'S ALWAYS IMPORTANT
Smoothness. Although there is a de-

gree of controversy about what exactly
speaker "smoothness" means - with
some considering on -axis behavior criti-
cal and others feeling that reverberant -
field, total -power response is paramount
- all agree that speakers should have a
smooth, peak -free response (see graph
on the next page). Many designers con-
sider it desirable for a system to have
slightly diminished output in the "pres-
ence" region (around 3 kHz) or through-
out the treble range to offset recording practices that often
produce sound a bit on the "hot" side. Competent designers
will insure that the attenuation is gradual and uniform, how-
ever, with no abrupt variations or discontinuities.

Radiation pattern. Unlike any other component in an au-
dio system, a loudspeaker does not have a single frequency
response; its output is slightly different at every angle. A
speaker's radiation pattern is the way in which its response
varies as one moves off its forward axis (at high frequencies
this characteristic is often referred to as dispersion or direc-
tivity). Because the wavelengths of low frequencies are large
relative to the dimensions of normal speaker enclosures,
speakers are typically omnidirectional in the bass range,
having essentially the same response at all angles. It is at
middle and high frequencies where the differences become
significant.

In keeping with the smoothness dictum discussed above,
it is important that the radiation pattern be smooth. That is,
to the extent that the speaker's response changes as one
moves off -axis (the horizontal axis especially), it should do

J rijrf)]
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What matters, and what doesn't

BY HOWARD FERSTLER

so gradually and in a way that yields smooth responses at all
angles. With conventional box loudspeakers, that would nor-
mally mean a gradually steepening high -frequency rolloff at
increasing angles off the forward axis, but very similar, if
not quite identical, response from the lowest frequencies
through the midrange and lower treble. That's most difficult
to accomplish at extreme angles, with the greatest problems
typically occurring where the gradually diminished off -axis
output of a large driver approaching the top of its operating
range dovetails into the more uniformly dispersed response
of a smaller one.

Erratic off -axis behavior will adversely affect a system's
power response and degrade its imaging characteristics, and
for listeners sitting off -axis the direct response will be
ragged as well. Although not every designer feels that strong
response beyond 45 degrees off -axis is desirable, those who
opt for attenuated radiation to the sides - and rear - need
to make the rolloff as uniform as possible (see "Radiation
Pattern" diagram).

Bandwidth. Flatness and dispersion notwithstanding,
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The most important factors are response and radiation pattern.

proper performance requires a decent reach into the bass and
treble ranges - although listening tastes will also be a de-
termining factor. If you favor Telemann, Haydn, and Mozart
- or even rock or jazz - you will probably not need speak-
ers with flat response extending below 40 or even 50 Hz. At
the other extreme, there is little musical sound of any kind
above 14 or 15 kHz, and many middle-aged and older indi-
viduals cannot hear much above those frequencies anyway.
Many listeners will be satisfied with loudspeakers that uni-
formly cover the range between those extremes.

If your tastes include synthesizer music, however, or your
speakers are part of a serious A/V system (and you play such
low -bass or transient -heavy showpieces as Batman, Termi-
nator 11, Gettysburg, Jurassic Park, and the THX Star Wars
Trilogy), or you take pipe -organ music and the 1812 Over-
ture seriously, you would do well to obtain a speaker system
with the widest bandwidth possible, particularly in the bass
range, or to invest in a good subwoofer.

WHAT MAY BE IMPORTANT

Efficiency. Although a speaker's electrical sensitivity (the
amount of sound you get out for a given amount of signal in)
may be important, it will become an issue only if you have
limited amplifier power available or if your listening room is
large enough that even a robust amplifier will have trouble
driving insensitive speakers to adequate levels. Efficiency
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Frequency response is a measure of how evenly a component

reproduces the audio spectrum. Ideally, the output level

should remain constant ("flat") across the entire audible band for

a given input level. Speakers depart from that ideal much more

than any other element in a conventional audio system, but the

behavior represented by the solid curve above is certainly com-

mendable. Yet. in some showroom comparisons the system ex-

emplified by the dashed line might be preferred. The midbass

hump would accentuate the bass punch of some pop recordings.

the midrange rise would impose a sometimes impressive forward

quality on many others, and the treble elevation would add "siz-

zle." Over the long haul, however, the instant -standout quality of

the lesser system would become oppressive. particularly with

good recordings. When auditioning speakers. be careful to listen

for qualities of smoothness. transparency, and neutrality.

has little to do with actual sound quality, although a speaker
system with fairly low sensitivity may be that way as a result
of building formidable deep -bass potential into a modestly
sized enclosure.

tr put capability. The importance of a loud-
speaker's maximum output (short of damage or
severe distortion) will depend upon your listen-
ing habits. If you have a small listening room or
your tastes are limited strictly to harpsichord,
string quartet, or small -ensemble Baroque mu-
sic, you should not require speakers that can

shake your house. If, on the other hand, you like your film
soundtracks and rock music loud, or if you want to approxi-
mate the sound of a live orchestra playing a Shostakovich
symphony in your well -padded, expansive living room, then
you should pay attention to the ability of your speakers to
produce the required acoustic energy. Test reports like those
in STEREO REVIEW can be helpful in this regard.

Impedance. Despite what you may read on the back of
your receiver, most amplifiers will not have trouble driving
reasonably low -impedance speakers unless two pairs are run
in parallel. Most amplifiers deliver increasing amounts of
power as the load impedance is reduced (to a point), and
4- or 6 -ohm -rated speakers can use that increased output to
advantage. Although the reactive (capacitive and inductive)
elements of a speaker's impedance may adversely affect the
performance of a substandard amplifier, and a very low aver-
age impedance may cause some amplifiers to run surprising-
ly warm or even shut down under some circumstances, im-
pedance itself does not influence a speaker's inherent sound
quality. What it does affect is a speaker's sensitivity (all else
being equal, reducing impedance increases sensitivity) and,
in extreme cases, what sorts of amplifiers will be comfort-
able driving it.

Woofer size. All other factors being the same, a large
woofer will produce better (or at least more) bass than a
small one. Other factors are seldom the same, however, and a
smaller woofer of more sophisticated design will often out-
class larger ones of poorer pedigree. When evaluating woof-
ers, forget your eyes and let your ears - working in combi-
nation with a bass -plentiful recording and a listening room
similar to yours - do the deciding.

Enclosure size. Larger systems often have the ability to
play louder and reach further into the deep bass than smaller
ones. Cabinet size will ordinarily have little else to do with a
system's sound quality, however. There have been huge box-
es holding only two or three drivers that did no better at pro-
ducing high volume levels and smooth treble, midrange, and
bass energy than good bookshelf systems.

Magnetic shielding. Although it will not affect sound
quality, shielding will be important if you plan to locate your
speakers within a foot or two of a direct -view television
screen, where the fields from driver magnets might cause
color distortion. Magnetic interference will not normally be
a problem with rear -projection sets, because of their tube
sizes and interior layouts, and it definitely will not be a fac-
tor if you have a front -projection setup.

Driver count. More drivers may mean more sound, but
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that does not necessarily mean better sound. Indeed, a sys-
tem with a few good drivers may outclass one with a lot of
lesser ones (consider the number of outstanding speakers
over the years that have been simple two-way designs). Al-
though extra drivers, properly configured, can be used to in-
crease output capability or to shape a system's radiation pat-
tern (witness the Allison IC -20 of a few years back or some
current Home THX models), it is the quality of the drivers
and how well they are integrated into a complete speaker
system that primarily determine performance.

Crossover characteristics. Loudspeaker ads sometimes
mention crossover frequencies and slopes or the number,
type, and quality of crossover components involved. Al-
though such information could be useful to engineers, what
really matters is how the crossover works in conjunction
with the individual drivers. But to those without a lot of oth-
er technical data (and the education to put it to good use), a
sprinkling of information about the crossover may be more
misleading than helpful. Some fine systems have elaborate
crossover networks, but other fine ones have simple net-
works - or, like the Bose 901, none at all.

WHAT'S RARELY IMPORTANT

Ultra -Ns ide bandwidth. Subwoofers that have powerful
and flat output down to 10 Hz or tweeters that have response
to well above 20 kHz may be interesting engineering exer-
cises, but such capabilities have little to do with what you
actually hear.

Driver materials. Exotic materials make good ad copy,
but there are fine examples of drivers made with all sorts of
materials, and no particular substance in general use has a
big performance edge over any other, including good old pa-
per. That's not to say that materials don't matter at all, be-
cause they do, but mainly to the engineers designing the
drivers.

°a cc'foeurrsttsis
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tor, or any of a multitude of other approaches.
From an engineer's standpoint, each configu-
ration has its own set of advantages and draw-
backs that must be considered in terms of

specific design goals, but any of these configurations is
capable of delivering exemplary bass, or even subwoofer,
performance.

Weight. Some manufacturers install average -quality driv-
ers and crossovers in extremely heavy, thick-walled speaker
enclosures. Others produce drivers with magnets that weigh
in like small manhole covers. But there is no solid correla-
tion between weight and sound quality. A number of fairly
lightweight systems are world -class performers, and at least
one manufacturer, as a way to extend bass response down-
ward, built woofers for his top -of -the -line system that had
lighter magnets than those he used in some of his cheaper
models.

Group delay. No research has proven that group delay -
a measure of phase shift versus frequency, or "time coher-
ence" - is, in itself, a significant factor in the sound of typi-
cal loudspeakers playing normal program material. That is
not to say that it is necessarily always inconsequential, but
the human ear is essentially insensitive to phase above ap-
proximately 1.5 kHz, and most good speakers have reason-
ably low group delay in the range where the ear is sensitive.

RADIATION PATTERN

Those wl-o feel that an irregular frequency response at ex-

treme o -f -axis angles is not critical may point out that the

systems they admire have reduced output to the sides anyway,

making the reverberant -field variations that result from such be-

havior incor sequential. Now, while there is no doubt that a

speaker system that radiates a substantial amount of mid- and

high -frequency energy beyond 45 degrees off -axis will sound

different from one that does not, there is also no doubt that a

system with erratic frequency response that far off -center will

not perform as well as one that has a smooth output over the

same angular range, no mat-

ter how strong or weak their

relative outputs at those

angles. The diagram at left

shows why even an attenuat-

ed off -axis signal, irregular

or not, can have very audible

consequences.

The full hemisphere indi-

cates the forward radiation

zone of any speaker system.

The shaded section is the

area covered by the on -axis to 45 -degree -off -axis radiation. That

is the angula spread many manufacturers consider to be by far

the most significant part of a speaker's output into any kind of

room. The ur shaded area indicates the area of coverage from

45 to 90 degrees off -axis. Although the total angular coverage is

the same as tor the shaded region, the total area transcribed is

much larger. Even if the off -axis signals radiating into this seg-

ment are lower in level than those spread over the more forward

angle. the larger area affected amplifies their impact. Rough

off -axis response can color the sound and degrade imaging.

OTHER FACTORS

Loudspeaker design also involves loudspeaker durability.
That depends primarily on the use of well -made enclosures,
rugged drivers, and appropriate crossovers, but some speak-
ers also have protection circuits that reduce the chance of
damage from amplifier overdrive or failure. Reputable man-
ufacturers will have substantial warranties that reflect faith
in their products. Unless you are a tinkerer or have lots of
patience, it's best to be somewhat wary of designs based on
exotic, unproven technology from obscure manufacturers.
They may sound great, but with no track record to go on, it's
hard to know how well they will hold up or what difficulties
you will face in getting them repaired if they develop prob-
lems a few years later.

Howard Ferstler is a free-lance writer and author of the
books High Fidelity AudioNideo Systems and High -Definition
Compact Disc Recording (McFarland, 1991 and 1994).
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Now Sound As It Was
Meant To Be Seen

If you haven't heard your favorite movies through Advent Home Theater Speakers, you haven't seen anything yet.

So listen carefully and watch the action come to life as Advent's 360° sound field puts you in the middle

of it all, fusing sight and sound into a unique sensory experience that fills the room. Advent truly

brings the movie theater experience home for you to enjoy. Choose an affordable Advent

speaker system. Like our acoustically -matched HT103 front and center channel speakers and

our HT204 rear channel speakers. Purchase individually or as a complete system. The HT204s feature

dual -pivoting speakers for easy, flexible mounting and optimum sound imaging. For ultimate impact, add our 100
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you can feel. So open your ears and see the sound that everyone is SA DV Etalking about. For free literature and the location of an
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Make everything you see sound better
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Communism is

gone, and Russian

musicians are a hot

property for Western

record companies.

by Jamie James

InP '11SSIdnSflN0O n
THE TUMULTUOUS EVENTS
that brought an end to more than
seventy years of Communist rule
in the former Soviet Union caused
profound repercussions through-
out every stratum of Russian soci-

a

0

ety-not least in the world of mu-
sic. For centuries the nation's
pride and joy, Russia's musical in-
stitutions faced an uncertain fu-
ture during the chaos that fol-
lowed the fall of Communism in
1991. After foreign travel became
freely available, some of the best
players and singers emigrated to
greener pastures in the West, and
there were rumors that financial
ruin was besetting even such great
institutions as the Bolshoi and
Kirov opera companies. People
outside the country were begin-
ning to ask the unthinkable: Was
music an unaffordable luxury in
democratic Russia?

Conductor Valery Gergiev, left, of today's
Kirov Opera and Orchestra, St. Petersburg;
photo at top, bass Alexander Kipnis in the
1940's as Boris Godunov.



But even to pose the question re-
veals a fundamental naïveté about the
Russian character. As Valery Gergiev,
the dynamic young conductor who has
guided the Kirov through this difficult
period of transition, told me when we
spoke recently in New York, "Culture
was always more important to the
Russians than business. People could
live with a very modest standard of
living, but they always had thousands
of books." Although the rules have
changed radically in a short period of
time, today it appears that the Russian
music scene has stabilized and is even
beginning to flourish-thanks in large
measure to the investment of the
biggest foreign record companies.

BMG, Deutsche Grammophon, Phil-
ips, and Sony all have major Russian
orchestras on their rosters, and these
cash -poor groups are recording and

Composer Dmitri Shostakovich

touring at a pace that puts their Westem
counterparts to shame. For example,
the following releases are due in just
the first months of this year: Prokofi-
ev's Alexander Nevsky with the St. Pe-
tersburg Philharmonic conducted by
Yuri Temirkanov (BMG), Tchaikov-
sky's "Manfred" Symphony and a set
of Russian overtures from the five -year -
old Russian National Orchestra led by
Mikhail Pletnev (Deutsche Grammo-
phon), and a collection of Russian or-
chestral showpieces, Rimsky-Korsa-
kov 's little-known opera Sadko, and
Shostakovich's Eighth Symphony from
Gergiev and the Kirov Opera and Orch-
estra, St. Petersburg (all Philips).

Sony is releasing eleven recordings,
the second batch in its new line of St.

Petersburg Classics, that explore the
whole gamut of music from the former
Soviet Union, from Tchaikovsky's
chamber music to contemporary music
from the Baltics. One great find among
the first set of releases was a CD of
arias and folk songs featuring Zurab
Sotkilava, a Georgian tenor whose
brilliant, flavorful voice seems to em-
body the passionate soul of the Cau-
casian steppes.

It is a paradox that even while the
Kremlin censored and suppressed the
nation's composers and leading musi-
cians, it strongly supported such cen-
turies -old institutions as the Kirov, the
Bolshoi, and the Leningrad Philhar-
monic. The oppressive Soviet regime
used them as window-dressing to lend
itself an air of intellectual legitimacy.

While anyone who resisted was cru-
elly punished or sent into exile-in-

"Culture was
always more

important to the
Russians than

business."
-Valery Gergiev

cluding Russia's most famous musical
son, the cellist Mstislav Rostropovich
-those who were willing to play by
Soviet rules enjoyed relative security
and great artistic satisfaction. For in-
stance, during the fifty years of Evge-
ny Mravinsky's iron -fisted leadership,
from 1938 to 1988, the Leningrad
Philharmonic-now once again known
as the St. Petersburg Philharmonic-
was very likely the greatest symphony
orchestra in the world.

Yet Russian music was only able to
develop during this period at the cost
of nearly complete cultural isolation.
Recordings of the great Russian orch-
estras on the state label Melodiya were
often of execrable sound quality, and
they were only fitfully available to

Western collectors. The greatest Rus-
sian composer of the twentieth centu-
ry, Dmitri Shostakovich, continued to
write prolifically, but at the cost of
great personal suffering and sacrifice,
which were revealed only after his
death (in the controversial book Testi-
mony, published as his memoirs).

y the time of Communism's fall,
the leadership of many of the
country's venerable musical insti-
tutions had passed to a dynamic
young generation of hip, nonpo-
litical musicians who were very
much aware of the opportunities
in the West. Foremost among

them is Valery Gergiev, who took over
the reins of the Kirov Opera just before
the death throes of the old regime.

Gergiev, for one, exudes confidence
and optimism: "I don't have any fears

Conductor Mikhail Planer

about the Russian musical tradition: It
will never stop. For five years now,
people have been saying, 'Oh, the
Kirov is losing all of its good people;
the good singers will leave. It will only
last another year.' But that is not what
has happened." Yet Gergiev has not al-
lowed the Kirov simply to drift along,
a captive to its tradition of greatness;
he has taken a number of initiatives to
establish the company as a key player
on the international music scene today.
He has established creative partner-
ships with Britain's Royal Opera and
the San Francisco Opera and is in the
process of forging such an alliance
with the Metropolitan Opera.

Two years ago, Gergiev founded the
White Nights international arts festi-

S
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val, which presents, in addition to per-
formances of the standard Russian rep-
ertoire, revivals of neglected Russian
operas and new works by contempo-
rary composers. "The reason we start-
ed the White Nights Festival," he ex-
plained, "was so that the best artists
from around the world, not just Rus-
sia, would think it important to be
there." By keeping St. Petersburg on
the cutting edge, he reasons, Russian
singers will have a more powerful in-
centive than mere patriotism to stay at
home.

One of the boldest musical projects
to emerge in the post -Soviet era was
the founding of the Russian National
Orchestra in 1990. When I asked its
conductor, Mikhail Pletnev, how he
managed to establish the first new
orchestra in Russia since 1917, he
replied, "If someone asked me to do it

Conductor Semyon Bychkm

again, I would say no. It was so, so
difficult. It was absolutely impossible,
but it happened."

1

he players came from the ranks of
many Soviet orchestras; the violin
section had six players who'd
been concertmasters elsewhere. In
the first year the musicians were
paid very little, and much of that
money, Pletnev said, came out of
his own pocket. But he proved to

be a genius at fund-raising: Today the
Russian National Orchestra is spon-
sored by the Getty Foundation, Chase
Manhattan Bank, Chevron, and Ex-
xon, and its board of directors includes
three former heads of government:
Mikhail Gorbachev (U.S.S.R.), Hel-

mut Schmidt (West Germany), and
Edward Heath (U.K.).

11

nother major breakthrough came
in 1993, when Deutsche Gram-
mophon offered the orchestra a
recording contract. "We couldn't
believe it," said Pletnev. 'They
are No. 1 in the world." The next
big project is to build a new hall
for the orchestra. The Russian

government has donated a plot of land
across from the Kremlin, and Pletnev
is now hard at work raising the money.

Despite all the accomplishments of
the past few years, there are still re-
minders of the bad old days. In 1993
Semyon Bychkov, a native of St. Pe-
tersburg who is currently the music di-
rector of the Orchestre de Paris, re-
signed as the principal guest conductor
of the St. Petersburg Philharmonic be -

"Many things were
bad in the Soviet

system, but support
for the arts was
more reliable."

-Yuri Bashmet

cause the orchestra's long-time con-
certmaster, Vladimir Ovcharek, was
not permitted to participate in its tour
of Europe and America. According to
Bychkov, Ovcharek was barred from
the tour because he had criticized cer-
tain policies imposed by Yuri Temirka-
nov, the orchestra's music director
since Mravinsky's death in 1988.

Bychkov was outraged. When we
spoke shortly after the contretemps, he
said, "It goes against everything I be-
lieve, in both artistic and human terms.
The orchestra didn't say anything be-
cause they were deeply afraid. It's so
easy to instill fear: Once the big fist
comes down, they know what that
means." He asked incredulously, "Is
this a country sliding back to totalitari-

anism?" Of course, strong-willed mu-
sic directors are found everywhere on
the musical map; a player who pub-
licly disagreed with, say, Riccardo
Muti or Georg Solti might well find
himself off his orchestra's tour roster.

The age-old problem of all arts insti-
tutions-finding enough money to sup-
port ambitious creative programs-has
become ever more acute in Russia
since perestroika. Yuri Bashmet, wide-
ly regarded as the leading viola player
in the world today (he records for
BMG Classics), has been working to
establish a competition for his instru-
ment in Moscow but has found it diffi-
cult to raise funds. He spoke candidly
with me about that and other issues.

"Money is a very serious problem
for all of us in Russia now," he said.
"Many things in the Soviet system
were bad, but government support for

Violist Yuri Bashmet

the ans was more reliable." When it
comes to the music itself, however,
Bashmet has unqualified optimism.

"There is no problem with finding
musicians in Russia now-in Moscow
there were always too many musi-
cians." He is particularly sanguine
about the survival of the great Russian
string -playing tradition. "It doesn't de-
pend on a professor to teach you. It's
in the blood, it's in the air. Russia is
like the United States-it's a wide-
open place. There's a feeling there that
everything is possible."

Like many of his colleagues, Bash -
met is in Russia to stay. "I don't say I
am a great patriot, but my home is
Russia. It's important for my music to
be there, and it's important for me." 
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The latest breakthrough in HDTV
isn't visible to the naked eye.

It's Distortion -Free sound, a
revolution in electro-acoustic tech-

nology from Velodyne. The result is
astonishing sonic clarity - high
definition audio.

Harmonic distortion blends
background sounds together, and
causes bass to sound muddy and
slow. For video soundtracks, you
want the vocals and sound effects
to be as clear as possible. Velodyne
has developed several breakthrough
audio technologies to produce
speakers free of audible harmonic
distortion. A Velodyne home theater
system significantly reduces distortion
from the 10, 20, even 30% levels found in the best
conventional high -end speakers, to that associated with
electronic components - below 1`)/0.

Velodyne subwoofers remain the industry standard, with
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Velodyne distortion com-
pared to typical high -end
speakers (measured at
equal output levels).

"The Velodyne subwoofer is one of those rare components I can
recommend to almost anyone.../ rank the quality, if not the

magnitude, of this small California company's achievement up there
with Dolby noise reduction and the Compact Disc."

-David Clark, Audio, November 1987

many equipment reviewers using them in
their own reference systems. Our patented
High Gain Servo system, built around an
accelerometer mounted on the voice coil,
reduces distortion to some 25 times lower
than conventional designs. No other product on the
market today comes close to this level of performance.

"You'll be keen an the cound at clean."
-Tom Nousaine, Sound & Image, Summer 1994,

review of Velodyne Df -661 full -range.

Our new DF-661 completes the distortion -free
revolution. From its inverted domes
crafted from spun aluminum to its
radical "motor within a motor"
counter -coil, it's a technological break-
through. Its imaging, sound staging and
reproduction of subtle details will astound
you. Audition Velodyne's distortion -free
systems today.

CIRCLE NO. 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Call 800-VELODYNE
(800-835-6396) for the
authorized Velodyne dealer
near you.

ne
(P) 1994 Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.

1070 Commercial St., #101
San Jose, CA 95112 USA

(408) 436-7270



Home theaters designed
around the six -channel
Dolby sound system
used in many state-of-
the-art movie theaters, a
new 5 -inch videodisc,
and a VCR that promises

broadcast -quality images - just a few
of the digital attractions poised to take
us into the next millennium - were
the talk of the 1995 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show, which drew more
than 103,000 retailers, distributors,
manufacturers, and journalists to Las
Vegas in January.

The show was a coming-out party
for the digital Dolby Surround AC -3
system. Pioneer, JBL/Runco, Per-
reaux/Monitor, Kenwood, Yamaha,
Enlightened Audio Designs (EAD),
and Audio Design Associates hosted
demonstrations using AC -3 -equipped
components. Prominent among this
new breed was Pioneer's VSX-DS3S
audio/video receiver ($1,925), slated
to hit store shelves in August, EAD's
$5,950 TheaterMaster A/V
preamplifier, and Perreaux's
$4,495 AVP 6 AN preamp,
due out in May.

Meanwhile, demonstra-
tions of the digital videodisc
(DVD) system developed by
Sony and Philips drew rave reviews
for its picture quality (the rival Toshi-
ba/Time Warner DVD system was en-
dorsed by a number of companies just
weeks after the show; see "Bulletin,"
page 8). It appears certain that DVD
will, in one form or another, reach the
market sometime next year. Sony also
showcased the new digital videocas-
sette (DVC) format, which has re-
ceived the backing of more than fifty
companies worldwide and also ap-
pears to be heading for store shelves in
1996. The system uses two sizes of
cassettes, the larger offering up to 41/2
hours of recording time.

Elsewhere on the bustling home the-
ater front, Lucasfilm announced sever-
al new THX licensees - including
Adcom, B&K, Energy, Jamo, Krell,
Meridian, Nakamichi, and Rotel -
and promised thirty new THX laser -
discs by the end of the year. Kenwood
and Technics announced second -gen-
eration THX receivers, both expected
to retail for $999. ProScan, RCA's sis-
ter brand, introduced a colossal 80 -
inch rear -projection TV ($8,499) with
built-in Dolby Pro Logic that's slated
to hit stores in the middle of the year.
At the other end of the spectrum, Sher-

wood showed its $279 RV -4050R Pro
Logic receiver and Altec Lansing in-
troduced its powered PHT5 Personal
Home Theater system with built-in Pro
Logic, featuring a pair of satellite
speakers in mini -towers and a compact
subwoofer - all for $500.

The CD mega -changer boom con-
tinued with moderately priced 100 -
disc models from Aiwa, Kenwood,
and Pioneer and a $500 60 -disc fol-
low-up to Fisher's popular 24 -disc
Studio 24 changer. But Kenwood stole
the scene with the DP -J2070, which
can be connected to a computer key-
board if users want to streamline the
task of keying in album titles and artist
names. Cerwin-Vega demonstrated a
prototype speaker system built around
its CATA-12 point -source transducer,
a woofer with a Heil tweeter folded -
ribbon Air Motion Transformer in the
middle.

Sunfire Corporation, Bob Carver's
new company, stopped showgoers
dead in their tracks with a remarkable

Hot new

products

from the

1995 Winter

Consumer

Electronics

Show

S SHOW
PPERS

10 -inch -square powered subwoofer
that is said to use a 2,700 -watt servo
amplifier and a push-pull driver pair to
achieve response down to 18 Hz. The
mini monster is scheduled for delivery
this fall with a target price of $2,000
a pair.

Things were relatively quiet, if not
somber, on the MiniDisc front - even
though several MD players were re-
ported stolen from the Sony exhibit.
Citing low sales, Aiwa announced that
it is "stepping back" from the MD
market, but Sanyo unveiled a $1,000
boombox that plays MD's, CD's, and
cassettes. Sony introduced a new home
MD recorder, and Sharp previewed
the "world's smallest" MD recorder,
the $800 MD -M20 (due out this June).
The only DCC news came from Phil-
ips, which said that its previously an-
nounced DCC951 home deck and
DCC170 portable recorder would be
available this spring.
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CES SHOW
STOPPERS

In video, RCA projected sales for its
Digital Satellite System of 1.2 to 1.5
million units this year, and Sony is ex-
pected to jump into the market by mid-
year. MPEG-1-based Video CD play-
ers were shown in a variety of configu-
rations by Aiwa (part of a minisys-
tem), Marantz (a dual -tray player),
Sharp (part of a portable system), and
Technics (a five -disc carousel chang-
er). In another step toward its goal of
producing "the perfect picture," Far-
oudja Labs demonstrated the $20,000
VP400 line quadrupler to a houseful of
dropped jaws. Samsung, Goldstar, and
Zenith announced plans to sell VCR's
equipped to receive the StarSight on-
screen program guide, and Magnavox
previewed its $200 ImageLock sys-
tem, said to dramatically improve TV
reception plagued by multiple images,
or "ghosts."

Navigation was the big story in mo-
bile electronics, with more than a doz-
en systems on display, ranging from
Alpine's simple -to -install $650 CD-
ROM -based voice -navigation system
to Pioneer's $2,850 video -map system,
which uses Global Positioning System
(GPS) satellites to determine a car's
location and voice prompts to guide
the driver, to the $2,995 satellite -based
video -map system Sony recently began
selling in California. Sanyo introduced
the $570 MAX -9000 ten -disc changer,
which at 93/4 x 61/4 x 31/s inches is
claimed to be the world's smallest, and
Panasonic unveiled a $300 cassette
receiver with a CD -changer controller
and a voice chip for recording short
messages.

In computer multimedia, Philips and
Sony announced that they have formu-
lated basic specs for a new generation
of CD's containing both graphics in-
formation and music. Dubbed CD
Plus, the format was endorsed by soft-
ware giant Microsoft. Creative Labs
demonstrated its $2,000 Digital Edge
CD recorder, dubbed "a complete
write -once CD authoring and data
archival solution," and Panasonic in-
troduced the $400 FZ-10, a sleek, sec-
ond -generation 3D0 multiplayer. On
these pages are some of the neatest
products we saw at the show.

- Bob Ankosko
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 Signaling the rebirth of Harman Kardor's

Citation line and Harman International's

decision to consolidate its Fosgate Audiorics

brand under the Citation banner, the

Model 7.0 THX controller,'preamp ($3.150) is

the successor to Fosgate's stalwart Model

Three -A. The eight -input device boasts

automatic input/output level calibration

and twelve surround modes, including a new

Six Axis setting said to improve separatior

and surround imaging.

Audio Control's Rialto (S579) - one of

the very few dedicated hone -theater

equalizer/crossovers we know of - offers

eleven Ea bands for the fr3nt left/right and

center channels. seven for the subwoofer

channel, and five for the surround channel

plus a programmable active crossover.

A Although custom installers have been

doing it for years. Pioneer is the first

manufacturer to offer a subwoofer made to fit

into the spare -tire well of many cars.

The TS-WX50 ($150) packs an 538 -inch driver

and is rated down to 35 Hz. There's just

one catch: Now you'll need a cellular phone.

41 Infinity's elegant Prelude speaker (53,000 a pair), the

first in the new Compositions series, combines a

seven -driver line -source column with a sculpted base

containing a 12 -inch woofer and a 100 -watt bass

amplifier. Finished in gray aluminum. the 54 -inch -tall

speaker is rated down to 25 Hz and claims an unusual-

ly high 96 -dB sensitivity. Companion center and

surround speakers are available for home theater use.



 Atlantic Technology's sleek System

350 home theater suite ($2,998), its first THX

outing, comprises two 42 -inch -tall, five -

driver front towers. a low -profile center

speaker, two wall -mountable dipole

surrounds (shown on optional stands). and

a pair of 175 -watt powered subwoofers.

All are finished in black woodgrain vinyl.

 As if seven channels of power.

nine digital surround modes besides Dolby

Pro Logic, and inputs for an outboard AC -3

decoder weren't enough, Yamaha's RX-V2090

AN receiver ($1.499) also offers independent

source selection for a second system.

It delivers 100 watts across the front and 35

watts each to tour effects channels.

_411112LC2222:11:11ILIMIIL
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 HTP International will supply a database

CD (updated quarterly) with the 120 -disc

AcoustiVision CD changer it plans to market

late this year or early in 1996. Pop the CD

into the changer, hit a button on the remote,

and the system cross-references all of the

CD's in the changer against the database.

storing catalog information for each disc in

memory. Expected to sell for $4.000 to

$5.000 initially, the changer offers extensive

search and play -list capabilities.

 Pak Audio's Signature Reference Theater system ($6,300)

is des gned to belt out 120 -dB SPLs without flinching. It

consists of two 26 -inch -tall satellites that incorpo-ate Polk's

Stereo Dimensional Array technology, a center speaker. two

surroi nds. two 250 -watt powered subwoofers tha' rumble way

down to 16 Hz, and a control box with a music/video switit and

other sound -optimizing controls.

A Sony is offering an

optional dubbing

station and sampling -

rate converter

(not shown) with its

second -generation

digital micro recorder.

the NT -2. Slated

to hit store shelves

this summer, the

tiny device records

in stereo or

postage -stamp -

size cassettes.



SHOW
STOPPERS

Take the 12 -inch woofer used in NHT's

flagship Model 3.3 speaker, put it in a 19 -inch

glossy black cube, team it with a 250 -watt

amp, and you get the SW3p powered sub

(Si .350). featuring 23 -Hz performance and a

very flexible crossover.

A Snell takes sound reproduction to

the next level with its RCS -1000

room -correction system ($11,999). a

six -channel digital processor that

individually "corrects" the early -

arrival response of up to six speakers

in a music or AN system. The

primary goal is to reduce room -

induced coloration in the 5- to 500 -Hz

region where the effects of room

acoustics are most pronounced. The

system also optimizes the room's

reverberant field.

A One of four AC -3 -ready combi-players

from Pioneer. the CLD-D604 (S1.035) has a

special AC -3 RF output that feeds the

digital data stream from a Dolby Surround

Digital -encoded laserdisc (a few are

just now becoming available) to an outboard

AC -3 decoder or a component, like

Pioneer's forthcoming VSX-DS3S AN receiver.

that has one built in. The result: an

awesome soundtrack with five discrete full -

range channels plus a subwoofer channel.

Surround sound without the surround

speakers? That's precisely the idea behind

DCM's TimeWindow SurroundScape

speaker (S549 each), which uses a side -oriented

61 ?-inch driver and a carefully adjusted

active crossover to project an ambient sound

field. The hexagonal cabinet sports a

black wrap -around grille and solid oak end

caps finished in black.



A Pure and simple: The heart of NAD's Model 310 integrated amp

(about $200) is a "super -simple" circuit design that uses about half as

many components as a conventional amplifier, including a unique

output stage that pairs one MOSFET device with a bipolar transistor.

Slated to hit store shelves later this year, the amp delivers a modest

20 watts per channel (with less than 0.05 percent distortion) but

boasts 1 -ohm stability and 3 dB headroom.

 There's no need for a separate powered subwoofer with Definitive

Technology's BP 2000 bipolar speaker ($1,499 each) - one's

already built in. Definitive combines front- and rear -firing driver trios

(1 -inch aluminum -dome tweeters and pairs of 4 -inch woofers)

in D'Appolito arrays and a 15 -inch side -firing subwoofer, with its own

300 -watt amp and active crossover, in a 50 -inch -tall cabinet

that occupies 1 square foot of floor space. Bandwidth is 15 Hz to 30

kHz. Black -lacquer or cherry end caps complement the speaker's

black wrap -around grille cloth.

4 Cocoon ng for the new millenrium? Bio-lnnergy Systems' NEST, for

Naturally Enhanced Sound Transmission, provides a lull -body

holographic music exper ence it which you hear as well as feel the

music. The aluminum "cuboctahedron" structure, a form cnosen

for the "way it transmits acoustical and body vibrations in harmony,"

features velour -covered cushions, four overhead satellite speakers,

and a subwoofer and a sibharrnonic transducer under the main

platform. The 156 -pound apparatus. which has built-in amplification,

will set you back a mere $8,995.
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ESITEMONIH

The Confessions of Martin Zellar
Martin Zellar used to be the leader
of Minnesota's Gear Daddies, a
vaguely rootsy bunch of late -
Eighties wiseguys who recorded
for PolyGram and came up with
one of the great goofy album ti-

tles of all time - "Let's Go Scare Al" -
before calling it quits. Since then, Zellar's
apparently had, as they say, a lot of living
to do. His new solo debut, "Born Under"
(a bad sign?), is as moving a piece of
confessional pop as you're likely to hear
these days, a tuneful, lovely -on -the -sur-
face song cycle of reflective country -rock
musings that only barely conceal some
rather world -class emotional turmoil be-
neath. Think of it, if you will, as a twenty -
something's "Blood on the Tracks."

The album opens with a masterly suck-
er punch. Lie to Me, which in a better
world would be on top of the country
charts, has a sunny, instantly addictive
melody and a chorus to die for, sort of
like the Hollies with mesquite; it isn't un-
til you decipher the lyrics that you realize
the protagonist is a chronic depressive
who probably ought to be medicated. The
rest of the songs, which are equally love-
ly in a sort of austere, magisterial way,
are a lot more upfront about their psychic
underpinnings, reaching a truly creepy
apotheosis in Lay Me Down Gently, a
faux waltz in which Zellar intones, "The
rage will come later" to a manipulative
lover. Elsewhere he makes guilt palpable,
be it emotional, as in Something's Gotta
Happen, or pragmatic, as in the confes-
sion from Cross My Heart that "All our
lives we've lived in debt / A jar of change
our safety net."

These are obviously Post -it notes from
somebody's real life, at times so nakedly
emotional you almost feel like your
eavesdropping is inappropriate. Fortu-
nately, their innate catchiness notwith-
standing, what keeps them from becom-
ing Jackson Browne -styled whine -felts is
Zellar's singing. His voice is a marvel.
On the more rock -oriented stuff he can
growl when he needs to, but basically he
comes through with a sweetly quavery

8 and appealingly mush -mouthed tenor
L5 that's as immediately distinctive (and
,(2 sexy) as anything in current pop music.
i' It's an almost otherworldly sound, but at

the same time it hits on a gut level; at the
risk of going all Pauline Kael on you, I'd
be remiss if I didn't say that hearing Zel-
lar for the first time is like the first time
you heard Hank Williams or Elvis or even
Chrissie Hynde - you're amazed that
something so unique still feels like it's
been around your whole life.

Add to all that superb backup playing
by various like-minded alternative types,
including members of the Jayhawks and
Soul Asylum (special kudos to producer
Stephen McKinstry's gorgeously lyrical

STEREO REVIEW'S
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Hammond organ contributions), and what
you have in "Born Under" is, oh, just the
most assured debut of the year so far.
Gloom has rarely sounded so lilting.

Steve Simels

MARTIN ZELLAR
Born Under
Lie to Me: Something's Gotta Happen; East Side
Boys; Falling Sky; Problem Solved; Cross My
Heart; Lay This Down Gently; Summer Kind of
Sad; Force a Smile: Let Go
RYKODISC 10318 (37 min)
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firkusny's Farewell

Recording
ror an artist so widely admired for his
elegant playing, let alone one active
so many years, the pianist Rudolf
Firkusny, who died last year at the
age of eighty-two, made surprisingly
few recordings. His discography nev-

er hinted at the breadth of his repertory,
but in his last two decades he was able to
record more of the music of his Czech
compatriots, whom he had championed
so assiduously all his life. When he made
his joyous return to Prague in 1990, after
an absence of more than forty years, he
made his fourth and final recording of the
Dvorak Piano Concerto and rerecorded
both solo and concerted works by his
one-time teacher Leos Janacek. In New
York he recorded solo works and (with
Janos Starker) the cello sonatas of his
friend Bohuslav Martinu, and now, by
way of memorial tribute, RCA Victor has
brought out his valedictory recording, of
Martinu's last three piano concertos,
taped in June 1993 with the Czech Phil-
harmonic under Libor Pesek.

Van Zandt: Irish -American Gothic

Martinu composed his Second Piano
Concerto for Germaine Leroux, who in-
troduced it in 1934, but he revised it sub-
stantially for Firkusny ten years later and
composed No. 3 for him in 1948 and No.
4 (the tightknit two-part "Incantation")
for him in 1955-1956. All three concertos
fairly brim over with Martinu's character-
istic vitality and drive, with his melodic
and rhythmic inventiveness and imagina-
tive coloring. It hardly needs saying that
Firkusny brought to these performances
not only his unique authority but also a
commitment and vitality that remained
undiminished. These concertos would en-
rich our concert life, and now younger
generations of pianists have these superb
performances as models of how to play
them.

It is precisely because the significance
of this release goes beyond that of a senti-
mental personal tribute that it is a truly
worthy memorial - in all respects save
one. RCA has come through with exem-
plary sound but has let us down in the
documentation, which consists entirely of
an appreciation of Firkusny and not a
word about the music. These are not Bee-
thoven or Mozart concertos, after all, but
music virtually unknown to most listen-
ers, who would surely have welcomed a
few words of background and description

Pianist Rudolf Firkusny (1912-1994)

with such intriguing but unfamiliar mater-
ial. Nonetheless, this recording is not to
be missed. Richard Freed

MARTINU:
Piano Concertos Nos. 2, 3, and 4
I. akusny; Czech Philharmonic. Pesek cond.
RCA VICTOR 61934 (67 min)

Townes Van Ludt Paints His Masterpiece
is been so long since the Texas folk -
country troubadour Townes Van Zandt
turned out truly remarkable work that it
seemed his glory days might be over.
But in the nick of time, here comes "No
Deeper Blue," his first studio album in

eight years and the record he's always
promised to make. Recorded in Ireland
and produced by Philip Donnelly, "No
Deeper Blue" resonates with the natural,
shared qualities of both Celtic folk and
American country, from a skewed, left -
field sense of humor, to the melodic and
rhythmic use of reels and rounds, to the
occasional employment of such instru-
ments as accordion and Uileann pipes. In
short, it's an inspired pairing.

As if deeply affected by the foreboding
Irish history and the Irish obsession with
myth and folklore, Van Zandt stocks his
album with Gothic stories of death and
spiritual redemption (Niles River Blues),
ghost tales both chilling and humorous
(The Hole, about a trip to hell compli-
ments of a woman whose smile looked

"like the grave," and Billy, Boney and
Ma), and harrowing sagas of unfathom-
able hardship and desperation (Marie, the
story of a homeless man and his luckless
traveling companion). In between, there's
plenty of steaming, electric Memphis blues
and acoustic, bottleneck Delta blues, and
even a lullaby for Van Zandt's daughter.

Van Zandt has never been much of a
vocalist, and his rough -road baritone gets
fairly shallow in the lower register these
days, but none of that gets in the way of
his masterly storytelling. This is an album
that sticks to the ribs and nestles in the
soul. Alanna Nash

TOWNES VAN ZANDT
No Deeper Blue
A Song For: Bla:e's Blue: The Hole: Marie:
Goin' Down to Memphis: Hey Willy Boy: Niles
River Blues: Billy. Boney and Ma: Katie Belle
Blue: If I Was Washington: Lover's Lullaby:
Cowboy Junkies Lament: BW Railroad Blues;
Gone Too Long

SUGAR HILL 1046 (50 min)

30
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BEST OH
Angelina Beaux Sings

n 1933, the composer Kurt Weill gut a
call in the middle of the night advising
him to get out of Germany; he piled
what he could into the back of his car
and drove to Paris. Lotte Lenya, his
wife and his most famous interpreter,

told the story all her life, but we now
know that she was not with him because
she was camping out on the French Riv-
iera with a tenor.

Within ten days of Weill's arrival in
Paris, he had a commission from George
Balanchine for a new ballet score. De-
spite his having broken up not only with
Lenya, but also with Bertold Brecht, he
turned back to his two old collaborators,
and The Seven Deadly Sins was the result.
Brecht never seemed to place much value
on this strange story about two sisters
named Anna from Louisiana (!), whose
family, played by a sort of Germanic bar-
bershop quartet, urges them to avoid the
seven deadly sins of bourgeois life and
make lots of money. Weill thought it was
his best score to date, and it has worn
well over the years. It now has a rather
impressive discography, but even so, the
new Teldec recording conducted by Kurt
Masur would have to rate near the top of
anyone's comparison-shopping list.

Weill must have known that Lenya
would sing in it, but he still wrote the
dual role of Anna I and II for soprano, ar-

eill And Berg

Reaux: operatic range, theatrical force

ranging it only afterwards for Lenya's
much lower voice. The original high -
voice version was not heard for years for
the simple reason that there are very few
singers that it suits. The new recording's
star, Angelina Reaux, is very definitely
one of that elite company. She is a rare
example of a trained soprano who can
sing theatrically in an operatic range with
clarity and theatrical force, without sacri-
ficing tone and projection and without
seeming arty or diva-ish.

Reaux gets strong backing from four
male vocalists - members of the remark-
able and redoubtable Hudson Shad en-
semble - as well as from the orchestra.
The performance, recorded at a New York
Philharmonic concert last year, has tre-
mendous energy, with all the virtues of a
live event, and a great deal of its bite and
bounce is due to Masur, who seems to
have had the time of his life directing this
music.

Pairing Weill with Alban Berg's Lulu
Suite might seem farfetched, but (as the
noted Weill scholar Kim Kowalke points
out in his album notes) these contempora-
neous works, seemingly so different, real-
ly have a lot in common - they're two
sides of the same coin, as the saying goes.
Reaux's role is somewhat smaller here
than in the Weill - she only sings Lulu's
Song and the brief but exquisite final
lines of the Countess Geschwitz - but
she is hardly less convincing, and the rich
orchestral performance and recording are
suitably overwhelming. Next to the
mocking smile and song -and -dance of
Brecht -Weill, the masterpiece agonies of
Berg seem heavy-handed, but they cer-
tainly provide contrast and are a tour de
force for a singer who manages so well
with both. Eric Salzman

WEILL: The Seven Deadly Sins
BIRO: Lulu Suite
Reaux; members of Hudson Shad; New York
Philharmonic, Masur cond.
TELDEC 95029 (68 min)

NOW ON CD

POPULAR
 NAT "KING" COLE:
To Whom It May Concern. CAPITOL
31773. From 1958, a Nelson Riddle -arranged -

and -conducted set of pop songs that never quite

made it as standards.

ROBYN HITCHCOCK & THE
EGYPTIANS: Fegmania! RHINO 71837.
Gotta Let This Hen Out! RHINO 71838.
Element of Light. RHINO 71839.
The wonderful and deeply weird singer/
songwriter's first three albums with his
celebrated backup band, originally released
between 1984 and 1986.

 NANCY SINATRA: Boots.
SUNDAZED 6052. Sinatra's debut - out of
print for over twenty-five years - with bonus
tracks including an alternate mono mix of (what
else?) These Boots Are Made for Walkin'.

 JOE WILLIAMS AND THAD
JONES/MEL LEWIS ORCHESTRA.
BLUE NOTE 30454. A 1966 collaboration
between the great blues shower and the best big
band of its day, including songs by Ray Charles

and Duke Ellington.

CLASSICAL
 BACH: Sonatas and Partitas for Solo
Violin. Henryk Szeryng. DEUTSCHE

GRAMMOPHON 437 365. With two CD's for
the price of one, this 1968 set by the acclaimed
Polish violinist (1918-19810 is very attractive.

 BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3.
SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 5.
Chicago Symphony, Reiner. RCA VICTOR
61793. A well -filled CD (almost 70 minutes),
recorded between 1956-1960, that also includes

Mendelssohn's Hebrides Overture.

 MANITAS DE PLATA AT
CARNEGIE HALL. VANGUARD OVC
8086. The great flamenco guitarist recorded on
December 4, 1965, with his cousin Jose Reyes

as vocalist.

 RAVEL: Piano Works. Pascal Rog&
LONDON 440 836. This two-fer makes an
impressive package; the playing shows

.. power, taste, and a fine feeling for
color" (November 1975).
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To look for a career in the
future, you'd better learn to

see in the dark.

Mobile Tactical Operations Center as seen
through simulated night vision equipment.

Whether you're tracking troop movements with computers or searching a night land-

scape with an infrared viewer, you'll find the

right training for tomorrow in the Army today.

You'll learn the skills you'll need to keep up with

the high-tech world now and in the 21st century. So when it's time to start a career,

you won't miss an opportunity. Not even in the dark. See your Army Recruiter.

Or call 1 -800 -USA -ARMY. ARMY. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.



POUR Min
Counly 3air 2000

PHIL ALVIN
County Fair 2000

HIGHTONE 8056 (56 min)
Performance: All over the place

Recording: Good

Phil
Alvin, brother of Dave and lead vo-

calist for the Blasters, took eight years
between his first and second solo albums,
and the latter sounds as if Alvin tried to
pack in everything under the stars just in
case he never makes it to a third. "County
Fair 2000" is an allegory for the amalgama-
tion of "American music" - jazz, blues,
gospel, country, and rock. With his guests,
the Blasters, Chicago blues harmonica wiz-
ard Billy Boy Arnold, Pasadena street sing-
er Jerome Bowman, and tap dancers Eddie
Baytos and Fayard Nicholas, Alvin presents

quite a sideshow, drawing songs from the
portfolios of such disparate songwriters and
performers as Sammy Fain and Fats Waller
and finding inspiration in Carl Sandburg's
collections of gospel lyrics and the music of
J. E. Mainer's Crazy Mountaineers. Alvin's
freewheeling approach makes the whole
thing both fun and somewhat disjointed and
bizarre. "Speaking of sucking scum from
the bottom of the tank ... ," says Billy Boy
Arnold in a spoken introduction to a great
low-down performance of Wreck Your V-8
Ford. Well. you get the idea. A .N.

CHARLES BROWN
These Blues

\ I RVE/GI I \ NES 523 022 (60 min)
Performance: In peak form

Recording: Very good
Charles Brown, now seventy-four, was
one of the pillars of R&B during its

golden era of the Forties and Fifties. As
featured pianist and singer with Johnny
Moore's Three Blazers and later on his
own, he influenced artists like Nat King
Cole and Ray Charles with his brilliantly
fluid piano statements and slithering, blues -
drenched vocals. Then he lapsed into ob-
scurity, a victim of changing popular tastes,
until he was rediscovered largely through
the efforts of Bonnie Raitt. It's good to
have him back again.

While Brown has released two superb re-
cordings on Bullseye Blues since 1990,

BEAUTY AND THE BEAT
Do Americans love stories of re-

demption? Apparently so-witness
the success of porn -star -turned -legit -
actress Trac Lords, these days all the
rage on TV's Melrose Place. Personally,
we've long been fans of Lords's ouevre
(especially, to borrow from Woody Allen,
"her early, funny films"), and so we're
delighted to report that she's rezorded
her very own album. Titled "1000 Fires"
(MCA/Radioactive 11211), it features the
perpetually pouty blonde declaiming
moderately suggestive lyrics over vari-
ous industrial -strength dance beats. So
what does sie sound like? Believe it or
not, kinda Ike a techno Katharine Hep-
burn-which is appropriate, actually,
given that Lords got her nom du cinema
from Kate's character in The Philadel-
phia Story. S.S.

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

BY CHRIS /U.BERTION,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PIM GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

PARKS PUTIRRAGON, AND

STEVE SUMLE

"These Blues" marks his re-emergence on a
major label. Appropriately, he has drawn
from vintage material, working with a co-
hesive ensemble consisting of Danny Caron
on guitar, Ruth Davies on bass, and Gay-
lord Birch on drums, with Clifford Sol-
omon supplying tenor -sax solos. The effect
is eerie, like slipping through a curtain of
time into one of those cozy, moody, smoke -
filled bars where friends would meet to lis-
ten to music back before overblown ampli-
fication made conversation all but impossi-
ble. Brawn captures the essence of that
time with thoughtful interpretations of such
classics as Ellington's / Got It Bad (And
That Ain't Good), Louis Jordan's /s You Is,
or Is Yon Ain't My Baby, and Brown's own
ruminative These Blues. He caps the set
with a remarkable rendition of Amazing
Grace. It is a fitting conclusion to an album
that demonstrates why Charles Brown is
one of the genuine treasures of American
music. P.G.

AMIE COMEAUX
Moving Out

POLYDOR 523 710 (33 ni 'I)
Performance: A star in waiting

Recording: Good

When Polydor announced they'd signed
a seventeen -year -old to sing country

music, eyebrows went up all over Nash-
ville. Record -company execs are tripping
over themselves to find fresh -faced singers
to tap deeper into country's growing youth
market. but seventeen? In a genre once ded-
icated to venting the woes and sorrows of
adult life?

The young artist in question, Arnie
Comeaux, a comely blonde from Brusly,
Louisiana, turns out to be a poised, full -
voiced singer that producer Harold Shedd
has been watching for years. Her big, natur-
al soprano can summon up grit when it
wants or molasses when needed, and on
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NO MORE SIG RV SPEAKER WIRES!

Duly liquiress
Wend

Now -Remote speakers without unsightly wire.
New -Nearly invisible -a mere ten
thousandths of an inch thick. 18 gauge wire
tape is a great alternative to running thick
speaker wire up your wall. Simply prep, peel,
stick and paint over.
Save -Hundreds of dollars over the cost of
in -wall installation of speaker wire.
Easy -This process makes easy work of hid-
ing speaker wire.
Learn -What custom installers don't want you
to find out, how easy and inexpensive you can
install your own speaker wire for surround
sound theater for your home.
Simply -Run speaker wire under carpet or
around edges of rooms to the place where
you want to go up the wall. At this point, con-
nect Wire Tape speaker wire and follow easy
installation guide.

IN 16 ft. of #18 gauge Wire TapeT" 6,9.95
with 8 copper, spring loaded, II
quick disconnect wire connectors
and 8 rubber insulated covers.

258 25 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape.
(Connectors sold separately.
#808)

508 50 ft. of #18 gauge Wire Tape.
(Connectors sold separately
#808)

808 8 copper, spring loaded, quick
disconnect wire connectors
and rubber insulated covers.

Free Information packet with sample.

$19.95

$39.95

$5.95

Cheek/Money Order

Add S4.35 sit tieing (CA residents add applicable sales tax.)

To order, call toll -free

1-800-771-4063
TAPE

640 N. Cypress St., Orange, CA 92667
World Patent Rights Pending.

CIRCLE NO 60 ON READER SERVICE CARD

POPULAR MUSIC
stage she can hold the attention and respect
of a roomful of rowdy cowboys. Yet her de-
but album suffers from dull production, too
many fluffy songs (beginning with K.T.
Oslin's Moving Out, which makes the sing-
er sound like a typical teenage airhead), and
the occasional dumb line ("You bit the hand
that held you," from Takin' It Back).

Still, Comeaux really shines on the bal-
lad I Want the First to Last, which boasts a
soaring chorus, and the honky-tonk shuffle
Who's She to You, a grand, gutsy, old-fash-
ioned girl -singer song Loretta Lynn would
have killed for early in her career. She's got
the pipes and the maturity to deliver the
truth in her material. With the right kind of
breakthrough song, like Faith Hill's Wild
One or Trisha Yearwood's She's in Love
with the Boy, she could connect with both
her own generation and the charts. Here's
hoping she does. A.N.

CONTINENTAL DRIFTERS
MONKEY IIILL 6123 (39 mint

Performance: Assured
Recording: Good

THE DB'S
Paris Avenue

MONKEY HILL 6122 1-4()
Performance: Spirited

Recording: Good
n paper, it sounds untenable: a six-

IP member band from (literally) all over
the map geographically and musically. But
an honest -to -goodness band chemistry
emerges over the course of "Continental
Drifters." It's not exactly what those famil-
iar with the power -pop pedigrees of the
group's most visible members - Peter
Holsapple (the dB's), Susan Cowsill (the
Cowsills), and Vicky Peterson (the Ban-
gles) - might expect to hear. Holsapple,
for instance, plays everything but electric
guitar, the instrument with which he's nor-
mally associated, and his Garth Hudson -
like organ flourishes impart a Band -like fla-
vor to the Drifters' rootsy stew. Throughout
the album, the voices of Cowsill and Peter-
son harmonize with a casual self-assurance;
their mutual love of well -crafted late -Six-
ties pop is evident in the album's finest mo-
ment, a soulful reading of the Goffin-King
chestnut / Can't Make It Alone.

The Continental Drifters are a democrat-
ic entity; four of them chip in a song
apiece, drummer/vocalist Carlos Nuccio

adds two, and the rest come from sources as
diverse as the Box Tops (Soul Deep), the
Monkees (Some of the Shelley's Blues), and
Gram Parsons (the album -closing A Song
for You). Peterson's contribution, Mixed
Messages, defines the emotional core of the
album, which takes a long, mature look at
broken (or breaking) relationships. All told,
"Continental Drifters" is a record by and
for adults; it will be interesting to see what
happens when, as songwriters, these folks
begin collaborating.

The range of Peter Holsapple's talent be-
comes apparent if you compare "Continen-
tal Drifters" with "Paris Avenue," the si-
multaneously released swan -song album by
his former group, the dB's. "Paris Avenue"
is probably not the place to begin trying to
make dB's converts of your friends, but it
includes some excellent material. The al-
bum is occasionally marred by gruff, raspy
vocals - Holsapple practically gags his
way through Lines and Dots - but it's an
enjoyable romp nonetheless. P.P.

DAVID CROSBY
It's All Coming Back to Me Now ...

ATLANTIC 82620 (71 num)
Performance: Half and half
Recording: Live (and lively)

David Crosby's current clear-headed-
ness, after a Phoenix -like rise from the

ashes of crack addition, is implicitly cele-
brated in "It's All Coming Back to Me
Now . . .", which rebuts the stoned -and -
proud title of his early -Seventies solo album
"If I Could Only Remember My Name ...."
Recorded live in an L.A. club, the first half
of the program offers some mesmerizing,
elliptical new songs (In My Dreams, Rusty
and Blue) and salvages a pair of decent
tunes from the otherwise sodden "Thousand
Roads," Crosby's most recent studio album.
But then the amps get cranked up to eleven,
and all subtlety flies out the window. Chris
Robinson of the Black Crowes chimes in on
a histrionic version of Crosby's early stoner
anthem, Almost Cut My Hair, wherein the
two attempt to out -shout each other. Long
Time Gone, a thoughtful jewel from the first
Crosby, Stills & Nash album, is attacked
with a similarly heavy hand. Between the
operatic overkill of his vocals and repeated
cries to his fellow musicians to "hit it,"
summoning lengthy solos, Crosby sinks his
best material with near -hysterical overstate-
ment. Guess you just had to be there. P.P.

Continental Drifters: out standing in their field



POPULAR MUSIC
RAY WYLIE HUBBARD

Loco Gringo's Lament
DEJADISC 3211 (53 min)

Performance: Surprisingly literate
Recording: Very good

Bnest
known for writing Jerry Jeff Walk-

er's Up Against the Wall, Redneck
Mother, the anthem for the Texas progres-
sive -country movement in the Seventies,
Ray Wylie Hubbard became something of a
cult name if not a cult artist in the years that
followed, so difficult was it to find his
work. Now, after all those years, comes
"Loco Gringo's Lament," a terrific little
gem in which Hubbard proves he was a far
more literate writer than his previous efforts
suggested. In Dust of the Chase he presents
the autobiography of a card shark and hus-
tler who counts the wages of sin ("Patience
is a virtue that I don't possess / And I can't
deny that heaven lies beneath a cotton
dress"). And in Love Never Dies he shows
he's as hip as the next guy, comparing his
beloved both to "Mother Maybelle Carter's
wildwood flower" and to "Marianne Faith-
full's broken English."

Hubbard fleshes out this collection of
meditations on life and love with a dash of
homicide blues (Wanna Rock and Roll) and
a rocking glance at the parade of young
guitar pickers who, like Hiram Hank
Williams, traveled down that lost highway
and never came back (Loco Gringo's
Lament). And in one of the album's most
arresting songs, The Real Trick, he takes a
peephole look behind the locked doors of a
mental hospital. At times reminiscent of the
best work of Waylon Jennings, Joe Ely, or
Kevin Welch, Hubbard's lyrics are at once
poignant, spellbinding, and enlightening.
After decades of obscurity, "Loco Gringo's
Lament" should push Hubbard to the fore-
front of the Texas school of singer -song-
writers. Maybe that's where he's belonged
all along. A.N.

JASON AND THE SCORCHERS
MAMMOTH 0101 (38 min)
Performance: Scorching

Recording: Big and boomy
lilhis is Jason and the Scorchers as they
0 were always meant to be - loud, proud,

and kicking up clouds of dust around a
proverbial Saturday -night juke joint of the
mind. It's an effective mix of the two things
they do best: rock unrepentantly hard, with
their Southern roots showing, and tweak the
heartstrings with ballads as pure as driven
snow. Two numbers trade on honky-tonk
humor while rocking with the kind of
fierceness and abandon that more genre -
bound "new country" acts only manage to
pantomime. The opening Cry by Night Op-
erator is sung in the voice of a character for
whom hanging at the honkytonk has be-
come a second job ("The jukebox is my
time clock / Here's a quarter, punch me
in"). Likewise, One More Day of Weekend
contends that 48 hours of misbehavior isn't
enough to shake off the work -week blues.
It's hardly food for thought unless you're
used to a diet of Vienna sausages and potted
meat, but it rocks like crazy, and freewheel-
ing delirium is what it's all about.

The Scorchers' sound and fury is bal-

anced by songs of a more contemplative
stripe, such as Where Bridges Never Burn,
wherein two bruised survivors come togeth-
er, bonded by the desire not to repeat their
mistakes ("We've both seen life come
crumbling down / We've both lost loves we
thought were true"), and Somewhere
Within, a touching bit of country -folk intro-
spection. The group's barnstorming, Van

Halen-with-twang version of Country
Roads (yes, the John Denver song) is full of
sassy Dixie pride. Guitarist Warren Hodges
really gets in his licks here, treating the
song more like a professional wrestling
event than the pastoral canvas that Denver
painted. All in all, "Jason and the
Scorchers" adds up to the group's best work
since they hit the ground running with "Fer-
vor" more than a decade ago.

LITTLE TEXAS
Kick a Little

WARNER BROS. 45739 (39 min)
Performance: A little is right

Recording: Okay

Little Texas is one of a myriad of six-
piece country -pop groups that have

blitzed Nashville in the last couple of years,
all hoping to be the Eagles of the Nineties.
Alas, they'd never make it past Poco.
They've got the layered vocals, the slightly
country-ish instrumental lick sandwiched
in-between the rock guitar and piano solos,
and, of course, the hair. But on "Kick a Lit-
tle," their third album, Little Texas once
again proves they're long on commerce and
short on imagination, settling for derivative
themes, cookie -cutter riffs, and some all -
too -mellow lyrics about estranged lovers
(Amy's Back in Austin), self-esteem (Kick a
Little), and folks less fortunate than the rest
of us (Inside). For those who don't go for
the ersatz California sound, Little Texas has
included two cuts here aimed at aging
Southern rockers (Hit Country Song, a
heavy-handed tip of the Stetson, and Red-
neck Like Me). All bases covered, boys.
And none too well. A.N.

MAC McANALLY
Knots

MCA 10992 (36 min)
Performance: Well intentioned

Recording: Good

roger -songwriter Mac McAnally, per-
APhaps best known for It's a Crazy World,
his 1977 Top 40 single, is capable of craft-
ing affecting, well-turned nuggets of every-

CR MELD
ground Sound:

ovie Theater
Impact at Home!

Nate, bldee
"1.ft NUnel 8"a

FREE
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Catalog

 Convenient shopping - over 100
full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

 Quality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more
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including product descriptions,
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our exclusive comparison charts
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RAS/BLANK VIDEO TAPESNIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/BUSINESS
TER FURNITURE/CAR STEREOS/RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU
RITY/PERSONAL PORTABLES/CLOCK RADIOS/PORTABLE COM

Receivers

53° OFF*

Teac AG -V1050
Remote A/V Stereo Receiver

103 -watts per channel 6 audio inputs. 2 video
inputs Motonzed volume control *Headphone
lack Quartz1=1± synthesized tuner with 30 -sta-
tion memory 'Mir List Price $319

5nce $1499$ (TEA AGV10601

Sherwood RX-1010
.35 watts/channel, 30 station presets $1 0995
Technics SA-GX170
.100 watts/channel, remote . $1 7995
JVC RX-315
.105 watts/channel. remote . 91 9995
Technics SA -0X470 95
.100 watts/ channel. surround sound remote -IL

Sherwood RV -6030R s 9s
105 watts/channel. Dolby Pro Log, 329
Technics SA-GX770
 125 watts/Ch w' home theater leatures 539995

I Ul

L
:6011111
Rga:liSka

Ft"

Aiwa NS -X2700
Mini Component System

watts per channel *Vocal fader for Karaoki
,per 1 -Bass AWFM tuner with 32- press,
I) player Double cassette deck 6,
'takers Remote control

Mir. List Price $400

e $2 4 99 5 (AIW NSX27001

RCA RP8593
 AWFM. 3 -CD Changer. dual Casette. remote 922995

JVC UX-C7
 AWFM. 6.1 CD -player. auto -rev cassette $35995
Bose Lifestyle* 5
CC AMSA. unwed 3 -pc Acousbmase speakers '1299°'

Denon D-200
AM/FM. 6 -CD Charmer. Cassette. 40 watts  2 989995

Aiwa NSX-5200
 Mini System. 3 -CD changer. dual cassette CALL
Yamaha OX -6
.3-00 Changer &MEM Dual Cassette Active SO, CALL

Loudspeakers

HIGHLY
REVIEWED

Pinnacle AC650
2 -Way Speakers

' atented deduct technology 6.5" polycone
s tiler with rubber surrounds *Liquid -cooled

ft dome tweeter 10-85 walls RMS powe'
anching 8 ohms Black or cherry grain cabin'.

$229lttice
95/pair

(PIN AD650.81,
PIN AC650-Cm )

Yamaha NSA -635
was 8" woofer ..pair 9999

Pinnacle PN5+/Oak
mpacl Speakers 2 way 525 wailer pair $9995

Technics SB-LXS
10" woofer par 91 1 995

JBL SC305
. soh 9149"

Recoton W-440
'mess System indwkival D.$19995

Cerwin Vega AT15
$59995

ct Disc Players

Denon DCD-2700
Compact Disc Player

 Uses Aiona-processing for superb smoothness
8. detailed resolution 20 -bit with 8 x oversamplts
20 -track programming *Pitch control Wireie,
remote 'Mtn List Price $1200

,°4 $49995Price (DNN Dc,'
RCA CD1051M
16 -Mt. 20 -track programming. remote

JVC XLV-114
.2 oversampling. 32 -track programming $ 1 1995
Teac PD -D880
s-Dfsc Carousel Changer. remote $1 4495
Magnavox CDC74517I Changer, 192x oversampling. remote -1 LIU--

Technics SL-PD867- Changer. MASH 1-brt. remote $18995
Technics SL-PD967
.5 -Disc Changer MASH 1 tbit. pitch cont.' $229 95

9 95

AudioSource Specials

AudioSource AMP One
Power Amplifier

60-wans/cr Bridged power output
' 70 -watts ^ , Utilizes toroidal pow
transformer for purer sound Letv right our_.
.?vel controls Dual output meters

E1 $24995price (ASO AMP ONE

AudioSource EQ-8/11 S9996
Graphic Equalizer. 10 bands/channel

AudioSource EQ-11
-Graphic Equalizer. tape -to -tape dubbing $1 1 995
AudioSource EQ-12
-Graphic Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer $19995
AudioSource PRE One
Preamp MIA/MC phone. electronic soloing -ACLU" -
AudioSource SS Five
,urround Sound Processor with Amplifiers-ILVV95
AudioSource SW Four

9995.c owe re d Subwooter 150 watts. -ea

Loudspeakers
0

JBL

JBL 4312
Studio Monitor Loudspeakers

 3 -way with 12' low frequency driver °

nidrange, and dome tweeter Front pa,
ontrols Black finish 8 ohms 100
:ipacity Mfr List Price $899

l ri$49995/pairhce

Design Acoustics PS8C-0A ,
2 -way. 8" wooler oak cabinet DJ - I re,u--
JBL Pro Ill
.2 -way Mini Speakers. shielded 91 4995
Atlantic Technology Pattern 100 '249"-Powered 3 -piece system

Acoustic Research 570
-Powered Partners. 35 watts. 2 -way .pair -40 995
Advent Legacy III
- hang, 2 -way. 10 wooter pairs279'
Cerwin Vega 01

$49995

Cassette Decks

Terre W -515R
Double Auto -Reverse Cassette Deck

Deck #1 features auto -reverse playback
Dolby B *Normal 8 high-speed dubbing
Continuous playback

'Mir. List Price $179

D%
$8995

rice it 051C,

Technics RS-TR232 4
Dual Deck. 12 auto -rev. Dolby V

=ca.C/AS-Pro

e 'a* ')$
JVC TDW-309
*Dual Auto -Rev Deck. Dolby EMMX-Prc. pith $199"
Technics RS-TR474
Duai auto -reverse. Dolby B/CMX-Pro I995
Aiwa AD -S950
. 3 -head, Dolby S/B/C/HX-Pro. bias $329"
Technics RS-DC10
DCC Digital Cassette Recorder ..

6329gs
Teac W -6000R
-Dual recotplay auto -rev. pitch Dolts B Ca - $429"

4t44.1 Mi:-/vat rs
For flask kevievired in this issue -CAW

A TURNTABLE FOR
SERIOUS RECORD

COLLECTORS
33/45/78 SPEEDS!

Thorens 130
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

' 45, 78 r.p.m. *Automatic
f ict *Synchronous motor 
rang *External power supply 'Inc.
 ,ton cartndge

154r1ce $29 995 (THIN 1801

Teac P-595
-Semi Auto Bell.D rive Turntable wicartTodge $8995
Technics SL-BD20
Semi -Auto Turntable. belt drive 91 0 995
Technics SL-BD221(
. Auto Belt -Drive Turntable '129"
Audio Technica AT-331LP
et,annrige -near contact sty.. -
Stanton 680EL

Ortofon CCE
L, L. , styli b integrated headshe

$9995

Bose Speakers
_ffiEWSE--

Bose Acoustimase 6 Series II
Speaker System

,f speaker arrays provide d
reflected sound in an ultra -compact
Acoustimass module provides deep bar

Pg,r,rise674900 1905 AP!,

B ose VS -100
-Center Channel Speaker. shielded

B ose 101
Mini Speakers indoor/outdoor

B ose RM2
RoomMate 2 with amp

Bose 301 -III
1 RelPel ',pact, 2 -way

Bose 501 Series V
 Standing. NEW

Bose AM7

ern $12995

per $1 4995

pm $24995

prs318'
p.1151 800

$99995

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD

New Jazz Releases

PGIR;-

11.3 11

GEF 24729

Pat Metheny Group
We Live Here

AT

$/i"CD $799Cassette

Manhattan Transfer. Tonin'
ATL 82661 CD $14.99

Cassette $8.99
Christian McBride: Gain' To It
VER 523989 CD $13.99

Cassette $7.99
Tuck and Patti: Learning How To Fly
COL 64439 CD $14.99

Cassette $8.99
GRP All -Star Big Band: All Blues
GRP 9800 CD $14.99

Cassette $8.99
Geri Allen: Twenty One
BN 30028 CD $13.99
Jacky Terrasson: Jacky Terrasson
BN 29351 CD $13.99

Cassette $8.99
Marcus Roberts: Gershwin For Lovers
COL 66437 CD $13.99

Cassette $8.99
Gary Bath: The Red & Orange Poems
ATL 82720 CD $14.99

Cassette $8.99

Audio Accessories

r r r r

Niles SVL-6
Speaker Selector/Volume Controller

/olds 6 -pairs 12 -step attenuation Haf
.r to 100 watts per channel Constar
.lectable impedance

-"ce$29995 (NIL svL61ri

Target BT1
- i swivel Speaker Wall Bracket par $29"
Wood Technology WT30.5 sA A9,
 ,,eater Star& 305 hgh pair 
Niles SPS4
 ,peaker Selector. holds 6 pairs $7495
Elite EL -38
,.-dot Rack 3 -shelves. 40 ' $79"
Russound TMS10
 ape Selector, holds 10 or) s16995
Plateau MXA6

$18995

SE HABLA ESPANOL..

ORDER TOLL PINE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY24 HOURS A DAY
4tDc/oNSAA EK

M N
WE

IN THE USA 1.1
01 -u7ts.03i e417. A7.3D7a l I :

J&R Music World, Dept. SR0495, 59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378
FAX 718-497-1791 N.Y. Dept. 01 Consumer Affairs License B 0900310, 090 )615, 0900616, 0900617

1.'tZ
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ESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORT

IU ®

fORLD

New On VHS
History of Rock n' Roll

10 Volume Collectors Set

149"VHS

Individual Volumes at $16.95/each:
Vol 1 -Rock 'N' Roll Explodes, Vol. 2 -Good
Rockin' Tonight, Vol. 3 -Britain Invades,
America Fights Back, Vol. 4 -Plugging In,
Vol. 5- The Sounds of Soul, Vol. 6 -My
Generation, Vol. 7- Guitar Heroes, Vol. 8 -
The 70s: Have A Nice Decade, Vol. 9- Punk,
Vol 10 -Up From The Underground

New On Laser Disc
bae=

1rW.

STARGATE

fi

Stargate

$3995
P/S or I.TX

AC -3, 71.1% process

LASER DISC

Also On Laser Disc:
The Specialist( LTX) $29.95
The Concert For Bangladesh $34.95
Platoon (Special edition LTX-THX) $42.95
The Mask (THX/LTX) $34.95
True Lies (LTX. AC -3) $42.95
Color of Night (LTX-Directors Cut) $34.95

Voice Powered Technology 5200
Voice Organizer

Retr. _

phone nu --,De's 101 op to 100 voice acces,ec :
 Up to 99 voce reminders can be set for future
. 5121( all digital memory Selective delete

/ 4 9 91VPT 52031

Sharp G020 $3995
 Pocket Locker, girls databank

Casio SF -8300
BOSS Databank. 64K memory, slim design $ 99°5
Rolodex EL1281(
Autodial. 128K. Supertwist display screen $1 2995
Sharp OZ -6500
HIVizard Personal Information Organizer. 512K$2 99 95

Psion SER130201
Ser,es 3A Databank. 512K memory $39995
Motorola PW-1001A.- -.. $1499"

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

*Tap -
Cabl-

TV/Camcorders

Panasonic
20° Color
181 channel
caption *Audio
timer, on/off

a5269
Mitsubishi
.26"ColorIV/Mondor.

CT -20S11
Stereo Monitor/Receiver

"Channel skip Olosed
output *Remote *Clock, sleep

timer

95
(PAN CT203; 1)

CS -26201
03remote -6i.iV

Video Editors/Remotes/Antennas

-
..-aserrime.-. rrnT

Sony SLV-720HF
VHS Stereo Recorder

4 -heads Digital auto tracking
stabilizer VCR Plus -u programming
-nouSe remote *Auto head clearer .8-eyen
1 -month timer *Remote with shuttle control

P1 e$3499 (SON SLV72OHF
Samsung VR8704
.4 -heads. 8-event/1-month programmable '239"

Videonics MX -1
Digital Video Mixer

4 -input switcher *Frame synchronizer wilt
dual Time Base Correction *Digital special
eft ects generator with over 200 of fec:,
*Broadcast quality *Built-in color genera!

PI $999 95roe (VIE

Panasonic WJ-AVE5
Digital AudloNideo Mixer *82995

Panasonic PV -4451
4 -reads. 1-month/8-event universal remote s27995

Panasonic PV -M2044
*VHS Recorder'20" Color TV Combo, 4 -head (479°5

Sony RMV11
Linwersal Remote. for TV. VCR 8 cable be . $1 495

Sony SLY -62014F
.4.1reads. 1-year/8-event unified remote $32995

Sony KV-27955
SLreo Color N. octure-in-poture CALL

Gemstar VCR Plus + $ 1 995
. CR Instant Programmer

,

JVC HR-VP606
.4 -heads. VCR.. 1-year/8-event remote $34995

Panasonic PV-IQ504
. -der. 12 1 4 -speed power zoom wa--

One -For -All URC-6885
. CR Pro 4. Preprogrammed rennet. $2995

Sony SLV-770HF
.4-neads. Cable Mouse'. system $37995

Sharp VLE32
.13mm Viewcarn. 3' LCD color viewfinder . CALL Terk AF9925

4M/FM "PT Amplified Antenna $4995
Mitsubishi HSU-69
'7,` " 4 -heads. VCR Plus $649°5

Sony CCD-TR91
nmrordet Sieadvshol 10 '  CALL Recoton TV800 57 995

. M Stereo Antenna

axell Audio Tapes & Accessories

Maxell
Super Fine High Bias Cassettes
 High bias cassette with extended range a'
Jitra-low noise 'High quality cassette hous,

'or better mechanical performance

P4, $599/3-pk.
Maxell MX -110
Melal Cassette Tape 2-0. $495
Maxell MXS-100

remium Metal Tape 5-pk $1 495
Maxell A-410 s9+5
Cassette Head Demagnetizer .

Maxell DCC-60
6Ognal Audio Cassette. 60 minutes _ ea, ' 99

Maxell R-120DM
Ognal Audio Tape, 120 minutes 2-pk s I 1"
Maxell UD35-180
-open Reel Tape 3600 feet 10' reel each *19"

Cameras

Olympus SuperZocm 3500
Weatherproof Ultra -Compact Camera

with quiet operation turns yo
-soon into reality Advanced me enng system

:letter pictures Built-in flash Body only

Pri
iL),ce53/995

I DLM S.? 350e

Minolta AF -101R
-compact Autolocus auto bash w/red eye r too, 54995

Nikon Lite Touch Kit
{1,1,1 Compact 35rnm wicase. battery & ilm a 1 ZU95

Fuji DC-1000Kit
s5rnm Camera Kit mulo-bearn auto -focus . $1 7995
Minolta Manum 300silUt

'nos SLR, 35-7ornm tem $37995
Olympus IS-3DLX
...cam tens Rabe. 35-180mm zoom lens S59995
Nikon N90s-

CALL

ASK ABOUT OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY

Portable CD Players

Aiwa XP -R90
Portable CD Player with Tuner

*Worldwide synthesizer tuner Recnaraeable
battery 'Headphone remote control Anti -shock
damper 1 -bit D/A converters .8k oversampling
digital filter *Heat resistant *Backlit LCD

*e$16995 (AnN xPR9ii)

RCA RP -7903
PonaNe CD wi16-track prop. headstones *79"
Teac PDP-30+
-cif/Portal* CD Player. 110.r220 volt. ail slop'99"
Aiwa XP -66
CD Player. rechargeable, wireless remote S 2 9 "
Sony D -8301C
Car Braun ardn-shock 22-fociprogram mns "I 59"
Onkyo DXF-71
Car/Porlabe CD anti -shock. recharg :able $1 79°5
Sony D -824K
Car Dishnai a r VIDCk DSP surround sound $1 99"

Packard Bell Force 341CD
Multimedia Desktop Computer

el ftel 60MHz
processor 420ME
drive .8MB RA.4 ex;....
IAMB Dout e-speeo

CD -RCM 1MB vi ieo RAM

*16-1:"1.44tscjMenc;

drive Locoi=f7grri video 14,40( :

Includes software bu'rigCIeeAro t" PnilOY
vers not included

159,-0 (PBE95 FORCE-341CD)

.Pockord Bell Monitors

Packard Bell PB-1412
NonorPertacea SVGA Color. 1124 768 'A Dv --

Packard Bell P8-1512
- rr 'mowed SVGA Calor 1024:768 -359-3

COMPLIIIPS1

MONtr3RS

PRIN-RS

AMERICA'S

1 -STOP

COMPUTER

rAt-INEDIA

( SCHWAB

I PRIPHERAIS

Sennheiser Headphones

Sennheiser HD -340
Supraural Headphonesj,

"ancient attack *Ideal to' portables 8. home stere
,dudes 10 ft cable with dual plugs for eitner a;
lication 16-23.000 Hz 100 Ohms

$6995Pr ,ce (BEN H0340

Sennheiser HD -435 $29"Lightweight. supraural deal plugs

Sennheiser HD -440
$4995Suoraural. dual plug& (lea' Ix digital use

Sennheiser HD -5201I
Czten Air. low distortion at nigh levels

Sennheiser HD -56011
Cuturnaural. tuned bass ports. dual plugs 51 49"

$179°5

-4,,d,op.e, too -rated. circu naval $249"

Sennheiser 1S450
ntrared wireless headphones

Sennheiser HD -580

$9995

11111121X=11111

For FREE Catalogi.e, Please Mail in.
Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180 Write To:

J&R Music World
Department SR0495

59-50 Dueens-Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

SAME

.L.DDR1'

11111111111111 CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SENO MONEY ORDER CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S DECK MASTERCARD VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVE1 CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SI10495, 59-50 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAN, MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Author zalion Center before processing. Shipping. handlinj & insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5°° of total order with a $4.95 minimum tor orders up to $500: 4° for orders over 5500 to $1000: 3°0 for
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air. or to Ca tada. Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico or Virgin Islands ]lease call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. no COD's. NY residents. please add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPTANCE, SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PIC' MAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 JAR M.asic World
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POPULAR MUSIC
day country and suburban life, usually re-
vealing a layer of unspoken conflict. But
while he's slavish in his admiration for
James Taylor - the vocal tone, phrasing.
and, to some extent, writing - he hits the
bull's-eye far less frequently than Taylor
did in his prime. Here, on a record of low-
key subtlety, with songs about miscommu-
nication in marriage, fanatical couch pota-
toes, and keeping your options open, he
generally fails to come up with anything as
emotionally provocative as the hits he's
written for others - Old Flume for Alaba-
ma, Two Do:en Roses for Shenandoah. and
All These Years for Sawyer Brown. One
powerful exception: Miracle, a fifteen -year -
old deliberation on love and faithfulness
that closes the album. But the record never
really gets off the ground. A.N.

LARRY STEWART
Heart Like a Hurricane

COLIAllil.,\ 66-111 (37 min)
Performance: Runs the gamut

Recording: Very good
Despite his soulful tenor, Larry Stewart.
the former lead singer of Restless

Heart, country's premier middle-of-the-
road band, was often blamed for RH's cold -
as -steel precision and essential blandness.
On this, his second solo outing. he warms
things up a tad, pumping his libido in the
title tune, in which he recounts a whirlwind
romance with an irresistible free spirit, and
going for a secular gospel sound on Rockin'
the Rock. Along the way. he dutifully plies
his stock -in -trade - pretty but ultimately
boring romantic ballads for the unappreciat-
ed housewife (such as She Wants to Be
Wanted Again). But he also stops fora well -
executed dance number (One Track Mind)
and one song (Mama Needs Someone to
Hold Her) with a story line Nashville hasn't
yet worked to death - a fatherless son's
plea that his mother will find someone who
made her as happy as Daddy. Such subject
matter is tailor-made for Music City's most

maudlin tunesmiths, from Porter Wagoner
to Harlan Howard. But Stewart makes the
Marc Beeson-James Dean Hicks song not
only intelligent, but rather moving. That's
one word rarely applied to Stewart's earlier
efforts. A.N.

BARRY WHITE
The Icon Is Love

A&M 54(1 115 165 min)
Performance: Sensual
Recording: Polished

"before the hip -hop generation, the term
1110"rap" often brought to mind the sensual
basso profundo of Barry White, a singer
and champion sweet -talker who could cre-
ate a virtual -reality bedroom without the
aid of computers. Now, after nearly sixteen
years. he's returned with an album that has
recaptured the public's fancy. Of course,
he's still in bed - by now, White has sure-
ly made it into Guinness as the world's
longest -winded lover.

What's new this time out are the varia-
tions within his rap. The opening Practice
What You Preach turns the tables by having
White challenge his lady to make good on
her boasts of sexual mastery. He hints at
kinky pleasures in Sexy Undercover ("Ba-
by, you know I'm nasty by nature") but re-
mains discreetly playful - for all his talk.
he does adhere to what used to be called
good taste, avoiding profanity and literal
references.

While still very much a one-man show
(composer, arranger, singer. and keyboard-
ist, as well as executive producer). White
has freshened up his act by collaborating
with younger writers such as Gerald Levert,
Jimmy Jam, and Terry Lewis. Yet the over-
whelming force throughout still lies in his
romantic entreaties as he cajoles, comforts.
and plays up to his baby, capping it all with
the wistful reminiscence Whatever We Had.
We Had. In a period when so much pop fare
treats women as objects. Barry White's ten-
der talk is welcome indeed. P.G.

Let Us Now Praise Famous Amos

BBefore
Fats Domino,

Little Richard, or
Jerry Lee Lewis, there
was Amos Milburn.
rightly described (V))
Nick Tosches in his
Unsung Heroes of Rock
'n' Roll) as "rock's first
great piano man."
Although he's best
known for the 1947 hit
Chicken Shack Boogie,
Milburn made scads of
records that were
equally as good; unfortunately, most of
them have never been on CD. Until now,
that is. Enterprising indie-label Mosaic

st)111C

has just issued "The
Complete Aladdin
Recordings of Amos
Milburn," a limited
edition. seven -CD
boxed set that collects
every note the man
recorded between 1946
and 1957, including a
supersonic remake of
his signature tune done
in New Orleans with
Little Richard's band.
An essential and, in

ways, revelatory slice of rock
history. [Available direct from Mosaic
Records, 203-327-7111.] S.S.

Larry Stewart: new and improved?

Collections
THE BEST OF BROADWAY

1:111NO 71885
Performance: Definitive

Recording: Klieg -light bright
if you've ever been tempted to put togeth-

er your own tape of favorite tracks from
Broadway show albums released on differ-
ent labels, forget it. Rhino has done the
work for you, and it's a honey of a job.
From Oklahoma! and Guys and Dolls to
Phantom of the Opera and Les Mi:, twenty
hit shows since 1943 are represented in
"The Best of Broadway." with an all-star
roster that would take half -a -dozen mar-
quees to accommodate - names like Ethel
Merman, Mary Martin. Alfred Drake, Larry
Kert. Murray Head. Michael Crawford, Pat-
ti Lupone, and so on. Most important. the
songs themselves really do add up to the
best of the past fifty years - and not just
on Broadway. Rhino is also donating part
of the proceeds to the Neil Bogart Memori-
al Fund for pediatric cancer, leukemia, and
AIDS research. R.H.

SKYNYRD FRYNDS
MCA 11097 (52 111

Performance: Hit and miss
Recording: Okay

Pretty
soon the tribute albums are going

to be like Elvis records - laid end to
end, they'll circle the globe twice. This
salute to the kings of Seventies Southern
rock features Alabama. Travis Tritt, Con-
federate Railroad, Sammy Kershaw. Hank
Williams. Jr.. the Mavericks, Steve Earle,
Charlie Daniels, Terry McBride & the Ride.
and Wynonna reprising Skynyrd's familiar
songs. And while four performers - Ker-
shaw on / Know a Little, the Mavericks on
Call Me the Bree:e, Steve Earle on What's
Your Name, and Terry McBride & the Ride
on Saturday Night Special - do something
different or even inventive with the material
(the Mavericks turn their cut into boogie-
woogie swing, for example), most just up-
date the production. The main problem,
though, is that Skynyrd's stuff really hasn't
held up very well; it sounds sophomoric,
dated, and often just plain lackluster in a
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RECEIVERS

DENON AVR- 1500
DOLBr PRO LOGIC REMOTE RECEIVER
 70 Watts X 3 (Front & Center) 20 Watts X 2
(Rear)  Features Radio Data it.
Reception (RDS)  DSP Modes 41549
 32 AM/FM Presets  Remote

DENON AVR-2500 PRO LOGIC RECEIVER 699
JVC RX-715VTN .100 WP/C PRO LOGIC 299
KENWOOD KRV-7060 100 WP/C PRO LOGIC 299
SONY STR-D915 110 WPC PRO LOGIC 349
TECHNICS SAGX-670 110 WPC PRO LOGIC 299
YAMAHA RXV-480 65 W03/1502 PRO LOGIC 319
TERK ANTENNAS AVAILABLE

CD CHANGERS

r -
SONY CDPC-545
5 DISC CAROUSEL REMOTE CHANGER

1 Bit D A Conversion  Hall. Church. Jazz.
Stadium. And Disco Ambience
Presets  Features DSP
 FL Display  Remote Control $249
DENON DCM-340 ... 5 CD CHANGER REMOTE 219
PHILIPS CDC -935 5 CD CHANGER REMOTE 229
JVC XLM415TN 6 CD MAGAZINE CHANGER . 199
SONY CDP-C445 5 CD CAROUSEL CHANGER 219
TECHNICS SLPD-867 5 CAROUSEL CD CHANGER 189
YAMAHA CDC -645 5 CAROUSEL CD CHANGER .229

TAPE DECKS

011
YAMAHA KXW-282
DOUBLE CASSETTE DECK
 DOLBY B & C Noise Reduction  Peak Level
Meter  Music Search  Record snA
Return  Auto Tape Selector
 High Speed & Normal Dubbing AfftV
AIWA ADF-850 3 HEAD REMOTE DECK 249
TEAC W515 R DUAL DECK AUTOREVERSE 119
HARMAN KARDON TD -4200 HI END DECK 299
SONY TCW645S DOLBY  S DUAL DECK 289
TEAC V-1010 3 HEAD STEREO TAPE DECK 249

SEPARATES

HARMAN KARDON 23
AUDIOPHILE REMOTE TUNER
 Quartz Looking Design  16 AMIFM Presets
 High -Selectivity Circuit  Mono ib
and Mute Butons  LCD  Analog 41299
Fine Tuning  Remote Control

AUDIOSOURCE AMP 1 160 W POWER AMP 249
THORENS TD -180 TURNTABLE 299
(*NON TU-380 DIGITAL TUNER 229
HARMAN KARDON PA -2100 60We C AMP 299
YAMAHA DSPA-2070 PRO LOGIC PROCESSOR

FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN THE CONTINENTAL US*

1-800-394-6283CALL FOR THE BEST" PRICES AFICHLUSICI f

BOSE HOME THEATRE SPECIAL
___11131.57- AM -7 SAVE $300
200W SAM/SATELLITE SYSTEM
 Acoustirr ass Bass Module w Two 5 '" -

Woofers  3 Satellites Ea. w2''-' Drivers
 Designed For Surround Systems w
Center & Subwoofer Channels MSR P 919

_iirgira. A M -3 Sill
100W SUB/SATELLITE SYSTEM
 Bass Mc dule  2 Magnetically Shielded
Cubes E '" Woofer Fl S R P 1469

7 PIECE
PACKAGE

$999

st

BOSS
SPECIAL;

END 5/14/93

SAVE $20

YAMAHA
NSA -635
100W 3 -WAY
BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS
 8" Woofer
 5" Midrange
 3/4"

Tweeter 79PR.
Dome 41

SPEAKER PRIC PER PAIR
ALLISON AL -115 150W BOOKSHELF 149

ADS C -3001S 150W IN WALL SPEAKER CALL
ADVENT BABY II 150 WATT BOOKSHELF 99
APOGEE SLANT 6 RIBBON SPEAKERS IN STOCK
APOGEE COLUMN AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER CALL

CERWIN VEGA
VS -100
125W SPEAKERS
 3 -Way Bass Reflex
Design With 10"
Woofer  4" Midrange
 1" Dome Tweeter

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR 349PR.
ADVENT LEGACY III 249
ALTEC LANSING MODEL 83 3 Way Bookshelf 129
ALTEC LANSING MODEL 100 Tower Speakers - 399
CELESTION MODEL 3 SERIES II TOP RATED

CELESTION LITTLE 1 Nome Theatre Speaker
CERWIN VEGA L -7B Top Rated 169

KEF 0-10 HI -END 800kihell 229

KEF
Q-50
3 WAY SPEAKER
 Uni-Q Design
 6 1 2" Woofer
 3/4" Tweeter
 150 Watt
Power
Han-
dling VPR.

BOSE AM7 5 Piece Acoustimass System 799.96
BOSE AM5 SII 3 Piece Acoustimass System 649.96
BOSE VS -100 Center Channel Speaker 79.96 EA

AUDIOSOURCE
SW -4
12. 150W POWERED
SUBWOOFER
 Active
Stereo
Crossove$399 EA.

CELESTION CSW 1 X A POWere Sun

HARMAN KARDON CS -5 Center Channel.

JBL L-7
450 WATT
SPEAKERS
 12" Woofer
 8" Midbass
 5" Midrange
 1" Dome
Tweeter

SPEAKER PRICES PER PAIR
JBL J-50 ... 100 Watt ... 79
JBL SC -305 _... Center Channel 129 EA
JBL PRO -VIII Hi End Monitor Speaker 99
JBL LX -E990 3 Way Floorstanding CAL
AL MOVIE 2 MUSIC 2 MAGIC 2 WIRELISS

TOP
OF

THE
LINE

EA 399
EA 129

Clf b....A 0 
DENON D-500
3 CD/ DUAL DECK REMOTE MINI SYSTEM
 90 Watts  DilectiSkip Search  Random And
Repeat Play  Graphic EC/  Sleep
Timer  Tape Dubbing  3 -Way Bass 4
Reflex Speakers  AM/FM Presets

AIWA NSX-5200 3CD Dual Deck Remote 399
YAMAHA GX-5 3CD Dual Deck Remote . 449
KENWOOD UD-302 3CD Dual Deck Remote . 399
SONY MHC-33 5 CD Dual Deck Remote 429

BOSE LIFESTYLE LS -3 SN LS3 LS -12 M STOCK
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10 DAY REFUND POLICY
30 DAY IN HOME SPEAKER AUDITION

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED !

WE WILL BEAT
ANY ADVERTISED PRICE IN THIS MAGAZINE'GUARANTEED12

New Jersey Retail
331 Route 4 West Paramus, NJ 07652
6 DAYS  SATURDAY 10-9 MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-9:30

FOR INFO CALL
20n -4 ,67-01CND

MON-FRI 9AM-7PM & SAT
10ANI-6PM EAST COAST TIME

wal

SONY CDX-45RF
10 CD CHANGER WIRF MODULATOR
1 Bt D/A Converter  Horizontal/Vertical Mount

 Disc. Track Select  Repeat 1.2. plan
Shuffle  8x Oversampling
 Slim Line Wired Remote Commander aiv
BLAUPUNKT CDC-6RF 6 CD CHANGER RF 349
SONY XR-340 AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 299
SONY CDX-5070 AM/FM DETACHABLE CD 249
KENWOOD KRC-400 AM/FM DETACHABLE CASS 229
KENWOOD KDC-6001 AM/FM DETACHABLE CO 299

WORKS WITH
ANY UNIT !

BEST Oh

SOUNDSTREAM GR 120.4
30 WATT X 4 / 100 X 2 POWER AMP
 4 Channel  Built -In Crossover
 Discrete Darlington Transistors $229
 Drive Delay Muting

BAZOOKA FULL LINE IN STOCK .. CALL
SOUNDSTREAM 69-110.2 2X55W AMP 199
BLAUPUNKT V-7000 HI END POWER AMP CALL
MB QUART 0M-218CX 02 617 Component 299
JBL GT-C9615 3 WAY 6X9' PAIR 99

SONY
KV-53S55

P -I -P

PROJECTION
 Stereo
Broadcast
Reception

$2199
MITSUBISHI CS -31303 3- PIetwe-In-PIetere .849
PANASONIC CT-27SFII 27' SUPER FLAT 549
SONY KV-27V15 27' PIctore-ImPlcture 599
SONY KV-32S10 37 STEREO 749

JVC HRS-71000
4 HEAD HIFI SAIHS WITH REMOTE
 Programmable Timer
 Cable Compatible
 Jog Shuttle Remote Control $699
MITSUBISHI HSU-500 4 HEAD HI-FI STEREO
PANASONIC PV -4461 4 HEAD HI-FI W/ VCR.
SONY SLV-620HF 4 HEAD HI-FI STEREO
SONY MDP-500 BOTH SIDE PLAY LASER

SONY
CCD-TR400
1418 AUTOFOCUS

CAMCORDER
 12X Zoom
 Steady Shot

$899

329
279
299
449

PANASONIC PV -I0604 VHS -C 749
SONY VLH-410U 'HI-8VIEWCAM 5200 Rebate
JVC GRAX75U IHS-C 699

HUGE SELECTION OF 110/220 VOLT 50-60
CYCLE MULTI SYSTEM PAL SECAM,

NTSC TV'S, VCR'S AND CAMCORDERS

Authorized Dealer For.... Ful Line of Audio,
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decade lacking a lot of the social combus-
tion that helped propel Ronnie Van Zant
and company in the first place. If you're a
dyed-in-the-wool Skynyrd fan, you'll have
to have this. Otherwise, dig out your origi-
nal records. If you must. A.N.

'TIL THE NIGHT IS GONE:
A TRIBUTE TO DOC POMUS

RI IINO 71 S7\ 152 mml
Performance: Worthy of its subject

Recording: Very good
The late, great Doc Pomus epitomized the
craft of rock-and-roll songwriting as

well as anyone who ever lived. Many of his
fans, friends, and disciples contribute solid,
heartfelt performances of some of Pomus's
better-known songs on this exquisite trib-
ute, one of the few that truly stands out
from the crowd. To repeat a cliché that in
this instance seems very apt, they don't
write 'em like that anymore.

This is not (praise be) a modem -sound-
ing album. Instead, the artists represented
seem intent on rekindling the freewheeling
spirit of the late Fifties and early Sixties -

more innocent times for rock-and-roll as
well as the nation's collective spirit. In his
offhand way. Bob Dylan does a magnificent
job of bringing to life Boogie Woogie
Country Girl, with Pomus's descriptive ver-
nacular and rowdy high spirits rolling easi-
ly off Dylan's tongue (nobody knows the
back roads, or what's left of them, like the
endlessly touring Dylan). John Hiatt sounds
like a rocker reborn on the kick -ass version
of Mess of Blues that he delivers here. The
Band, who were themselves slithering from
juke joint to chicken shack back when Po-
mus was in his songwriting prime, lope
through Young Blood with an easy familiar-
ity. Dion, the prototypical rocker -with -atti-
tude, turns Fabian's paper -tiger version of
Pomus's Turn Me Loose into a growling fe-
line with claws. Old soul and blues men
like Solomon Burke and B.B. King sound
right at home with Still in Lore and Blinded
by Lore, respectively. And what a way to
close the record, with Aaron Neville's flut-
tery falsetto weaving a magical spell
through that timeless ode to incurable ro-
mantics, Save the Last Dance fir Me.

Other contributors include Los Lobos (a
hot-wired, dirty -sounding Lonely Avenue),
Brian Wilson (an earnest, bubblegummy
Sweets for My Sweet done in the manner of
his Sixties classics), Lou Reed (This Magic
Moment, with chunky, Lou-ish guitars),
Irma Thomas (There Must Be a Better
World Somewhere), Dr. John (I'm on a
Roll), and Rosanne Cash (I Count the
Tears). Only Shawn Colvin's mousy, hu-
morless version of Viva Las Vegas fails to
connect. Otherwise, this is one tribute al-
bum that transcends the genre, coming
close to perfection with one magic moment
after another.

JAll
GEORGE CABLES

George Cables at Maybeck
CONCORD JAZ/ I -k13(1161 mint

Performance: Rich brocade
Recording: Excellent remote

Architect Bernard Maybeck died in 1957,
his memory perpetuated by his work,

not the least of which is the Berkeley. Cali-
fornia, concert hall that bears his name. The
latest live piano recital recorded there finds
George Cables joining an impressive roster
that includes Kenny Barron, Barry Harris,
Hank Jones. Stanley Cowell, and Jaki
Byard. Besides having been closely associ-
ated with Dexter Gordon and Art Pepper.
Cables worked and recorded with some of
the most celebrated jazz leaders and led the
house band at San Francisco's Keystone
Korner in the Seventies. As he lithely
weaves his way through a program liberally
sprinkled with standards, Cables emerges as
a thoughtful, caring interpreter whose keen
sense of dynamics, fanciful departures. and
sensitivity combine to produce exquisite
aesthetic nourishment. C.A.

MISHA MENGELBERG TRIO
Who's Bridge

\\ N 038 I(I) min)
Performance: Not to be missed

Recording: Excellent

The Ukrainian -horn and Dutch -based pi-
:mist Misha Mengelberg, a force to be

reckoned with among European improvis-
ers, is best known in this country for the re-
cordings he made with Eric Dolphy and

George Shearing: Substance and Sophistication
first discovered George Shearing on a

1 1941 English Decca release where he
played boogie-woogie tunes of the day (I
believe one was Beat Me Daddy. Eight to
the Bar). But most people more accu-
rately associate Shearing with a gentle,
sophisticated form of jazz. It was a deli-
cate, proprietary style that first endeared
the English pianist to American audi-
ences in 1949, when his MGM recording
of September in the Rain put him on the
map. Shearing's octaves played in uni-
son with his vibist gave the group its
signature sound. but there were other
major ingredients, not least the leader's
block -chord technique and stunning im-
provisatory skill.

By 1950. Shearing's records were
ringing cash registers. But popularity
has its price, and the jazz press was
quick to accuse him of commercialism.
"It's amusing, Shearing once told me,
"because I was playing the same music
that had previously elicited their praises
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- the only difference was that my rec-
ords were now selling very well." Still,
by 1954. when he signed with Capitol,
Shearing's group was one of the most
sought-after attractions on the concert
circuit. His ability to interact with an au
dience was as smooth as the group it.
self, and the live recordings he made or
the West Coast from 1958 to 1963 have
now been gathered into a limited -issue
boxed set by Mosaic.

Listening to the nearly 5 hours of mu-
sic here, one understands why a purist
element regarded some of this highly ac-
cessible music as borderline jazz: At
times it conjures up the image of marti-
nis and manhattans being sipped in
Fifties cocktail lounges. But most of
these selections contain a healthy mea-
sure of the kind of substance that has
earned Shearing his place in the jazz fir-
mament. We also hear freshman perfor-
mances from Gary Burton and Toots
Thielemans, both of whom have since
done rather nicely on their own. Yes.
there are a few tracks that would have
been omitted if not for the word "com-
plete" in the set's title. but this is never-
theless a wonderful collection of work
by a remarkable artist whose creativity
remains undiminished. Chris Albertson

GEORGE SHEARING
The Complete Capitol Live Recordings
MOSAIC 157 (five CD's, 274 min)
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JVC HRS7100

SAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS ON

THIS "TOP OF THE LINE" S -VHS VCR.

ONLY THE WEST'S LARGEST JVC DEALER

CAN DELIVER A DEAL THIS GOOD!

WE'LL EVEN THROW IN A SPECIAL GIFT!
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MasterCard VISA'
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POPULAR MUSIC
Steve Lacy. "Who's Bridge" is both his first
American date and his first session (at least
that I am aware of) with just bass and
drums (Brad Jones and Joey Baron, respec-
tively). Despite the conventional instrumen-
tation, this isn't one of those discs you can
gain an accurate sense of by hitting the scan
button in order to sample the first 30 sec-
onds or so of every track. In the case of the
opening Rollo ii, what starts off as a dark,
Cecil Taylor -like assault gradually evolves
into a happy little melody with obvious al-
lusions to Thelonious Monk. Romantic
Jump of Hairs likewise settles down into a
ballad after a thunderous, scurrying begin-
ning. Several numbers reverse the strategy.
starting off relatively simple and growing
almost comically complex with little ad-
vance warning (a jaunty blues called Gare
GuiIlemans is a good example. but so are a
stutter march called Crocodile Tear and a
piece called Rumbone that sounds like the
mordant theme of a kid's show on TV).

The album is full of quirks and twists.
and although Mengelberg's touch and sense
of internal rhyme frequently recall Monk,
the playful compositions themselves sug-
gest Herhie Nichols. Mengelberg has suc-
cessfully absorbed these influences, and his
American sidemen don't miss a beat. In an
era of bland piano -trio recordings, this one
joins Don Pullen's "New Beginnings,"
Cyrus Chestnut's "Revelation," and Myra
Melford's "Jump" in reminding us of the
format's barely tapped potential. ED.

LEON PARKER
Above and Below

EPIC( 66144 (47 min)
Performance: Splendid

Recording: Excellent
nhythm, as one might expect, is the main
M ingredient of percussionist Leon Park-
er's debut album, "Above and Below," but
what really makes this gem of a CD stand
out is its combination of taste and musi-
cianship. It is a well -conceived journey
through a colorful weave of mood swings,
all neatly wrapped in strands of rli) thin.

As a teenager, Parker listened to jazz -
which was a staple in his home - as well
as such brassy, jazz -influenced artists as
Earth, Wind & Fire and James Brown. But
he was also keenly interested in the Latin
rhythms of Tito Puente and Mongo Santa-
maria. Sprinkled generously with inventive
asides, "Above and Below" is an amalgam
of these influences. On All My Lift, and
B.B.B.B., Jay McGovem's wordless vocals
are gently sponged up and squeezed into
the melody, the initial trickle becoming a
flood of aural delights. On It's Only a Paper
Moon. Joshua Redman's tenor has a sharp
Rollinsian edge to it, and if You Don't
Know What Love Is, David Sanchez's bed-
room soprano sax will set you straight. The
sensitive work of pianist Jacky Terrasson
and bassist Ugonna Okegwo contributes
immeasurably to the artistic success of this
release; other important contributors are
saxophonist Mark Turner, the leader's wife.
flutist Lisa Parker, and percussionist Adam
Cruz. Together these players have produced
a superb album about which I have but one
criticism - it is far too short. C.A.

QUICK
Fill X 1E: III
THE BOILERMAKER JAZZ BAND
Don't Give Up the Ship
1310(ik \ 1'11133 (56 min)
Over the years, young musicians - most-
ly Europeans - have tried to recreate the
original New Orleans jazz sound, but
rarely does one hear a new American
band that is as dedicated and true to the
form as the Boilermakers. This is a won-
derful, spirited album that could take into
the next century an accurate reflection of
the joyous sounds that launched the pre-
sent one. C.A.

EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER
Trilogy
MOBILE FIDELITY 621 (47 min)
Personally, I've never forgiven these guys
for "Trilogy"'s two-part Endless Enigma,
but if you go for ELP's brand of Seventies
pomp -rock, this ultra -hi-fi remastered ver-
sion is clearly the way to experience it.
Don't say I didn't warn you, though. S.S.

EPIC SOUNDTRACKS
Sleeping Star
BAR NONE 049 (45 min)
Wispy -voiced, minimalist, but oddly com-
pelling Fifties- and Sixties -influenced pop
from a former experimentalist/noise-mak-
er gone singer/songwriter. Think a less
sodden Alex Chilton, or a post-modern
version of Bread. and you've got it. S.S.

JAZZ AT THE MOVIES BAND
One from the Heart:
Sax at the Movies II
DISCOVERY 77015 (57 min)
"One from the Heart" is the second re-
cording this fabulous group has made of
film music featuring the saxophone, and it
would be hard to think of another kind of
jazz that would appeal to a wider audi-
ence. The selections (including The Way
We Were, Last Tango in Paris, and the
love theme from Pretty Woman) are beau-
tiful, suave, and upbeat, and the playing is
simply gorgeous. William Livingstone

KODO
Nasca Fantasy
TRISTAR 67206 (48 min)
The percussion group Kodo (a.k.a. the
Heartbeat Drummers of Japan) collabo-
rates here with the noted synthesist Imo
Tomita, abandoning the exotic allure of
world music in favor of Tomita's brand of
easy listening. The result sounds a little

trite at times, but it is highly polished, un-
demanding, and easy on the ears. W.L.

AL KOOPER
Soul of a Man: Al Kooper Live
MUSICMAS MRS 65113 (74 min)
In which the deservedly legendary rock
sideman and mensch does up spirited in -
concert recreations of the work of the cel-
ebrated bands he once led (the Blues Pro-
ject, Blood, Sweat and Tears), as well as
various entertaining nuggets from his solo
career. Aces all the way. S.S.

THE NOSES
A Pocket Lipstick, Now!
A&D 12578 (48 min)
On this young Washington power trio's
second album you might hear echoes of
Elvis Costello, the Police, Steely Dan, or
even Todd Rundgren. But when they're
really on (the opening Circular Motion),
they evoke the spirit of the original, mod,
pre -Tommy Who better than anybody in
years. Underdone in spots, but mostly a
knockout. S.S.

JUNE TABOR
Against the Streams
GREEN LINNET 3096 (45 min)
A characertistically lovely solo album by
the veteran British folkie who nearly stole
last year's Richard Thompson tribute.
Best moment: Beauty and the Beast: An
Anniversary, a strange, touching sequel to
the classic folk tale, and unlikely ever to
be made into a Disney movie. S.S.

TROPICAL RAINFOREST
NATURE RECORDINGS 20 (60 min)
Mother Nature's orchestra of birds, bugs,
monkeys, waterfalls, and surf performs
here (unhampered by human instruments)
to give an authentic sound portrait of two
rainforests. My cats responded more to
Program I, the noisier South American
Rainforests, with all those bird calls. I

found the calmer South Pacific Island
Rainforests of Program II more soothing.
Both are beautifully recorded. W.L.

IKE TURNER
I Like Ike! - The Best of Ike Turner
RHINO 71819 (48 min)
Okay, so he may not be the nicest guy
who ever lived, but the fact remains he's a
world -class talent - pianist, guitarist,
songwriter, bandleader, producer - re-
sponsible for lots of great rock-and-roll
before he ever hooked up with you know
who. Pick hit: Prancing, a lethal stop -
time guitar shuffle, a copy of which the
late Stevie Ray Vaughan probably wore
out as a kid. S.S.
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HIFONICS CAR AUDIO SPECIALS
HiFonics Ophelia orig
EQ/Crossover $550
 Trunk mount multi -equalizer/
crossover  Combination of two
10 band equalizers and two 3 -way
electronic crossovers

HiFonics OL104
Olympian 10" Car Subwoofer
 10- Polymer laminated P'aper roofer cone
 250W Power handling  81.2  93dB Sensitivity
 FR. 30Hz - 2kHZ Orig 599

HiFonics W104
10" Car Subwoofer
 10" woofer cone, w/2" voice coil
 250W Power handling  441
 93dB Sensitivity
 FR 30Hz - 1200Hz

Orig 599

HIFORICS W1028D
10" Dual Voice Coil Car Subwoofer
 10" Dual voice coil car subwoofer w/2" voice Co I
 250W Power handling  2/8S1 impedance
 93dB Sensitivity
 FR 30Hz - 1200Hz Orig $129

SUPER SPECIAL
Koss IIPSSO Orig

taisingiffiscarigude 5200

 Distortion free. electronic
transducas
wit 5 micron
semi -con
ductive c sating
 AC/DC operation
 Soft contortable
earcushions
 Leather carrying case
 Adiustaile headband
 FR 1 6 50 000 Hz

Koss, Sennheiser
Sony, JVC, ABC

Sterling, Crado

CAR AMPLIFIER
Rockford
Fosgcte 4060X
2.0tonsel Car
Power tImpliPer

 60W x 4 Into 2 onms
 120W : 2 bridged molt
 MOSFIT output Ong
 Real tine power
protecti.n S329

 Gold paled connector
 Built -is ad crossover

LAST CALL

Haller. aossours
HarjeLL5 Honer 945
f7" Haler 9130
 Pure class primary  Defeatable tone controls  Remote Power
signal path exploits the "Tube -like" controlled  Extremely linear dual  65 Watts pet c.anne !tern

amplifier
 Bridgeable to 150 watt
 Self limiting lateral MC SFET output
devices
 Front panel level canto's
 Gold plated RCA Input and In
way binding posts
 Universal 100-240 vol line

transformer

sonic qualities
 CMOSFET and relay switching
 A high power transformer and extra
large filter capacitance provide
extended power supply headroom
 5 Line inputs and 1 tape input
 4 Switched outlets and one
unswitched outlet

Orig
5750

gate MOSFET RF amplifier 
Multiplex filters eliminate 119kHz)
pilot signal artifacts  Video switch-
ing  3 Switched outlets and one
unswitched outlets
 Fully double balanced mixer
 Phono option not available
 5 Line inputs and two tape inputs
 18 Tuner preset

Orig
$750

Orig
5480

HOME AUDIO

NAD21001
Pow Awl&
 60W continuous power
 250W Extended Power envelot 14 onmS)
 A. B. A.B speaker switchin
 Adaptive soft clipping
 LAB and normal inputs

:PECIAL
ORCNASE

NAD1000 PIAD2100THX

CAR AMPLIFIER

orgy

a/d/s/ P09.2
4 Ch Car Amplifier

:JkHz< 3 "H:
sink

Orig $229
Otier Amps

Act lable .CALL

SURROUND SPEAKERS

SOINNICe
sp goo
On Wall
Speuirers
 Vented system
vertical woofer.
tweeter. woofer
configuration with
central dome tweeter

1" Sonance soft dome
tweeter  Dual 4" polypropylene cone butyl
edge long throw woofer  5.90W power han-
dling* White cloth
or metal grilles Orig $329

CENTER CHANNEL
Orig

S380

White

only

KeF
Carter Channel Speaker

with a coinci-
?;),. 90's reflex

cap

with a fast r., attack 

LIMITED QUANTITIES

OVERSTOCK INVENTORY BLOWOUT
Hafler MSE88

Soundsteam D10011

Sony CD K45RF

Altec Lansing ALC11

Brand Name MD

Soundstream 5512

Philips FC910PBK

Philips FR930PBK

Carver TDR2400

Hughes AK500

Carver H9AV

Sony STRD711

Acoustic Research Fal
$11129 '-wn bookshelf soe4er system

Ament AtOsa
$179 ^te incloOr/OuttIM 2 -way speaker

CALL
Advent A1°61

1:K Graduate 2 -Way Speaker system
Altec Lansing ITW260

$4y -

NA
wall sliblwooler w 12161/2 subs. D0ow

%ow
Phase LinearngrPL2690sng Pinnacle PN2+

PinnacleN SubPs249
Acoustics 780[Boston$339

Atlantic TeChnolcn. -

5139

.

Sony SPPEP 
-

'239
:)nkyo AC' . Ong $2400.

599P'
s79p,

s119w

$149P'

s219
s49P'
569P'

5149
s82"
5249
5199
4299

IP'4111CTCOMEIr
ADS  Advent  Audio Control  Aiwa  AKG  Altec Lansing  Audio Quest  Acoustic Research  Audio Source  Atlantic Technology

 B&K  B&O  Bazooka  BBE  Beyerdynamics  Bellogetti  Brother  Colon  Carver  Cerwin Vega  Celestion Clif Designs
 Canton  Code Alarm  CWD  Denon  Dynamat Grado  Hafler  Harmon/Kardon  Hitachi  Hughes Infinity  Jamo  JBL

 JVC  K40 Koss  Lexicon  Monitor Audio  Monster Cable  Niles  OmniMount  Orion  Panasonic  Philips Pinnacle  Pioneer
 Panamax  PPI  Proscan  PS Audio  Rane  Rockford Fosgate  Runco  Soundcraftsmen  Soundstream  SenheiserSherwood

 Sharp  Sony  Sonance  SSI  Stewart  Target TechnicsTerkThorens  Triad & Morel
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

For Order Inquiry
1-800-233-4010
FOR RETURN OR CLAIMS

Mon -Fri 9.5

WE SHIP

TO CANADA
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SPEAKERS
wimp]kas =ff=,

PROVIDE ALL ?OUP AUDIO VIDEO HEEDS!

p LIS
KNOWLEDGE ... It's just one of the benefits our sales

consultants possess. They also have a few other things...

+ 30 -DAY IN -HOME TRIAL
+VERY COMPETITIVE PRICING

THX SPEAKERS
POWERED SUBWOOFERS +

+ COMPLETE AUDIO SELECTION +
+ COMPLETE VIDEO SELECTION +
+TOLL -FREE ORDERING LINES +
+ EXCLUSIVE 1 -YEAR SPEAKER +

TRADE -UP POLICY!
ALL SPEAKERS SOLD WITH DOUBLE MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY

Advent Heritage Floor standing $ 449.00
Advent Powered Subwoofer $ 329.00
Allison AV 200 2 -way satellites $ 159.00
Atlantic Technology 154 SR Surround satellites $ 139.00
Audiosource VS 2 Powered speaker $ 129.00
BIC V 12 100 W powered subwoofer $ 549.00
BOSE AM 7 Subwoofer w/3 satellites $ CALL
Cerwin Vega DX 7 Digital series $ 495.00
Cerwin Vega HT 110 10" sub -woofer $ 189.00
DCM CX 27 Monitor series $ 419.00
Jamo Cornet 40 Bass reflex $ 149.00
JBL Movies 2 Surround system $ 379.00
JBL L 7 4 -way towers $1195.00
NILES 76 In wall speakers $ 199.00
YAMAHA YST/SW120 Powered subwoofer $ 349.00

CALL US FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF AUDIO & VIDEO !
WE STOCK MILES OF DUALITY SPEAKER WIRE, CABLES & RAW DRIVERS !

ELECTRONICS
Aiwa ADF 850 Cassette deck $ 279.00
Audiosource AMP/ONE 80W/Ch. power amp $ 245.00
JVC RX 815 Dolby SS rec. $ 399.00
Panasonic LX 900 Laser player $ 795.00
Pioneer VSX D603 S 400 watt SS rec. $ 469.00
Sony STRD 915 Theater Surround rec. $ 349.00
Sony CDP CS151 100 Disc CD changer $ 599.00
Technics SATX 1000 THX receiver $ 849.00
Toshiba M 660 HIFI stereo VCR $ 329.00

Bazooka
CAR

T102
STENFO

10 inch tube subwoofer $ 149.00
HiFonics Model THOR VIII 120 w.p.c. power amp $ CALL
JBL GT0200 100 w.p.c. power amp $ 274.00
JBL 08GTI 1 inch titanium tweeter $ 143.00
Kenwood KRC880 AM/FM cassette $ 319.00
Pioneer DEH505 Detatchable face CD $ CALL
Pioneer TSA6980 6x9 9 inch, 4 -way $ 151.00
Sony XE9OMK2 Passive equalizer $ 163.00
Sony CDX45 CD Changer $ 289.00

CALL US FOR AUDIOPHILE
SPEAKERS, RECEIVERS,
AMPS & PRE -AMPS, CD's

VIDEOPHILE
BIG SCREEN T.V.'s, VCR's,
LASER DISCS, DOLBY &

THX PROCESSORS! 11
SPEAKERS

ALL THE BEST GEAR SOLD
TO YOU WITH FULL

FACTORY WARRANTIES
AT MONEY -SAVING PRICES

WITH OUR PEACE -OF -MIND

GUARANTEE!

1-000-865-0681
1-201-890-2 19

MIOS5-11-- m0H-fill: q-1118ILIDSRAIIT:hilli(jill SUM: 11 - 4

Do expressions like THX, Dolby Pro Logic,
DSP, Laser Disc, In -Wall, multi -zone, tweeter,
and sub -woofer leave you confused?

We atl-lomeTheatre
Systems

can help you!

From a single center channel to a multi -mom multi -
:one system, H.TS. will prot'ide the best advice and
the best price to perfectly, fit .V0111- needs.

Home theater systems are not just something we sell...
It's who we are...and all we do!

We do not sell microwave ovens, video games, boom boxes,
toasters or $89.00 tape decks.

Our professionals have installed home theater systems for some
of the most recognized names in the music business. Our sales
consultants will be more than happy to help you through the maze
of components so you can get the system that does what you want
it to do at the price you want to pay. More importantly, our techni-
cians are available to help you with your installation needs after
the sale!

We carry most major brands of audio and video speakers,
receivers, video projectors, T.V.'s, VCR's, laser -discs, CD -players,
pre -amps, power -amps, cassette decks, satellite dishes and acces-
sories. Even hard to find brands that most dealers don't carry!

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS
.1 .\l() II I S 600
h -piece theater speaker system
Poweerd sub-woofer/center channel
front left & right, bipolar surrounds
keg. $2190 SALE $1499

VMPS TOWER II
3 -12 inch woofers 95 db frequency
response 22 - 50 k +/- 3 db
$1199

BIC I' 830 TOWER
inch, 3 -way floor standing

keg. $799 SALE $479

PIONEER CLD D 704
hial-side laser disc player
( '3 compatible $899

1'I RREAUX MC6100
ti ( hannel
state-of-the-art
power amp
CALL

SONY STRD 1015
Top of the line Dolby Pro Logic receiver
$449

DINACO HLX36
3 piece system-
Kevlar drivers
$360

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON EVERYTHING WE SELL!

AC3
SURROUND

lUCASFILM
SAVE
50%

HomeTheatre Systems
44 ROUTE 23N., LITTLE FALLS, NJ 07424

1-800-978-7768
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT CALL 201-890-5959
FOR FAX TRANSMISSIONS CALL 201-890-9142

ALL PRODUCTS SOLD WITH COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS WARRANTIES
PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY



A38ICA MEC
BEETHOVEN:

Piano Concerto in D Major
BACH: Keyboard Concerto in D Major
Mustonen: Deutsche Kammerphilhannome.

Saraste
LONDON 443 11S 154 min)

Performance: Big and extroverted
Recording: Excellent

eet hov en 's D Major Piano Concerto, a
Mtranscription of his Violin Concerto, is
periodically recorded, sometimes with an
apologetic air, as if the piano soloist were
treading carefully so as not to upset listen-
ers' violinistic preconceptions. 011i Musto-
nen clearly can't be bothered with such
worries: His big, muscular approach almost
makes the concerto a virtuoso vehicle. That

BEETHOVEN
rbuyo CONCIRTO

BACH
CONCERTO awry won

MUSTONEN
0.1,41.111141.111.11.1111.11001.
wry. rwil,

may seem blasphemous, and some of the
more personal, confessional moments in the
violin version just don't happen here, but
there's nothing shallow about his reading.
He just gives the piano part bigger bones
and a broader swagger than usual, in fasci-
nating contrast to conductor Jukka-Pekka
Saraste's clean, low -vibrato, historically in-
formed approach to the orchestral part.

In the other transcription here, Bach's
keyboard arrangement of his Violin Con-
certo in E Major (BWV 1054), the slow
movement has an appropriately melting
lyricism. It's less justifiable historically to
play this concerto on a modem piano than
the Beethoven, but Mustonen has such a
big, absorbing musical personality that it's
hard to resist his interpretation. D.P.S.

BRAHMA: Piano Trios
Ashkenazy; Perlman; Harrell

I MI 54725 (two CD's. 123 min)
Performance: Full-blooded
Recording: Fairly close-up

ir he all-star combination of pianist Vladi-
mir Ashkenzay, violinist Itzhak Perl-

man, and cellist Lynn Harrell gives us
Brahms's three acknowleged masterpieces

in the piano -trio genre - Op. 8, in B Ma-
jor. in its 1889 revision, Op. 87, in C Major,
and Op. 101, in C Minor. In addition, we
have the Trio in A Major attributed to
Brahms, which dates from about the same
period as Op. 8 but was published only in
1938. Certainly its musical language is in a
similar warm, Romantic vein.

The broadly lyrical approach the per-
formers take at the beginning of Op. 8 is
sustained throughout all four works, though
the playing is as alert as one could possibly
ask when it comes to the scherzos. I'm used
to a tauter handling of the first movement
of Op. 101, but the players do make its
harsher moments seem friendlier than usu-
al. They excel in the two middle move-
ments of Op. 101, the coyly hesitant presto
and the beguiling andante, but my favorite
parts of these performances are the melting-
ly lovely adagio of Op. 8 and the stunning
middle movements of Op. 87.

The sound as such is clean but somewhat
sterile, which may have something to do
with the recording locales: EMI's Abbey
Road Studio I in London for Op. 8 and the
A Major and New York's Manhattan Center
for Opp. 87 and 101. The necessary damp-
ening of the acoustics of these big rooms
for chamber music seems to have deprived
the ensemble sound of warmth and sonic el-
bow room. If you like a close, crisp sound
with good instrumental separation and de-
lineation, you have it here. D.H.

HANDEL: Messiah
Soloists; King's College Choir. Cambridge:

Brandenburg Consort. Cleohury
LONDON 440 672 (two CD's. 143 min)

Performance: Very good
Recording: Cloying

In his note accompanying this set, sound
engineer Simon Eadon says that this

"was never going to be just another Messi-
ah," but his justification for that claim, that
the recording captures "the magical acous-
tic" of King's Chapel, Cambridge, will leave
most nonengineers unmoved, especially
when the work under consideration is al-
ready available in more versions than the
Bible. In fact, the recording is ultimately
the undoing of the set: After a while that
luscious, echoey sound becomes wearisome
and almost dizzy -making, bringing back
childhood memories of squirming through
Messiahs that seemed as if they would nev-
er end.

That said, this is a good run-through of
the piece. The King's College Choir is ex-
cellent. and the soloists - Lynne Dawson.
Hilary Summers, John Mark Ainsley. and

NEW RECORDINGS

REVIEWED BY ROBERT

ACKART, RICHARD FREED,

DAVID HALL, JAMIE

JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

THE BRITISH
ARS HORS

The 3BC Philharmonic, familiar to
Americans through its many

excellent recordings on the Chandos.
Collins, and Conifer labels. is on its
first tour of the U.S. this spring. The
orchestra, celebrating its sixtieth
anniversary. is not inclined to travel
light. bringing along not only its music
director and principal conductor Yan
Pasca Tortelier but also composer
conductor Peter Maxwell Davies. In
gentlemanly fashion, the two share
conducting duties. with Davies
respoisible for his own works and
Tortel er in charge of the rest - music
of Bri'ten and Elgar as well as Beetho-
ven. Debussy. Mendelssohn, Haydn.
Mussorgsky, Ravel, and Tchaikovsky.

The twenty -city concert schedule
includes the American premieres of
Davies's Trumpet Concerto in Los
Ange es on March 19. his Cross Lane
Fair in Las Vegas on March 23, and
his Fifth Symphony in New Ycrk
on April 9. Collins Classics, which
has raleased recordings of all these
works, also plans to record Davies's
lates- composition, The Beltane Fire.
whic'i will receive its world -premiere
perfcrmance on April 3 in Boston.

Tortelier (left) and Davies:
batons at dawn?
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Alastair Miles - are about as good as
could he assembled now. The set is well
worth having if only for Ainsley's superb
performance of the tenor arias. His rendi-
tion of "Every valley shall be exalted" is
nearly ideal, its exquisite refinement suf-
fused with spiritual warmth.

And what a pleasure it is to hear female
singers again! For a while it seemed as
though the soprano arias were irrevocably
lost to countertenors, who are about as au-
thentic for Messiah as synthesizers. Daw-
son, an English soprano who has turned in
some fine performances on opera record-
ings, has a voice that seems at first too
dark -hued and mezzoish for a rapturous
aria like "He shall feed his flock," but she
imbues every word with urgent conviction
and ultimately wins you over.

Now, if only someone would reclaim
Messiah for modern instruments ....

MAYON: Symphonies Nos. 31,
59, and 73

Conceitius Musictis Wien. Hamoneourt
1111 9084 111111)

Performance: Boisterous
Recording: Colorful

Many of Ilaydn's s)iiiplionies have at-
tracted nicknames, and Nos. 31, 59.

and 73 are called the "Hornsignal," "Fire."
and "Hunt" Symphonies, respectively. The
horns here are four natural horns of the old.
undomesticated hunting variety meant to be
heard clear across Austro-Hungary. Fitting
these primitive horns, with their kw notes
and rude sound, into the sophisticated
scheme of a symphony at all was a chal-
lenge to the composer. But in their very
crudeness, they also symbolize the out-of-
doors, peasant life, the beauty of the coun-
tryside, and the power of the natural world.
ideas that dominate these pieces. Nikolaus
Hamoncourt, you can be sure, has located
the loudest, brassiest. and most natural of
natural horns to be found in Austria, and
they kick off this disc with a hlast in the

"Hornsignal." The later "Hunt" Symphony
is subtler but no less out-of-doorsy, the
horns somewhat less blatant (and that is
certainly the right word) but still playing an
important role.

While it is not hard to understand the
picturesque programmatic associations of
those two works, why No. 59 came to be
called the "Fire" Symphony is obscure. But
the music is Haydn at his most eccentric
and colorful, with, among other things, a
hopping presto opener, a slow movement
that isn't slow, a mysterious and atmospher-
ic minuet -trio, and a hornpipe finale led
by - you guessed it - horns au nature!.

These performances not only make the
case for period instruments in terms of col-
or - the instrumental timbres imagined by
the composer - but present the music with
the boldest and liveliest of phrasing. dy-
namics, tempos, and general spirit. Harnon-
court's view is clearly that this is boisterous
and even irreverant music, and he is not
afraid to kick it; at the same time, there is a
lot of affection and care. I can't imagine
anything better. E.S.

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
Soloists. Nloilie% call Choir;

English Baroque Soloists. Gardiner
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ARCHIV

439 871 (three CD's. 178 min)
Performance: Exemplary

Recording: Live but excellent

MOZART: The Marriage of Figaro
Soloists: Netherlands Opera Chorus: Royal

Concertgebouw Orchestra. Hamoncoun
TELDEC 90861 (three CD's. 186 min)

Performance: Fascinating
Recording: Full and airy

Though it may he unwise to judge a CD
by its program booklet, the ones pack-

aged with these two new recordings of Mo-
zart's ever -durable Marriage of Figaro say
a lot: Nikolaus Harnoncourt's is thick and
stuffed with all sorts of essays: John Flot

Gardiner's is streamlined and to the point.
So it is with the musicmaking, which in
both cases is highly noteworthy even in a
crowded catalog.

Although both are historically informed,
they are so personal and individualistic that
there isn't the slightest hint of pedantry.
Among the many fine things about Gardi-
ner's reading, recorded live, are a transpar-
ency and presence that make Mozart's
wealth of ideas leap out at you in dizzying
succession. Previously obscure details of
orchestration can be heard, and Gardiner
makes them dramatically relevant. He also

MOZART Ok
LEN:MEDINA/10
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creates an arena in which the singers can
make fresh approaches to their parts. The
recitatives, for instance, are revelations; in-
stead of stopping the musical momentum,
as in most Figaro recordings, they speed
the story along. Baritone Bryn Terfel's vol-
atile, funny, sexy Figaro is all it's been
cracked up to be. The rest of the well-cho-
sen cast is mostly Gardiner regulars - bar-
itone Rodney Gilfry as the Count and so-
pranos Hillevi Martinpelto as the Countess
and Alison Hagley as Susanna.

While Harnoncourt's slow tempos, thick
textures, and deliberate manner were used
to great effect in his Don Giovanni record-
ing, the approach seems unduly weighty -
at least at first - for Mozart's comedy. At
times the wedding march takes on a mili-
taristic heaviness. But you soon become ac -

Liberated from the Bastille
Despite his nasty, messy firing from the
Paris Opera -Bastille last summer,

the forty -one -year -old Korean -American
conductor Myung-Whun Chung remem-
bers running Europe's most politicized
opera company with great fondness.

"I have absolutely no regrets. All of
these difficult moments [were] so minor
in comparison to the rewards I've gotten
from this experience," he told me in Phila-
delphia last November, buoyed by a sen-
sational performance of Shostakovich's
Symphony No. 4 with the Philadelphia
Orchestra, which Deutsche Grammophon
recorded for release within the next year.

Chung had managed to put the Bastille
Opera on the recording map. as much by
his studio savvy as his conducting talent,

Conductor
Myung-Whun
Chung,
former music
director
of the Paris
Opera -
Bastille

with highly acclaimed interpretations of
Samson et Dalila, Otello, and, especially.
Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk. Unlike many
musicians who pull back their perfor-
mances to accommodate the sharp but cold
ears of the microphone, Chung does almost

the opposite. "You must give more inten-
sity moment by moment," he explained.
"The most challenging aspect of recording
is to make the emotional content strong
enough to go beyond the electronic
barrier."

Some of Chung's most successful re-
cordings have been of the music of Olivier
Messiaen, and last September, near the end
of his Paris tenure, he was able to conduct
the world premiere of Messiaen's posthu-
mously discovered concerto grosso, Con-
cert a 4, with the Bastille Opera Orchestra.
Deutsche Grammophon recorded the per-
formance and will release it in May, and
Chung conducts the work's U.S. premiere
this March with the Cleveland Orchestra.

David Patrick Stearns

0
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customed to Hamoncourt's interpretive
rules; while there aren't a lot of laughs, the
recording is bursting with insights. Soprano
Barbara Bonney is a winning, confiding Su-
sanna, and baritone Thomas Hampson gives
an accomplished if overly mannered por-
trayal of the Count. For the other principal
roles Hamoncourt chose fresh but lesser -
known singers. Baritone Anton Scharinger
makes a satisfactory Figaro, and soprano
Charlotte Margiono's Countess is unusually
touching. The smaller roles are cast luxuri-
ously, with Philip Langridge as Basilio,
Kurt Moll as Bartolo, and Ann Murray as
Marcellina. D.P.S.

PROKOFIEV: Violin Concertos
Nos. 1 and 2

STRAVINSKY: Violin Concerto
Lin; Los Angeles Philharmonic, Salonen

SONY 53969 (69 min)
Performance: Infectious
Recording: Sumptuous

Cho-Liang Lin certainly hasn't been
overexposed by Sony; everything he

has recorded so far has fairly glowed with
conviction and the most communicative
sort of animation, suggesting that each and
every item was a very personal choice on
his part rather than a selection made in a
marketing conference. That happy impres-
sion is more than upheld by this new CD,
and so is that of a special rapport between
Lin and the conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen,
which was so apparent on their disc of the
Sibelius and Nielsen concertos a few years
ago. All the elements are superbly integrat-

ed here, with wonderfully unfeigned pas-
sion, mystery, and earthiness by turn in the
two Prokofiev concertos and an unexpected
warmth in the Stravinsky that in no way
contravenes its essential character. The
same three concertos are performed at least
as well by Kyung-Wha Chung with Andre
Previn and the London Symphony Orches-
tra on a London recording from the early
1970's (now available as a midprice CD),
but the sound is not as sumptuous. R.F.

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony No. 3;
Symphonic Dances

Baltimore Symphony, Zinman
TELARC 80331 (74 min)
Performance: Splendid
Recording: Gorgeous

Rachmaninoll's
two valedictory orches-

tral masterpieces receive the most sat-
isfying recorded realization yet - in terms
of interpretation, performance, and sound
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
- from David Zinman and his Baltimore
players. His readings, like those of Charles
Dutoit and the Philadelphia Orchestra on a
recent London CD, are free from exaggera-
tion and fussiness, but they are decidedly
warmer in tone and phrasing than Dutoit's,
and he applies just the right touch of string
portamento in the right places. The high
points of the Third Symphony are the slow
movement's opening and its concluding
adagio, which are done with exquisite ten-
derness. The elaborately textured finale
comes off with fiery brilliance, and it is a
pleasure to hear the central lyrical episode

cohere with the movement as a whole
rather than seem like a mere relaxation. The
ending is superbly decisive.

While I would have liked a touch more
rhythmic tension in the first two movements
of the Symphonic Dances, the performance
in its entirety is on the same high plane as
that of the symphony. The hushed reprise in
the central waltz movement is particularly
haunting, and for my taste the ferocious
dance -of -death finale has never come off
better. Telarc's sound is full-bodied and
splendidly balanced throughout the audible
range. D.H.

 SONY  PANASONIC  MITSUBISHI  TOSHIBA  YAMAHA  DENON 
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SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata
in B -flat Major (D. 960);

Three Piano Pieces (D. 946)
Kyoko Tabc

DENON 78905 (71 min)
Performance: Songful
Recording: Excellent

Kyoko Tabe's debut recording, twenty-
five of Mendelssohn's Songs Without

Words, was one of last year's most attrac-
tive piano releases and created a great deal
of interest in the announced Schubert fol-
low-up. Now that it is at hand, it once again
suggests that Tabe is a thoughtful artist, to-
tally concerned with finding the key to the
essential character of the music without im-
posing or overlaying her own personality on
it. And the key, once again, is songfulness.

In the opening movement of Schubert's
towering final sonata, Tabe quickly and
surely establishes a mood of bleak pathos
and then simply allows the song to pour
out, without gratuitous underscoring. The
natural momentum is so effortlessly achieved
that one is not likely to stop and acknowl-
edge it, or to think of the unself-conscious
little revelations here and there as "in-
sights" on Tabe's part (though they surely
are). There is not a single perfunctory ges-
ture, or a single one that gets in the way,
throughout the utterly convincing four-part
drama, and the three posthumous piano
pieces - Schubert's final impromptus -
are even more persuasive. Tabe is quite a
musician, as well as a stunning pianist, and
Denon has come through with exceptional-
ly realistic piano sound. R.F.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Mazeppa
Soloists; Chorus of the Royal Opera,

Stockholm; Gothenburg Symphony, Jarvi
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 439 906

(three CD's. 167 min)
Performance: Vital and involving

Recording: Excellent

Patriot
or traitor depending on whether

one follows Ukrainian or Russian histo-
ry, the figure of Ivan Mazeppa, the Cossack
chief during the tumultuous reign of Peter
the Great, inspired many literary and musi-
cal treatments. In what appears to be the
first complete recording of Tchaikovsky's
1884 opera Mazeppa, the somewhat prob-
lematic work is splendidly captured by an
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outstanding and thoroughly idiomatic cast.
Tchaikovsky's compelling orchestral writing
lends Mazeppa (written between his Fourth
and Fifth Symphonies) a powerfully taut at-
mosphere, but it lacks the irresistible me-
lodic appeal of Eugene Onegin and Pique
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Dame. Nonetheless, under Neeme larvi's
leadership the music has an unflagging mo-
mentum that sweeps it along, and he does-
n't allow the few lyrical episodes to sink in-
to sentimentality.

The title character is a complex figure
whose feckless ambition casts him into po-
litical disgrace and personal tragedy. Bari-
tone Sergei Leiferkus portrays him with a
powerful authority that misses no dramatic
points, though his instantly recognizable,
somewhat bleaty tone requires some getting
used to. By contrast, Anatoly Kotcherga
voices the part of Kotchubey, Mazeppa's
victim, in a rich and smoothly flowing bass -
baritone, and soprano Galina Gorchakova,
who debuts this season at the Met, is just
about ideal as Kotchubey's ill-fated daugh-
ter Maria, destroyed by the enmity between
her father and her lover Mazeppa. Sergei
Larin, a cultivated lyric tenor, and Larissa
Dyadkova, a high mezzo-soprano, make the
most of their opportunities, as does baritone
Monte Pederson in a supporting role.

Peter the Great defeated the Swedish
army at Poltava in 1709, an episode memo-
rialized in the opera by a noisy interlude.
Under the circumstances, the financial sup-
port of this recording by Sweden's Volvo
calls for special mention. G.J.

R. STRAUSS: Four Last Songs
WAGNER: Wesendonck-Lieder; Tristan

and Isolde, Prelude and Uebestod
Studer; Staatskapelle Dresden, Sinopoli

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
439 865 (60 min)

Performance: Moving
Recording: Excellent

Cheryl Studer brings intelligence and
taste to the Four Last Songs, inflecting

the texts to emphasize meaning and color-
ing her voice for effect (occasionally it takes
on an oboe -like timbre). Her singing is in-
terwoven with the orchestral texture, streng-
thening the impression that this composi-
tion is actually a concerto for voice and orch-
estra. For his part, Giuseppe Sinopoli con-
ducts the lush score with attention not only
to his soprano soloist, but also to individual
instrumental voices.

The Wagner selections are likewise com-
mendable. Studer again pays close attention
to the texts and stresses their poetry rather
more than is usual, and Sinopoli conducts
with a similar concern while at the same time
realizing the melodic richness of the music.
His reading of the Tristan prelude is emi-
nently satisfying. R.A.

Collections
CAMERATA BARILOCHE

Tango!
DORIAN 90201 (58 min)
Performance: Excellent

Recording: Excellent

The six concert pieces for chamber orch-
estra by Astor Piazzolla, Jose Bragato,

and Rodolfe Arizaga included here capture
both the beauty and the threatening power
of urban life in Buenos Aires along with the

pervading melancholy of the tango, which
inspired all of them. Piazzolla's Suite Punta
del Este for string orchestra with solo ban-
doneon (a relative of the accordion) is pol-
ished and expressive, and his Suite for
Oboe and String Orchestra is even more po-
etic and affecting. The entire program is
performed with the utmost idiomatic au-
thority by Argentina's Camerata Bariloche,
and this recording is a most worthy addition
to Dorian's series of Music of Latin Ameri-
can Masters. William Livingstone

(Reviews continue on the next page.)
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VLADIMIR HOROWITZ

The Private Collection, Volume One
RCA VICTOR 62643 (63 mint

Performance: Of interest
Recording: Quite good

In the years 1945-1950 Vladimir Horo-
witz performed as many as six recitals a

year in New York City alone - and all of
those performances were recorded on 78's
for his own use. Following his death in No-
vember 1989, his wife decided to make
available to the public the material that had
not been represented among his commercial
recordings. There is enough to fill two CD's,
and RCA Victor has now issued the first,
comprising music by Bach, Clementi, Men-
delssohn, Chopin, Liszt, and Rachmaninoff.

The process of restoration and remaster-
ing was carried off with remarkable suc-
cess; the sound of the piano is a good deal
more than acceptable, allowing the listener
to focus on the musicmaking without hav-
ing to make any compromises or allow-
ances. When we get down to musical con-
siderations, though, we have to remind our-
selves of the original purpose of these re-
cordings, which preserve performances of
works that Horowitz apparently did not
find sufficiently stimulating or congenial to
record commercially. The performance of
Bach's C Minor Toccata from 1949, for in-
stance, suggests little more than a dutiful
gesture, and the other big piece, Chopin's F
Minor Fantasy, is numbingly prosaic.

The shorter works fare better. Horowitz,
alone among the great pianists of his time,

championed and clearly relished the Cle-
menti sonatas, and the three offered here re-
ceive illuminating readings, as do Mendels-
sohn's Song Without Words, Op. 67, No. 3,
and Rachmaninoff 's Etude -Tableau, Op.
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39, No. 7. Many piano fanciers will find
these pieces essential even if they never re-
turn to the Bach or Chopin. R.F.

SEQUENTIA
Canticles of Ecstasy - Music of

Hildegard von Bingen
DEUTSCHE HARMONIA MUNDI

77320 (73 min)
Performance: Ecstatic

Recording: Effective church acoustic
Sequentia, an ensemble specializing in
medieval music, is marking the upcom-

ing 900th anniversary of Hildegard von
Bingen (1098-1179), the thirteenth -century

abbess of Rupensberg on the Rhine near
Cologne, by a projected series of recordings
of her complete works. "Canticles of Ecsta-
sy" is the third album to be released.

This amazing figure has had a remark-
able renaissance recently with all the recent
focus on the artistic achievements of wo-
men, the newfound popularity of Gregorian
chant, and the contemporary interest in
mysticism. She called the works here "har-
monious symphonies of heavenly inspira-
tion." In the modern sense, however, there
are no symphonies, no harmony or counter-
point. Technically, the works here are mo-
nophonic antiphons, responsories, and se-
quences intended to be sung in a liturgical
context.

Sequentia is directed by its co-founder,
Barbara Thornton, who is also its principal
singer. The women's voices, solo and en-
semble, are occasionally "accompanied"
(mostly in the form of drones) by medieval
fiddle, harp, and hurdy-gurdy, and there is
one independent instrumental number, not
really a composition but a domelike impro-
visation.

The performances are indeed highly ec-
static, bringing out the intensity and joy of
hymns intended to express, verbally and
emotionally, feminine principles of creation
and faith. They are recorded in a way that
makes effective use of the acoustics of Co-
logne's ancient Church of St. Pantaleon.
There are some errors and inconsistencies
in the program booklet, but full texts and
translations are provided. E.S.
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B ACK: Three Solo Cantatas
Argenta; Ensemble Sonnerie, Huggett
VIRGIN 45038 (62 min)
Bach's solo cantatas are one of the su-
preme tests for the vocalist: Intimate, of-
ten very sparely accompanied, they leave
the singer nowhere to hide. This is a fine
recording of three of the most popular
('Ich hake genug," "Mein Herze schrstimmt
im B/ut," and "Jauchzet Gott in alien Lan -
den"), and British soprano Nancy Argenta
passes the audition with flying colors, ac-
companied with quiet good taste by a
classy new ensemble led by Monica
Huggett. ././.

B ARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra;
The Miraculous Mandarin
City of Birmingham Symphony. Rattle
EMI 55094 (70 min)
Simon Rattle's drive and dynamism, com-
bined with strong musicianship, particu-
larly in twentieth-century repertory, sug-
gest the influence of Leonard Bernstein:
he is a little less flamboyant, and perhaps
somewhat more disciplined, but similarly
energetic and communicative. The pulse
and color of these strong and popular
works, vastly different in style but both
with showcase orchestrations, are perfect
for him. E.S.

POULENC: Stabat Mater
SZYMANOWSKI: Stabat Mater
Soloists; Atlanta Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra, Shaw
TELARC 80362 (58 min)
These two settings of the same medieval
text provide a fascinating study in con-
trasts: The Szymanowski Stabat Mater is
steeped in the Eastern mysticism that per-
vades several of his most remarkable
large-scale works; the Poulenc is, in con-
ductor Robert Shaw's words, "a suite of
ensemble dances - from choreatic taran-
tella to stately sarabande." Neither com-
poser could have asked for more heartfelt
performances than the ones here. R.F.

SAINT-SAENS: Symphony No. 3
("Organ"); Violin Concerto No. 3
Zimmermann; Oslo Philharmonic, Jansons
EMI 55184 (63 min)
The opening moments of the "Organ"
Symphony promise great things with their
combination of crackling urgency, effort-
less grace, and an emotional connection

between score and conductor that has been
all too absent from Mariss Jansons's work
in recent years. Elsewhere, there's an in-
fectious sense of sweep, with beautifully
calculated and prepared climaxes and
structural modulations. But in the final
movement the grand organ chords are
played with such bracing vulgarity that
even Frank Peter Zimmerman's dignified
reading of the Violin Concerto No. 3 is
only partial compensation. D.P.S.

SCARLATTI: Sonatas
John Browning (piano)
MUSICMASTERS 67146 (71 min)
John Browning has so strongly favored
Romantic and contemporary repertory that
this recording of Scarlatti sonatas comes
as a surprise, but a thoroughly delightful
one. The elegance and vigor with which
he enlivens thirty of these remarkable lit-
tle works show his love for this music,
and the exceptionally vivid sound makes
the imaginatively programmed sequence
that much harder to resist. R.F.

SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto
BRUCN: Scottish Fantasy
Midori; Israel Philharmonic, Mehta
SONY 58967 (63 min)
Midori responds more tellingly to the
charm and color of the Bruch fantasy -a
delightful performance - than to the rug-
ged lyricism of the Sibelius concerto. Her
initial solo entrance in that Finnish mas-
terpiece can best be described as feline,
and her treatment of the succeeding pas-
sage is rhapsodic rather than cohesive.
The finale fares by far the best under her
nimble fingers. Zubin Mehta and the orch-
estra provide strong and vital back-up,
with better sound than usual from Tel
Aviv's Mann Auditorium. D.H.

VILLA -LOBOS: Songs
Alexander; Chaplin; Heller
ETCETERA 1165 (59 min)
Of the nineteen songs by the prolific
Brazilian composer Heitor Villa -Lobos on
this CD, more than half are set to or
arranged from folk texts or melodies; the
others are art songs. The collection in-
cludes a version of the famous Bachianas
Brasileiras No. 5 as well as a great old
samba tune and a set of songs derived
from the composer's score for the movie
Green Mansions. This is wonderful music
sung with a lot of feeling by soprano Ro-
berta Alexander, though she falls a little
short in matters of language and style.
The capable pianist is Alfred Heller, pres-
ident of the Villa -Lobos Society. The
sound is boxy though. E.S.
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FOR SALE

LOW PRICES!! Nakamichi, CARVER, Polk, KEF,
Onkyo, PS3, Denon, NAD, Velodyne, NHT,
Snell, M&K, plus more! SOUND SHOP
360-692-8201.

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* -
KEF - Signet* - Fosgate* - Alchemy* - Mirage -
Harman/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen - Denon -
Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent Technol-
ogy* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne - VMPS* + 29
More Brands - Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRON-
ICS. (904) 376-8080.

SEE US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE

PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE
ON HOME & CAR STEREO'

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
Full Mtrs. Warranty / Auth. Dealers Only

BOOED (800) 368,2344
XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS! ONKYO-DENON-
CARVER-NAKAMICH I -NAD-
PARASOUND-FOSGATE- APATURE-
SUMIKO-KEF-SNELL-POLK-M&K-
NHT-SPICA-VELODYNE-PSB-CH ICAGO
STANDS. U.S. products. NO GREY! Many close-
out deals! STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

DJ & Nightclub
Sound & Lighting CATALOG
FREE 68 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's.
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mad Orcle, Center. 11711 Nicraion St

Garden Grove. CA 92641

Retail Super Store 13110 Magnolia St

Garden Grove. CA 92644 (7141.5306760

PI

PPRO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTING

4

N,1-' -4 

1_40-915-9300

PRO SOUND OUR 19th
& STAGE LIGHTING'''. YEAR!

WE BEAT PRICES!!!- Carver, NAKAMICHI,
Polk, B&K, Parasound, NHT, Denon, PSB, On-
kyo, KEF, Marantz, NAD, Snell, M&K, Spica, PS
AUDIO, Audio Alchemy, VELODYNE, and more!
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.
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AUDIO/VIDEO/CAR

BRAND NEW
FACTORY FRESH

MANUFACTURERS FULL USA WAR ANTY

AUTHORIZED

1-800-348-7799
FAST DELIVERY GREAT PRICES

SPEAKERS
ADVENT ADS
ALTEC LANSING
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ATLANTIC TECH
BIC BOSE
*CARVER GEMINI

HARMON KARDON
INFINITY
JBL
JAMO
KLH
NHT

EPSILON
JBL PRO

KEF
MAGNAVOX

ONKYO
PIONEER *POLK
PINNACLE SONY

*YAMAHA
FACTORY AUTHORIZED, EXCEPT:

*DISTRIBUTOR AUTHORIZED. ALL ITEMS ARE BRAND NEW, FACTORY
\taw FRESH WITH FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY.

AUDIO
ADCOM AIWA
BOSE DENON
CARVER GEMINI
HARMON KARDON
JVC MAGNAVOX
NILES ONKYO

PA RASOUND
PHILIPS PIONEER

PIONEER ELITE
SONY SONY ES

SHERWOOD
TECHNICS
*YAMAHA

STEREO RACK
SYSTEMS

AIWA
JVC
SONY

.DE NON
PIONEER

TAMA HA

CAR AUDIO
ADVENT AIWA

ALTEC LANSING
BAZOOKA BEL

AVITAL ALARMS
CODE ALARMS

CLARION *CARVER
JVC JBL
INFINITY KICKER
PIONEER PIO. ELTE

PANASONIC
*ROCKFORD SONY

SHERWOOD
TOSHIBA

VIDEO
+CANON G.E.
GO VIDEO JVC
HITACHI MAG
PAN MITSUBISHI
SONY SHARP

TOSHIBA
RETURN POUCH, II DAY TRIAL PERIOD FOR DEFECTIVES

FAX 101)740011i
SHE N. UNIVERSITY DO. 921 CORAL SPRINGS, FL 31045

PIONEER CAR
F -IP95 ALL IN ONE
DEHM990DSP
DEHP8 I 5
DEHM980
DEHP705, 715
DEHP6 I 5 NEW!
DEH5I5 WOOD
CEH4 I 5 NEW!
DEH2I 5 NEW!
CEQP800 NEW!
G.M.CHRYSLER CUS-
TOM FIT
DEH5ODH DEH4ODH
KEHP8200 WOOD
KEHP7200 NEW!
KEHP6200 NEW!
KEHP5200 NEW!
KEHP4200 NEW!
CDXFMI21 STOCK
CDXFM67 NEW!
CDXP 1200 12 C.D.'S
CDXP6 1 0 NEW!
CDXM30 STOCK
SHAFT MNTS CALL!
GMH200, 120 SALE!
GMX304, 302
GM H100
GM IO2 202
GMX84, 62

E 500
NEW BOXES TUBES
MEW SUBWOOFERS
WE CARRY ALL
'IONEER & ELITE
MODELS
FULL PIONEER LINE
PACKAGE PRICES!

NEW! A

N

D

affir nat tav ;van] ROM,
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sE vnelfi. MEAT m222/

FRIENDLY PEOPLES EXPERT ADVICE !
( FOR INFO OR

CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL
908-780.6600

) FAX OR
908-294.74RDE80

Wriencan Buyer's Club To The Public...
Prices

blic...

PM -354-1324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY .33  ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726

rAllair212M
(i4,V10708 870 CALL
CARVER.
HR -895 CALL

D EMON
NA12500 3000 CALL
H ARMAN RANDOM.
AY030 6 HK -3600 CALL
JVC
R)( -8I5 375
NUNHOOD
ION -7050 325
MAD.
7100XE 705 CALL
NAKAMICNI.
*VI 799
RECENER 2.8 3 CALL

1X-SV-919110( CALL
SV-717PF0 IN STOCK
PIONEER
VSX-D9035 689
SONY

ALL MODELS CALL

AM5MOSE.SII MIT CALL
CIELESTION.
MANY MODELS CALL

REFERENCES 295
REFERENCE 6 CALL
K UPECN.
MANY MODELS CALL
IANIAOR
MANY MODELS CALL
PINT*
HDPI&SUPER ZERO CALL
PARADIGM.
TITAN AND IISE III CALL
P OLK AUDIO*
S-8 AND LS -70 NEW
RM-3000 CALL

ASMANY MODELS CALL
suswoorans
NOIT
SW2P CA
VOLODYNC 

CALL

IN IN STOCK CALL

CD PLAYERS
YAMAHA
CDC -645 CALL
CDC -745 CALL
CARVER.
SD/A4901 CALL
HARMAN KARDON.
TL -8400 BEST
HD -7525 PRICE

NAV*
502 OP

5003 RATTED

NAKANIONP
MB -2 6 148.3 CALL

DX -C606 CALL
DX- 706 CALL
PIONEER

PD-
-D503 CALL

PD -M703 CALL

CDP
SON-C64Y

5 CALL
COP -C745 CALL
CDP-CX100 100 CD

ONIWIZEICIM.
NAKANICI41.. CALL
YAMAHA.

YOUR
FOR

H. KARDON. BEST
PIONEER PRICE
SONY MINI DISCCALL

FULL LINE CALL
ADCON.
GTP-450 CALL
CFA -5556031 CALL
ACE -151 A MUST
CARVER.
TFM-55 CALL
CT -17 CALL
TFM-35 499
HAMRA.
9270 CALL
930D
HAD°

CALL

1600 CALL
2700THX CALL
YAMAHA*
DSP-A2070 CALL
DSP-A970 CALL
CALM SAW MANN

VIDEO
SONY CAMPINE
CCD TRAM CALL
CCO 01.71111 CALL
CCO TOM CALL
CCD TR-70 CALL
BONY VCR'S
SIVR1000S-VHS USA

SLV-920111 CALL
SIV-770HF8,720HF CALL
EVS-7000 HI -8 CALL
SONY LASER
MDP-e00 CALL
PANASONIC VIDEO CALL
PROTON CALL
ANK16ON

0
CAMCORDUS

UN CALL NI a NILO
GRSZ7 S -VHS CALL
GRUM NAGE STANZA
GRAX70 COD MOW
.1 VC* VCR'
CALL FOR ALL MODELS
HF6-6900 CALL
HRS-4900
CANON CAMCORNID
ES -1000 H-8 CALL
A1 DIGITAL 899
UCS5 998
ES -5C0 OXERVSNICEA
ES -70 12X ZOOM
WISTAILCO41
VMH39A-HI-8 COLOR V F
961158A TOP RATED
V/A-E55A TOP RATED
VM-H71A LATEST HI -8
CALL AK HITACHI KM
80 VIDEO
CULL 8OMES4999981P

CAAINN CAMCORDERS
PRO -933 CALL
PRO -640 610 e08
USA INV/IIIANTI INCLUDED

CAR STEREO
CALL 908.780.6600

ALPINEUTOTEK
D LAUPUNKT CALL
B OSTON ACOUSTICS.
COLLINS. INFINITY°
JBLLA. SOUND
MTXPOLKSONY
PHASE LINEAR

nrILLION DOLLAR ItiVENTO' Y
' WA MANY S A ARABLE FFORALL ITEMS

==lirrair2R.101=arZEILAWANKitiMasmustwir

Buy the
perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated home theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.

RVERENcE
AumovIDEO

800 947- I lo 3b
310 517-1700 50. CALIF.
310 517-1732 FAX
18214 DALTON AVENUE, DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

AllTHORIZID DEALER ARG  ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY  AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
AUIDOQUEST  AUDIO ALCHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSE

CAL AUDIO LABS  CARPER  CELESTION  CLEARTEED  COUNTERPOINT  CWD
DATIFPUIST  DEM  FAROUDIA  TOSGATE  GENESIS  CRADO  HAILER
HARMAN NARDON  HUGHES/SRS LABS  INANITY  MAIO  IBL  LEXICON

MAGNUM MAMAS  MELOS  MERIDIAN  NAD  NESTOROPIC  NILES  °NAY°
PARASOUND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROTON  Paw  PSB

ROONITUNE  SONANCE  SONIC FRONTIERS  SONY  SEMI  TARGET  THORENS
lICE  API  XL0 and more...

I__17-711AP i'l;'111
iffigLE ALE

CALL FOR PRICES ON - ROCKFORD PPI-COLUNS-DEMON

2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016
(212) 684-6363 FAX: (212) 684-8046

CAR STEREO
' PIONEER

DE HP715 Call
DEHP615..

DE 11515 ' "
0E14415 low
0E9215._....
CDXF610 .. Low

COXP1210 Neel
9 SONY

00)(4090 Call
COX5090

CDX5290. For

CDX5490 Low
CDX51 ....

CDX.5111F Prices

3
4.250 _ 239
3001S .. 249

19964210CX5
62. 139

6.25X 349
AL5 249

AL4 .219

9 KEMY000
KDC4003 Call
0006003
0606003 For
0607003_..
0GC7043
mcps.150 Low

KACPS100
KACPS745 Prices

1 BLAIIPUNKT
LAGUNA 239

VENTURA... .329

COCRF6 . ...349

BAZOOKA
762 159M
T82 219 pr
71 02 159 ea

INRVITY
RS400 129

85502 79

RS6903 .129

410P7200 Call
KEHP6200

KEHP5200 For

KEHP4200 Low

KE1919..
CDXFM128

Low

CDXFM67 .Prices

090610 Call
XRC 190.

X90210 For

XRC410..
CDX71 ..

LOW

CDX71RF Prices

ADS
32515 309

250MX New 339
-

450M0 New 569
850MX _New..749
RS10D New 349 pr
S138 New . 179

AL6 279

K9C3131 Call
KRC401

KRC501
For

KRC701 .

KDCC803
orx,602 low

601/602PKG
KDSP300 Prices

CANCUN '29
MEMPHIS - '
TUCSON. .

T62A2 FEW PA .

782A2 NEW PATES.

TIO2A2 CALL

52K 99
630 129

593K 149

S ALPINE

7510 179
7511 199
TDM7526 219
TDM7528 239
TOM7531 269
TDM7532 289

TmDRIZ4 i227,

MRVF250 269
. .. .

3342 439
'Cali for Other

0 BOSTON
64 299
54 279
4 4 249

7

89

R415C 159

RC61 189

New. ...59
CX7 New . 49

CX9 ' New 89

3 CLARION
9005160 Call
6985170 Per
800515D Low
9001205 Prices

CDE7820 29,
CDE7821 "2'9

COE7822
C0947823

COM7824
CHMS600

982FINIS65°''
. .

ERE0180
ALARMS -
AI -NET r,A

Modals 

767 99
797......_..........148
104 pair 299

727 c.;

RC51

CX4 Nev. ,2

CX6. New . 69

09' New _79

__289

RAX3100 Call
RC605 For
FIK200 Low
FMC100. Prices

HOME AUDIO
0 YAMAHA

R)0/670 509

CDC745 299

RXV870 679

9 SONY ES.
511460800 . 499

CDPC601 299
'CwR801 309

i XENON

0114565 ...289

AVR800 289

AVR2500 ...689

0c06,5 ,
CDM340 229

DRW660

DCM460

3 MINI SYSTEMS
AIWA SONY

955007:. t 49?:629.10at FoiLNEW

t Cx7 MerirLa
Cell for Prices

on JVC 14 Kenwood

',Kam War ante -Authorized 0 Factory Warranty-Non-Aulhorized
NY Whalasala War anty-Non-Authorlyed
ASK FOR DETAILS AT TIME OF CODER



All Major Brands
SALE & SERVICE
1-800-328-0069
IN NH 431-8244

qsciotif
WE SHIP ANYWI-ERE

1-800-328-0069
= =

IN NH 431-8244
--(

BUY ELECTRONICS AT WHOLESALE PRICES!
WE'LL BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE - ALL MAJOR BRANDS!

HOME THEATRE SPEAKER SYSTEMS  AUDIO & VIDEO COMPONENTS .

Projection TV 13" to 1 50" Camcorders / VCR's / HiFi / Car Stereo / Portables

CALL US !!
Le Our Knowledgeable

Sales Staff

Help Build

Your

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

OVER SIXTY YEARS or EXPERIENCE IS YOUR BEST GUARANTEE

Mail Order Calls
1-800-328-0069

in NH 431-8244

We Ship To Canada

Located at: 10 Congress St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Retail Hours
Mon -Fri : 9:30-6

SAT : 10-5

Mit

Customer Service
1-603-431-6251

FAX: 1-603-427-0679
For Returns, Service or Clams

SHOP US
LAST

Atecelwayed Z,e.xleut

 ADS  MONSTER
 ALPHASONIK  NILES
 BAZOOKA  ONKYO
 BOSE  PIONEER
 CARVER  SONY ES
 DENON  SONANCE
 INFINITY  YAMAHA

GUARANTEED BEST PRICES

THE SOUND APPROACH

800-368-2344
6067 JERICHO TPKE . COMMACK. N.Y. 11725

o D, pp27-di
Authorized Dealers For...

JVC.
.MITSUBISHI

1"''TZVMONTg""_BOSE RCA
SONY.

Frit.100 BRACKETS

BEACH(Sorry No Catalogs)

80 VFW Parkway
RfeSilk014.9210t

In Business foi.80"ii`oits
1-800-562-9020

Wholesale Connection
Call Toll

IIMME1111
JVC

RX315 Call
65515 Call
6X715 Call

Technics
SAGX47O Call
SAMOS] Call
SAGX670 Call

Kellwood
KRV5560 Can
KRV6060 Call
KRV7060 Call

Pioneer
VSX453 Call
VSXD503S Call
VSXD603S Call
VSXD703S Call

Name
AvR30

EMMIZEIM
JVC

Carr

XLM415 Call
XLV,61 Call

Technics
"1,667 Call

. J867 Cal
a...PD967 Call

Kenwood
DPM3360 Call

DPM5560 Call
DPR4060 Cali

Pion*,
PDIA423 Call

PDM703 Call

Tape
JV

.'.215 Call
:. 4309 Call

TDW315 Call

Technics
RSTR232 Call
RSTR373 Call
RSTR474 Call

Kenwood
KX1N4060 Call

KrAi6060 Call
I

PlOOSH
CTIN403R Call

CTW503R Call

CTW603RS Call

Radar

620 Call
635r Call

Whistle,
1125Wil Call
1230SWH Call

Wale
LRD1900 Call
LRD2100W Call

Free 1-800-226-2800

RX815 Call
RX1050 Cal

5AGX770 Call

SATX1000 Call

KRVI3C60 Call

KCX I Call
KMX1 Call

VSXD9035 Call
I VSXDIS Can

VSXD2S Call

Kaden
Call

XLV261 Call
I XLMC100 Call

SLP9C66 Call
SLPD1000 Call

DPR5060 Call

0PR6060 Call

1 PDDM802 Call
I PDF100 Call

Decks

TDW709 Call

100661 Call

TDV1050 Call

RSTR575 Call
I RSTR979 Call

KXW8060 Can

CTW703RS Call
CTWM62R Call

Detector
8«
16451 Can

6A5ST1 Call

1 1250SWH Call
I 1280SWH Ca,

LRD9100SW Ca
I

Call

IIMII1=1
Bose

AM3 II Cal
AM4 Cal
AMS II Cal
AM7 6 Cal
LS3 Cal
LS5 Cal

IMInity
65225 Cal
65325 Cal
RS425 Cal
RS525 Cal
65625 Cal
SM115 Cal
SM125 Cal

Advent
Me, Advent Cal
Baby III Cal
Progy Tower Cal

Pinnacle
AC500 Cal
AC550 Cal

AC600 Cal

1111M=1:111.1
MXS20 Call
MXC55 Call
MXC77 Call

Kenwood
UD351 Call
UD551 Call

A
NSX2700 Call
NSX3200 Call

31111=1.11.
KOGS,10 Cal
KDGS50 Cal
KDGT7 Cal
KDMX70 Cal
KDMK7IRF Cal

Pioneer
DEH205 Cal
DEH45 Cal
DEH505 Cal
DEH705 Cal
CDXP1200 Cal
CDXP606 Cal

Kenwood
KDC5001 Cal
KDC6001 Cal
KDC7001 Cal
KDC9003 Cal
KDCC602 Cal
KDCC602FM Cal

Car Amphfie
Car Speaker

DAT Recorder
Portable Available

Mall Disc Home

LS12 Ca,
901 CLASSN: Cal
4 2 Cal
22 Cal
05100 Cal

101MMBK . Cal

SMI55 Cal
suss Cal
KAPPA61 Cal
KAPPAVIDEO Cal
RSVIDEO Cal
VIDE01 Cal
SERVOSUB Cal

Legacy Cal
Laureate Cal

Montage Cal

AC650 Cal
AC800 . Cal

AC850 Cal

CC
MXC99S Call
UXC7 Call
UXT1 Call

uD751 Call
UD951 Call

WA

I NSX3500 Call

NSX5200 Call

JVC
KSR1A5 Call

I K5RT55 Call
KSRT60 Call
KSRT7S Call

CDXFM121 Ca

CDXFM61 -

KEHP4000
KEHP570
KEHP770

KRC980
K6C860
KRC560
KRC480
KRC380
KRC3006

All Models
A, Mode ,

Home.
Call

Portable Call

Call For Brands & Model Not Listed
HRS: Mon -Sat 9 AM - 6 PM EST Pnces subject to change. Prices
exclude shipping 8 handling. Not responsible for typographical
errors. MasterCard. Visa. Amencan Express and C 0 ID accepted
Products come with W C Warranty We ship UPS 8 FEDEX.

Wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St Forest Hills. NY 11375

CABLE TESTER. tests all common audio cables: CT -6 Kit WANTED McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi: and old JBL
$60.00, Wired $89 00. shipping included. check or credit Altec. Tannoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers.
card. SESCOM. INC. 800-634-3457. David: 1-800-356-4434

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturers war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturers warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
sellers state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be
sure to include copies of all corre-
spondence.



FOR SALE MISCELLANEOUS WANTED TO BUY

DBX & ADC HARD-TO-RND PARTS & SERVICE. CALLAVINTE RES.
5462 BUCHANAN PLACE. FREMONT, CA 94536. (510)
490-1622. FAX (510) 656-8878.

RSINGERS! VEMOCAOVELS
Unlimited. Low Cost. Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does .13elLer and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator'"
Free Brochure & Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept SR -1
7988 LT Parkway ilckLthonia. GA 30058
24 Hour Demo Info Request Line (404)442.2485 .Ext 50
When You Want Somethin  Better Than Karaoke!

LOUDSPEAKER BUY OUT!!! 40 TO 60% off
KIRKSAETER loudspeakers from Germany. Six
models, including Tower 250- list $1650, now
$825! Tight bass, crystalline highs. Perfect for
home theater. Full warranty. TECH ELECTRONICS

(904) 376-8080.
138/W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO 
POLK  OTHER LINES AVAILABLE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  COURTEOUS ASSIS-
TANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904)
321-0100.

MONEYSPENT SOUNDLY
AUDIO EXCELLENCE, INC,

All META FACTIE 1WinifIli WW1 SEAMms

BENIN  NAKAIMCM  ONKYO
SONY ES  YAKIMA  BOSE  KUP$CH

KEF  Pau  me mow!
SFECLKISH IN NW DINE :11131111111-Bil Am

CAn Now (212) 229-1622
143 Wed 296 Streak Kea Yotk, NY 10001
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

INSTRUCTION

WANTED: TRAINEE FOR RECORDING ENGINEER. On the Job
Training at Major Studio IN YOUR AREA Keep Present Job. Train
Around Own Schedule. Call For FREE Brochure: RECORDING
CONNECTION 1-800-795-5750.

COMPACT DISCS

'OVER 15.000 USED CD's! $1.99 - S999. Send $2.00 tar 28 page
catalog (refundable) or $10.00 for 12 issues.11th Year. Visa/MC.
Buy/Sell. AUDIO HOUSE. 43048 Bowan. Swartz Creek Michigan
48473 810 -655 -8639. -

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
Weil ceof on ncei 5 95 S- '4G  FREE CAT

SONY
DA1-120 /49
DAT-120 !co 999
1.11.015C 74 11.99

L7508THG 3.99
NC TIM 1.79

MAXELL
11201-6X 2./9
ST -120 699
ST -160 8.99
XUI-90 1.79
XLII-S90 2.29
XLII-S100 269
RAT -1.0 799

TDK FUJI
1- 1 20HS 189 I I 60! it,) Of,

T-120EHG 2.49 SVHS-1120 6 69
SA -90 1.69 SVHS-T160 8.99
SAX -90 2.19 kw onc74 1099
SAX -100 2.69 O. I '1
DAT-120 699 IA -.1
Fil-8-1 I 599 6: Al .0

TAPE WORLD ..

CAR STEREO

LATEST MODELS - CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIP-
PING ON ALPINE, ADVENT, BOSTON, ADS, BA-
ZOOKA, MB QUART, PPI, INFINITY, ROCKFORD,
JBL, JL AUDIO, SONY, PIONEER, CLARION &
MORE. CALL FOR HOME STEREO. SOUND
IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK, NY 11725.
(516) 864-6548, FAX (516) 864-6437.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz. Audi-
ophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St..
Princeton, NJ 06542. (609) 921-0881.

McIntosh and Marantz tube type Hi -FL and old JBL Altec.
!annoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David:
1-800-356-4434.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Ext. SR. Since
1984 The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Rood. Jenkin-
town. PA 19046.

TERMPAPER assistance. 19278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog- rush --$2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho. # 206SX
Los Angeles, 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222.
(c. 310-477-8226).

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE.. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31. Pelham.
NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SALES REPS WANTED! SELL MAILORDER LOUDSPEAKERS. WORK IN

HOME. SPARE TIME. NO INVESTMENT. SOME KNOWLEDGE OF
SPEAKER DESIGN HELPFUL (404) 455-0571.

LOUDSPEAKERS

BUY ACI SPEAKERS HASSLE FREE. Factory Direct. Money back
guarantee. ACI is the manufacturer of the renowned Sap-
phire Ill patented Subs subwoofers ACI Home Theater speak-
ers Free catalogue. (608) 784.4579, 901 S 4th St. La Crosse. IN
54601

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. D.I Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO LIE WORK.
SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE 1979. VISAMC
AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

SPEAKER
CATALOGPartsdis-

tributor of electrcnic parts and grExpress is a full -line

accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of

La.
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Send for your ES
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express -
340 E. First Street

Dayton. Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513'222-0173

Fax: 5137222-4644

liZaM .aa

1-800.338-0531
Source Code SRP.1

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES'
BEST WARRANTY  GUARANTEE!
 Factory Authorized Repair

ALL Brands; JI31-. BOSE. EPA,
ADVENT, CV, INFINITY, EV. AR

More !
 Best Selection, USA Made

Surrounds, Cones, Diaphragms.
Replacement Pats.

 Foam Rot Preventative.
 DIY Sunound Kits Save Big S

CALL TOLL FREE ! (24 HRS.)
1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS. PACARSNDISCAMEC DIY
KIT INCLUDES ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE, TECHNI-
CAL SUPPORT. WE MATCH PRICES!!

IN WALL SPEAKERS, VOLUMNE CONTROLS. WIRE LOW PRICES.
INFO SOUNDS GREAT. P.O. BOX 1606148.ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL

32716

SPEAKER
Go C*41°" i)"ed
and $011
cg for tree cata\"
90_D

Trial-korne "-- e

Upgrades anc:AsePrvic6e:lu:complete speaker

Acoustics 800 -ohm -1236.
systerInStisaelfra.lsolleamrcat$12d1100tgaudtaOl$:17a,0001"stpeellir

systems

Ohm

0 Leading v-g-
canteed

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE -$2.00 (REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.. 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA FL
32703-5972.

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars' All
sizes including AR. Advent. BOSE. JBL
Surrounds. adhesive 8 instructions
827.95/pr BASE 901's 867.95/pr find.
S/H. No COD s) Do it yourself with SAT!

STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES
800-747-3692 MC/VISA

704-697-9001 24 Hr
PO Box 1088, Fiat Rock, NC 28731 Inc! make 8. model w/order

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Ohm
FULL ROOM STEREO I m

3-0 STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

FREE CATALCGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you sit you
will hear balanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FRS- speak-
ers. AR Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL ROOM
STEREO-. Anwnic.on Records Inc. 409 Plandome Rd. Man-
hasset, NY 11030. FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALES/SERVICE.
DiscoverNiso/MasterCarcVAMEX FACTORY DIRECT.

CABLE TV

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS! WE
BUY, SELL, REPAIR ALL MAKES/MODELS! ASK
ABOUT OUR INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE UPGRADE/
REFERRAL PROGRAM! MEMBER UNITED
STATES EUSINESS BUREAU & NATIONAL CON-
SUMER CABLE ASSOCIATION! FREE CATALOG:
800-407-4444 OR 305-428-8944!
CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. Jerrold', Zenith, Pioneer. Oak.
Scientific Atlanta, And Many More! 12 Years Experience
Gives Us The ADVANTAGE. Visa/PAC, Amex, COD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS. INC.; 1-800-952-3916; 1125 RIVERWOOD DR.,
BURNSVILLE. MN 55337.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS: JERRO(D, ZENITH, OM. SPENTIRO
ATLANTIC, ALL BRANDS AVAILABLE. LINK YOURSRF TO TIE
FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD, C.O.D.'S ACCEPTED. CABLELINX,
INC.:1-800-501-0095.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS. DESCRAMBLERS. Scienttfic Atlanta.
Zenith, Jerrold. Pioneer, Oak. Replacements for most mod-
els. Quality, Price & Service. Amex/DiscNisa/MC. Dealer
inquiries invited. EAGLE Electronics Inc., 1-800-259-1187,
#1, 1301 Railhead Blvd.. Naples, R. 33963.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. ALL MAJOR
BRANDS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! MONEY BACK GUAR-

ANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! JERROLD. OAK. ZENITH, SCIBIITIFIC
PRANK PIONEER...EXCBIENT PRICESI PERSONABLE SERVICE!
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEEI INNOVATIVE ELECTRONICS
INC. 800-493-5474 VISARAC/C.O.D. ASK FOR JOHN OR B1W

FREE CATALOG! NEW REVOLLMONARY T.V. CONVERTERS AND
DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE $1000S. CALL NOW. MEGA ELECTRONICS
1-800-676-6342.

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL

US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.

ARE YCU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CA3LE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1710
KODA, MARENGO, IL 60152 OR CALL (800)
232-5017. VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS OR-
DERS.

Millions of your prime prospects can be
found in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc.

To place a classified ad, simply call
Toll -Free and reserve your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)
In Canada : 1-212-767-5750



TIME OBI

SPECIAL:
BUYER'S
GUIDE
TO STEREO
RECEIVERS
AN INTERVIEW
WITH
HERMANN
SCHERMER
MUSIC IN
OLD NEW YORK
HARPSICHORD
HEADACHES

30 Years Ago
In the April 1965 "Editorially
Speaking," Furman Hebb
turned over the editorship of
STEREO REVIEW to William
Anderson, using the occasion
to sound off about the maga-
zine's purpose. "Most impor-
tant," he wrote, "we love
music," adding that "a reader
should not have to be a grad-
uate of M.I.T. to understand
our technical articles."

In the issue's lead story,
Bernard Newman introduced
specifications for fifty-two
stereo receivers, including the
imposing Electro-Voice EV-88
(height, 7% inches). New

The Electro-Voice EV-88, 1965

products included the Harvard
Futterman H-3 stereo power
amp (50 watts per channel)
and three bookshelf speakers
from Bozak. In test reports,
Julian Hirsch evaluated the
Scott 260 stereo amp ("The
listener hears the music, not
the amplifier") and the
Magnecord 1024 tape deck, a
$600 semipro unit he called
"an outstanding value."

Department of Unlikely
Attributions: Reviewing a
Columbia LP of Aaron
Copland's piano concerto with
the composer as soloist, critic
William Flanagan, quoting
the infamous gangster Frank
Costello, wrote that the
record would "refreshen our
recollections."

20 Years Ago
Adventures in Literacy: In
April's cover story, Canadian
folk singer Gordon (Sundown)
Lightfoot told Noel Coppage,
"My reading habits are atro-
cious. All I read is the National
Lampoon and Time."

Among the new products this
month were the IAD Dynamic
Volume Expander, which
boosted gain by more than 15
dB, Tannoy/Micro's TM55DD
direct -drive manual turntable,
and the Bozak Monitor -C
speaker, a more decorative
version of a system originally
designed for studio applica-
tions. Hirsch -Houck Labs
tested Nakamichi's Model 500
cassette deck, a moderately
priced ($399) two -head version
of its pricier three -head decks,
and Sansui's QRX-7001
four -channel receiver (it
decoded QS quadraphonic
records), which Julian Hirsch
called "the single most
advanced four -channel
receiver you can buy today."

Barry Gibb, 1985

In Best of the Month, Eric
Salzman had "nothing but
praise for the disarming loveli-
ness" of Peter Serkin's set of
Mozart piano concertos on
RCA, and Chris Albertson
raved about Circle's "Paris
Concert," a live album
featuring Anthony Braxton and
Chick Corea ("in the vanguard
of modern American music").
In other reviews, Richard
Freed was knocked out by
Wanda Wilkomirska's violin
recital on Connoisseur Society
("fabulous fiddling!"), Steve
Simels had dark thoughts about
"Here's Johnny!", a two -LP set
of highlights from the Tonight
Show ("booze and whoopee -
cushion humor for the
masses"), and Noel Coppage,
confronted with Leonard
Cohen's "New Skin for the Old
Ceremony," observed that "it
makes you want to give him an
expense -paid month -long vaca-
tion in a cold shower."

In letters, reader Anne Marie
Tilly, of Memphis, Tennessee,
claimed that she'd just listened
to a live version of Joni
Mitchell's Big Yellow Taxi "for
the millionth time and have
come to the conclusion that
I'm tired of it."

Dahlquist's DO -20, 1985

10 Years Ago
The cover story featured tech-
nical editor Larry Klein's basic
ground rules for adding extra
speakers. He noted that if your
amp overheats because the
combined parallel impedance
of your speakers falls much
below 4 ohms, it may not
cause permanent damage "but
can certainly put a crimp in a
Saturday night dance party." In
"CES: 14 Show Stoppers,"
Gordon Sell described
promising new products at the
1985 Winter Consumer Elec-
tronics Show, including
Acoustic Research's ETL-1
turntable, with improved three-
point suspension, Canon's
VR-E10 8mm videocassette

Stereo Review
HOW TO HOOK UP
EXTRA SPEAKERS

YWOMSNG PHCOLICIS
FROM TM
VG.LIAIEN
1.2-CrADNICS SHOW

AUDIO V,X0
PECtIvERS
DO BF, Oi
TWO WORLDS

0.4170 BOWIE.
Lou Run
AND OTNER1400(
GEHOMBENCIERS

recorder, and Dahlquist's
DQ-20 phased -array three-way
speakers ($1,800 a pair). And
in "Audio/Video Receivers,"
Fred Petras examined six
competing A/V units, including
the first of the breed -
Jensen's AVS-1500 - and
Sony's 80 -watt -per -channel
STR-AV760.

Those Fabulous Reagan Years:
Reviewing Barry Gibb's "Now
Voyager," Peter Reilly
harrumphed that "every aspect
of this album is so glossy, so
tailored to a known audience,
that it might have been
produced by a computer at the
Harvard Business School."

- Steve Simels
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The ultimate way to
remain true to

the listener,
is to

first be faithful
to the source.

Ak.
The way life sounds.

The new AR 303, 302, 338, 228, 208v & 218v loudspeakers 1-800-969-AR4U.
CIRCLE NO. 8 ON READER SERVICE CARD



WHAT'S AUTOMOBILE
MAGAZINE'S OPINION OF

THE DODGE NEON ?

HIGH.

Dodge would like to thank Automobile Magazine for giving the roomy,

zoomy Neon Sport Coupe a 1995 All -Star award.

Apparently, what with the multi -valve DOHC engine,

the 4 -wheel independent performance suspension and such, they had as much

fun testing it as we had building it. We promise to put the award in a place

of honor. Right next to Neon Sedan's Automobile Magazine 1994 "Automobile

of the Year" and European magazine Moror "World Car" awards.

NEON SEDAN & COUPE

THE NEW DODGE
1 -800 -4 -A -DODGE


